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1. INTRODUCTION
1. 1 History

Mathematical programming is concerned with the pro::ilem of
maximizing or minimizing a function of variables that are restricted by a number :of constraints. Interest in this problem arose
in economics and management sciences, where it was realized
that many problems of optimum allocation of scarce resources
could be formulated mathematically as programming problems.
The introduction of large, high-speed electronic cornputers,moreover, made it possible in principle to obtain numerical solutions,
provided efficient mathematical methods and computational techniques could be developed. These methods cannot immediately be
derived from classical tools, such as the method of Lagrange multipliers. The latter has effectively been applied to ext rem um problems in which the variables were only restricted by equality constraints but it is hardly; if at all, possible to extend such a method
to inequality-constrained extremum problems. Moreover, mathematical programming problems n~arly always consist of many
variables and constraints - there may be several hundreds or even
more - and to a large extent it is this property which distinguishes
them from classical extremum problems and which makes the
development of efficient computational techniques necessary.
A great stimulus was the development by G. B. Dantzig of the
simplex method for the linear programming problem, i.e. the
problem of optimizing a linear function of variables restricted by
a number of linear inequality and equality constraints. A surprisingly large class of industrial and business problems could be
formulated as a linear programming problem, sometimes after
linearization of the objective function or part of the constraints.
The bibliography, composed by Riley and Gass [ 33] l), comprises
hundreds of case study references. In many cases linear programming has contributed much to better decision making and a better
understanding of the problems in business and industry.Computer
codes have been written for various computers and are used extensively all over the world. Attention has also been paid to linear
programming problems with a special, simple structure like the
transportation problem or more general network problems. Some
-textbooks on linear programming have been written. The mathematical and computational theory can for instance be found in [ 22]
and [ 36].
Many practical problems, however, could not or hardly be represented by a linear programming model. Therefore, attempts
were and are made to develop more general mathematical pro1) Figures between square brackets refer to the references at the end of the book.
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gramming methods. A survey of existing methods which does not
intend to be complete will be given in the next section.
1. 2 Current Status of Mathematical Programming
The following three aspects can be distinguished in mathematical programming:
1. The applicational or technological problem, i.e. the formulation of the model, the gathering of the data, the interpretation
and study of the results, etc.
2. The mathematical problem, i.e. the development of mathematical techniques for a certain class of models.
3. The computational problem, i.e. the study of the computational aspects of a mathematical method and the development of
computer codes for it.
These three. problems are of course not independent. The mathematical models, for instance, will be adapted as far as possible
to the methods available. The linearizing of non-linear constraints
or of the objective function which has been done with a view to
applying an existing linear programming method is an example of
this. A study of the computational aspects of the method and computational experience with it will often lead to improvements in
the method itself. Some questions like the accrual of rounding-off
error and the speed of convergence can hardly be studied in another way than computationally. Finally, the computer, more than
the theory will show whether a method is good in practice or not.
The facts which make the simplex method so useful are not its
theoretical finiteness or anti-degeneracy precautions but the computational experience that the number of iterations needed is surprisingly small, even in larger problems, that the rounding-off
error is much less serious in practical problems than theoretically estimated and that an anti-degeneracy precaution is not necessary in practice.
·
Mathematical programming problems can be divided into four
classes:
1. Deterministic, continuous models: the set of points, satisfying all constraints, - to be called feasible·region - is connected;
the objective function, i.e. the function to be _optimized is continuous.
2. Deterministic, discontinuous models: the feasible region is
not connected or (and) the objective function is not continuous.
2. Stochastic mode ls: the coefficients in the constraints or
(and) in the objective function are random variables.
4. Dynamic models: the coefficients in the constraints or (a;nd)
in the objective function are dependent on a parameter (e.g .. the
time). For each value of this parameter we now want to solve the
problem.
In the first class we can find:
a. Linear programming.
Most of the work on this subject has already been completed, as
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follows from section 1. 1. Attention is still being paid to the computational aspects of the simplex method as follows from part .II
of this monograph. Quite recently special methods have been proposed by Dantzig and Wolfe [ 16], and independently by Benders
[ 6], for the solution of very large linear programming problems
which use the simplex method in a number of smaller sub-problems and may be more efficient if the problem has a special, repetitive structure.
b. Quadratic programming, i.e. the problem of minimizing a
convex quadratic function, subject to linear constraints. Several
methods have been devised for this problem by various authors.
Those of Beale [3] and Wolfe [39] are direct extensions ofthe
simplex method, those of Frank and Wolfe [ 20] and Zoutendijk
[ 40], chapter 10 of this monograph, use the simplex method for
the solution of a number of sub-problems.
c. The problem of minimizing a general c_onvex function, subject to linear constraints. Most of the methods developed for this
problem can be considered as large-step gradient methods. We
mention those of Frank and Wolfe [ 20], Rosen [ 34] and Zoutendijk [ 40] , chapter 11 of this monograph. If the convex function to
be minimized is separable, then a linearization of the objective
function can easily be accomplished as has been pointed out by
Charnes and Lemke [9]. An interesting analogy between mathematical programming problems of ·this kind and electrical networks has been shown by Dennis [ 1 7].
d. Convex programming, i.e. the problem of minimizing a
convex function (or maximizing a concave function) in a convex
region. Methods for this problem have been developed by Arrow
and Hurwicz [ 1), whose method is a small-step gradient method,
by Zoutendijk [ 4 OJ, chapter 11 of this monograph, by Kelley, and
by Cheney and Goldstein [ 10]. The convexity assumption plays an
important role in these problems; without such an assumption the
existing methods either do not work or they lead at best to a local
optimum, so that one is never sure whether or not the global optimum has been found.
In the second class we have for instance:
a. Integer linear programming. The solution has to satisfy the
additional requirement that it consists of integers. Methods for
the case that all variables have to be integers have been developed
by Gomory and by Benders, Catchpole and Kuiken.
b. Mixed discrete /continuous programming. Only part of the
variables in the optimum solution must be integer-valued. Many
well-known case studies can be formulated as a mixed programming problem, e.g. the travelling-salesman problem and the
fixed-charge problem. Methods for solving this type of problem
have been proposed by Beale and by Benders.
In the third class we have the chance-constrained programming
problems. A simple example is a linear programming problem
with a stochastic requirements or objective vector. Although
some special problems have been studied, there are no general
methods available at this time, which can cope with large problems of this type.
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Finally the dynamic models can often be solved by using Bellmanns dynamic programming { 5). In many cases the problem can
also be formulated in a static way which may then give rise to a
large linear programming problem.
1. 3 Scope of the Monograph

The stµdy which is the subject of this monograph is concerned
with the mathematical and computational aspects of the linear,
quadratic and convex programming problem. The most important
results are:
1. The development of a new computational algorithm for the
simplex method, to be called revised product - form algorithm
( chapter 4). It is shown in chapter 5 that this new algorithm can
be expected to lead to less computing time per iteration thanany
existing algorithm.
2. The development of a number of methods for the convex
programming problem, to be called methods of feasible directions
( chapter 7). These methods are finite in the linear and quadratic
case (chapters 9 and 10).
3. The discovery of an equivalence between many existing
methods for the linear, quadratic or convex programming problem and the methods of feasible directions.
Apart from an introductory part I, consisting of this chapter
and a chapter in which the mathematical theory of linear and convex programming is studied, the monograph can be divided into
two parts. In part II ( chapters 3- 6) the linear programming problem will be considered. After a brief description of the simplex
method, dual simplex method and primal-dual method (chapter 3),
the computational aspects of the first two methods are dealt with
(chapter 4). To existing algorithms as the straightforward, the
explicit inverse and the product-form algorithm, the revised product-form algorithm will be added. In this new algorithm a better
use is made of the fact that practical linear programming problems only have a few non-zero matrix elements. Especially the
calculation of the shadow prices and the re-inversions are performed more efficiently. Another improvem~nt is that a computational advantage is obtained from variables going into and out of
the basis again and again. A theoretical compari'?on of the different algorithms in chapter 5 will show that the new algorithm leads
to by far the fastest iterations. The number of iterations is not
reduced by applying the new algorithm. The development of tricks
which will reduce this number may be an important subject for
future research. Finally, chapter 6 will link the two parts of the
monograph since in this chapter some special linear programming
problems will be considered which will occur as sub-problem in
the non- linear programming procedures of part III. It will be
studied how the revised product-form algorithm can be applied to
their solution.
In the third part of the book the methods of feasible directions
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are studied. They are iterative procedures for the problem of
maximizing a concave function in a convex region and satisfy the
following rules:
1. The initial solution to start the iterative procedure with
must be feasible, i.e. satisfy all const~aints,
2. From a feasible non-maximum solution a new feasible one
is constructed with a higher value for the objective function. This
process is repeated until to further increase in value can be observed.
3. The sequence of values for the objective function converges
to the maximum value of the function restricted by the constraints
provided such a maximum value exists. Otherwise this sequence
}ends to infinity.
The second rule can be subdivided into:
2a. the determination of a usable feasible direction, i.e. a
direction in which we can make a finite_step such that we are still
within the feasible region and have obtained a higher value for the
objective function;
2b. the determination of the length of the step to be taken in
that direction.
Methods of feasible directions can be regarded as long-step
gradient methods and should be distinguished from the small-step
gradient methods which have also been applied successfully to the
solution of convex programming problems [ 1]. It is clear that
many existing methods are actually methods of feasible directions.
Chapter 7 will be concerned with the general theory of the
methods of feasible directions. It will appear there that, dependent on the normalization used in the determination of the directions, several different methods can be devised. There is thus an
interesting analogy with the results of Hestenes and Stiefel [25],
who showed that several existing methods for solving systems of
linear equations are actually methods of conjugated directions and
only differ in the way they fix the directions by additional requirements. Five different normalizations are mentioned in chapter 7.
It is not difficult to find other ones. With each normalization we
obtain a direction-finding problem which can always be solved by
means of the simplex or dual simplex method. The remainder of
chapter 7 is devoted to .methods for finding an initial feasible
point, to the determination of the step length, to proofs of convergence and to the consequences of a relaxation of the convexity
assumptions.
The computational consequences of the different normalizations
will be studied in chapter 8. Here it will be shown how the revised
product-form algorithm can effectively be applied to the solution
of a direction-finding problem and how the final information of a
direction-finding problem can be used to speed up the solution of
the next one.
Chapters 9, 10 and 11 will be concerned with the application of
the methods of feasible directions to the linear, quadratic and
general convex programming problems, respectively. In each
chapter the procedures will be schematically outlined. Some
further results are:
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. 1. By also considering the idea of conjugatecl directions, we
obtain a number of finite methods in the. case of quadratic programming.
2. One of the normalizations used appears h> lead to a method
equivalent to the simplex method itself in the linear programming
case and to Beale 1 s method in the quadratic case. The procedure
based on this normalization can therefore be considered as an extension of the simplex method to non-linear programming.
3. Another normalization appears to lead to a method equivalent to the primal-dual method, so that the corresponding procedure can be considered as an extension of the primal-dual method
to non-linear programming.
4. Methods of feasible directions, in the form as proposed iri
this monograph, are capable of solving very large linear pro.gramming problems by means of a sequence of smaller sub-problems, so that they contribute to a solution of the important problem of solving very large linear programming problems of a
special structure.
1. 4 Notation
Throughout the book use is made of matrix notation. Matrices
are denoted by capitals, column vectors by roman characters and
row vectors by using the transposition symbol T. The only exceptions to this rule occur in the computational theory of the simplex
method, where, in accordance with the literature on this subject,
some special vectors are denoted by greek characters. In all
other cases greek characters will denote scalars. A vector inequality x
y means that every component of the vector x is less
than or equal to the corresponding component of y. In x
0, the
symbol O denotes a vector consisting of zero 1s only. The components of a vector x are denoted by Xj, whereas xv is the v-th vector of a sequence (having components x/). A set can be denoted,
either by mentioningall elements withinbraces,e.g. I= )1, •.. ,ml,
or by giving the properties which define the set, e.g.
R = [x I Ax
b, x
0l .
If F(x) is a function of the vector x and if R is a set of vectors
(points) x, then the notation Max )F(x) Ix E Rj. stands for the limes
superior of F(x) under the condition x E. R. Strictly speaking the
term "Max" can only be used if it is known that·there is a vector
x ER for which F(x) is maximum. We also use it if this is not known,
in accordance with the literature on the subject. We shall also
speak of the mathematical programming problem Max !F(x) Ix ER]
and then we are concerned with the following questions:
1. Is there a vector x belonging to R?
2. If R is non-empty, does F(x) have a finite maximum on R?
3. If the maxim um of F(x) on R is finite, what is the value of
this maximum and for which vector x is it attained? If there are
more vectors x E. R for which this value is attained, we shall be
content with one of these vectors.
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At some places we shall use the operators V and 3.
"Yx (x E R) F(x) ~rn" stands for "for all x belonging to R we have
that F(x) rn holds";
"3x x .E R, F(x)
rn II stands for "there is a vector x belonging to R
for which F(x) rn holds".
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2. THEORY OF CONVEX PROGRAMMING
2. 1 Introduction
As already pointed out in chapter 1 the convex programming
problem deals with the minimization of a convex function on a
convex set (or the maximization of a concave function on a convex
set). In this chapter the mathematics of this problem will be
studied. In the first three sections some attention will be paid
to the theory of linear inequalities, to semi-definite matrices and
to convex functions. No attempt will be made to give a complete
survey of these fields. Sections 5 and 6 will then be concerned
with the linear and the convex programming problem respectively.
2. 2

Theory of Linear Inequalities

Let A be an m by n matrix, p and x n-component vectors; the
elements of A, x, pas well as of all other matrices and vectors
to be defined later on will be real numbers. Hence the rows of A
and the vectors p and x can be considered as points in an n-dimensional Euclidean space E 11 • The suffix T will denote transposition.
The main theorem in the theory of linear inequalities is Farkas' theorem f 18] :
Theorem 1: If for all vectors x satisfying a system of linear inequalities Ax
0 (Ax
0) we have that p Tx
0 (p Tx 0), then p is
a non-negative linear combination of the rows of the matrix A:
p = ATu, u ~O being an m-component vector.
Proof: Let C = [ y E E 11 j:lu u
0, y = ATuJ. The set C is a convex
polyhedral cone in n-space. Hence if y E C, then "A. y EC for all
"A.~ 0 and if y1 and y2 E C, then y 1 + y2 e C. We shall show that if
p is a vector not be longing to C, a vectpr x exists satisfying
Ax ~' o· and p Tx < 0. This will prove the theorem. Hence assume
p $ C. Let q be the projection of p on C and r = q - p. It follows:
1. For all y E C, (q-p)T(y-q)
O; for, if<O there would have
been a point on the segment joining y and q closer top than q is.
As this point belongs to C, it follows that q could not have been
the projection of p on C.
2. rTq = O; for, if =I O there would have been a point on .the line
through the origin and q closer to p than q is. As this point belongs
to C, it follows that q could not have been the projection of p on C.
From 1 and 2 we obtain rT y
0 for all y E C. If a i_T is the i-th
row of the matrix A, so that ai_T = e? A (ei being the i-th unit
vector), it follows that for the corresponding point in n-space
holds ai· EC; hence rTai· ~O or ai_T r ~O, so that Ar~ 0 holds.
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Since moreover pTr = qTr - rTr = - rTr·< 0 we see that r is the
vector looked for.
Theorem 2: The sets of linear inequalities A x
0, AT u = 0,
u
0 always have a solution x 1 , u', satisfying Ax' + u 1 > 0 and
ui I ai,T x 1 = 0 for all i.
Proof: If ai,T x
0 for all x satisfying Ax~ 0, then by Farkas'
theorem -ai. "' A Tu for some q
0, so that A Tu 1 = 0 wo_uld hold
for some vector u1
0 with u/ > O. Hence either ai,T x 1 > 0 for
some xi satisfying Axi
0, or ATui = 0 for some ui
0, u/ > 0.
Define ui = 0 in the former case and xi = 0 in the latter, so that
m
ai. T xi + u/ > 0 will hold for all i. Let x' =

2

i=l
then:
1. Ax'
0 follows from Axi:::::: 0 for all i,
2. A Tu• "" 0 follows from A1ui = 0 for all i,
3. u 1
0 follows from ui
0 fof all i,
4. Ax' + u 1 > O follows from ai· xr + u/
0 for all r and> 0 for
r=i.
5. u 1 a/ x' = 0 'follows from uih ai,T x' = 0 for all h.

This proves the theorem.
Theorem 2 was first formulated by Tucker [ 35] and is called
the "key theorem". A direct elementary proof can be found in a
paper by Good [ 24] . From the key theorem it is not difficult to
derive Farkas' theorem as well as many other theorems concerning linear inequalities, for instance:
Theorem 3: The sy:stem of linear inequalities Ax< 0 is inconsistent if and only if AT u = 0 for some u
0 and ui > 0 for at least one
i, hence if and only ,if one of the rows of the matrix A is linearly
dependent with non-positive coefficients on the other rows of A.
Proof: From the key theorem we know that vectors x', u' exist
satisfying: -Ax'
0, A Tu 1 = 0, u'
0, and -ai,T x' + ui' > 0, If
u 1 = 0 for all i the system ai_T x < 0 would have a solution,namely
x', so that if this system is inconsistent we necessarilyhave
ATu = 0, u
0 and ui > 0 for some u and i. On the other hand
if ATu = 0, u
0 and ui > 0 for some u and i, we shall have
for all x that xT AT u = 0 or u TAx = 0 and for all x satisfying
Ax
0 that ai.T x = 0 if ui > O. Hence no x can satisfy ai,T x < 0
for_ all i, so that this system is inconsistent.
Corollary: From the key theorem it also follows immediately that
u can be chosen such that ui > 0 holds for all i satisfying (for all x)
ai_T x = 0 if .Ax
0.
2. 3 Semi-definite Matrices

A square and symmetric matrix C will be called: positive definite if sTCs ;::> 0 holds for any vectors IO; positive semi-definite
if sTCs
0 holds for any vector s; negative (semi-)definite if -C
is positive (semi-)definite.
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Theorem 1: Any principal minor of a positive (semi-)definite
matrix is again positive (semi-)definite.
Proof: Let the principal minor P of C consist of those rows and
columns of C for which i E 11 c I= tl, ..• , ml. Let si be arbitrary
if i E 1 1 and = 0 if i f/c 11 . Then
m

m

2 2

2 L

Cij Si Sj =
Pij Si 8i'
i=l j=l
i E 11 j E 11
which proves the theorem. Strict inequality will hold if C is positive definite and s ,/ O.
Corollary: The diagonal elements of a positive (semi-)definite
matrix are always positive (non-negative).
Theorem 2: If C is positive semi-definite and sTcs = 0, then
Cs= 0.
Proof: O (t + As)TC(t+ As) = tTc t + 2 AtTcs for all n-compo nent vectors t and scalars A. Hence tTcs = 0 for all t from which
we obtain Cs = O.
Theorem 3: If C is positive definite, then C -l exists and is also
positive definite.
Proof: Let C be positive definite. Suppose C has a vanishing determinant, so that the system of linear inequalities Cs = 0 would
have a non-trivial solutions', then (s')TCs' = 0, s' =/ 0 would hold,
contrary to the assumption that C is positive definite. Hence c- 1
exists. Take s arbitrary =/ 0 and call t = c- 1 s. We then have t =/ 0
and sTc- 1 s = sTc- 1cc- 1 s = tTC t > 0. Hence c- 1 is positive definite.
Theorem 4: If A is an arbitrary (possibly rectangular) matrix,
then AAT and A TA are positive semi-definite.
Proof: sTAATs = (sTA)(ATs) = tTt
0 if we define t = ATs.
Theorem 5: A symmetric and idempotent matrix is positive semidefinite.
Proof: Let A be symmetric and idempotent; hence AT = A and
A 2 = A, so that A = AT A. From this and theorem 4 the semi-definiteness follows.
Theorem 6: Let the positive semi-definite matrix C be decomposed
0

sTcs =

as C =(~T

~j,

where P is n1 by n1 and positive definite, S is n 2 by
n2 and positive semi-definite (n 1 + 1?; = n)·and Q is an n1 by n2
matrix. Then the n2 by n 2 matrix -Q p-1Q + S
is also positive
semi-definite.
Proof: Let x = (~ 1) where x 1 has n1 components and x2 has n 2
components.
2
We have
0

{x1T, x2T) (~T~)rx~, x/ Px1 + 2 x/Qx 2 + x/ Sx2.

Take x 1 = -P- 1 Q~. Hence
x/ QT P- 1 Qx 2 - 2 x/ QT p- 1 Q~

+ xl Sx 2~ 0
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for any vector x 2, or xl (-cl P- 1 Q + S)x2:~ 0 for any vector x2,
which proves the theorem.
Let C be a positive definite matrix and p an n-component vector. We shall consider the system of linear equations Cx = p and
perform the following procedure:
1. Take x 0 arbitrary, call g 0 = p - cx0 , take a vector s 0 =/- 0 and
define.
(2.3.1}
2. Having already found the points xh, vectors sh and scalars /\.h
for h = 0, 1, .•• , k-1 we define
(2.3.2)

and
(2.3.3)

For sk we now take a vector, satisfying
(sh)TCsk

= 0,

h

=0, 1, •.• ,

k-1 and sk =/- 0,

(2. 3. 4)

provided such a vector exists,
and define:
(gk)T sk
Ak =

(2. 3. 5)

•

(sk)Tc sk
We stop if such a vector does no longer exist.
We now have:
Theorem 7: The vectors sh generated by the above mentioned procedure are linearly independent.
p
p-1
Proof: Suppose
uh sh= 0 and
uh sh =/ 0, so that up =/- O.

2

Hence

p

2
0

0

2
0

uh C sh = O. Since (sP?C sh

=0

for h

=

0, 1, ••. ,p:..1,,

we have up(sP)TC sP = 0. Since up -:f. 0 it follows that (sPfcsP= 0,
hence sP = 0. From this it follows that the vectors ,d1 are linearly
independent.
Corolbry: The procedure ends after a finite number k (;;;;n) of
steps.
k-1
Theorem 8: Let x = x 0+
/\.h sh, hence x = xk.
h=0
Then x solves the set of linear equations Cx = p.
Proof: Let g = p - ~x and suppose g ,f. 0, so that a vector s exists
with g;Ts =/- 0 (we can takes= g).
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Lets
Hence

k-1

(si)Tc t = (si)Tc s -

L

µh(si)Tc sh=
h=O
= (si)Tc s - pi(si)TC Si = 0 for i = 0, 1, ... , k-1.
k-1
Now for all i the relation g = gi /\h C sh holds, so that

L

gTsi = (gi)Tsj - /\i(si?c si =

h=i

o for

i =

o, 1, ... , k-1.

Consequently ;Ts = gTt =I 0, so that t would be a vector satisfying
t -/ 0 and (s 1 ) C t = 0 for i = 0, 1, •.. , k-1, contrary tothe assumption that such a vector does not exist in xk. Hence g = gk =/ 0
cannot hold, which proves the theorem.
The directions sh are called conjugated directions. They are
not uniquely determined, Many methods for solving systems of
linear equations are actually working with conjugated directions
and differ only in the way they fix the vectors s1 by means of additional requirements as has been pointed out by Hestenes and
Stiefel [ 25]. Among them are the Gauss elimination method and
the conjugate gradients method.
2. 4

Convex Functions and Regions

Let F(x) = F(xi, ... , x 11) be a function of the n real variables
x 1 , .•• , x 11 , hence of the vector x E E 11 • We shall suppose that F(x)
is differentiable with continuous partial derivatives, Hence, if the
gradient vector in x is denoted by g(x), i.e.

i g(x)J

T

( oF
= 1 ax

ilFl

, · · ·, ax"s,
n

(2.4.1)

1

the components gi (x) are continuous functi.ons of x.
A function F(x) will be called convex . if linear interpolation
between values of the function never underestimates the real
value at the interpolated point; F (x) will be concave if - F (x) is
convex. Hence, for any two vectors x and y and any scalar /\,
0 < I\< 1, F(x) is convex if
F l(l-/\)x + /\ y

l ::o;; (l-/\) F

(x) + /\ F(y),

(2. 4. 2)

(l-/\) F (x) + /\ F(y).

(2.4.3)

and concave if
F i(l-/\)x + /\y
A

l

function F(x) is strictly convex (concave) if strict inequality
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holds in (2. 4. 2) ((2. 4. 3)) for x i y. It is clear that a linear function is convex as well as concave but neither strictly convex nor
strictly concave. We have the following theorems:
Theorem 1: F(x) is convex if and only if the one dimensional function cp(/\) = F(x + /\ s) is convex for any two vectors x and s.
Proof: The ''only if" part is trivial. Now suppose cp(11:) is convex
for any two vectors x and s. Take x and y E En arbitrarily, call
y - x = s, then
F f(l-/\)x + /\YJ = F(x + /\S) = cp(/\) = cp f(l-/\).0 + /\.ll ;;;=;(1-/\)(jl(O)

+

+ /\(jl(l) = (l-/\)F(x) + /\F (y), q.e.d.
Theorem 2: If xh
Ff!

E

En for h = 1, •.• , m and F (x)

convex, then

! L

m

L

m

xh(;;;=;
F(xh).
h=l
h=l
Proof: The theorem holds for m = 1 or 2. Suppose it holds for m.
We shall prove that it then also holds for m+ 1:
m+l
m
F,_1_
""xh?= Ff_E?___. J:. '
xh+_l_ xm+ll s;;
1 m+l L..,
s
'm+l m L
m+l
h=l
h=l
::::::~ F
-m+l

m

rJ:. ""
L..,

1m

h=l

x 11 J+ _l_ F(xm+l) <_ 1
m+l
- m+l

m+l
"" F(xh)
L..,

h=l

'

q e d

• • •

Theorem 3: The following statements are equivalent:
1. F(x) is convex;
2. F(x 2) - F(x 1)
g(x1 )T(x 2 - Xi) for any two vectors
x 2 E En;

-

xi

and

3. g(x + /\ s)Ts is monotonously non-decreasing as a function of/\
for any x and s;

and when all second partial derivatives exist and form a matrix
C(x):
4. C(x) is positive semi-definite for any x E En.
Proofs: l----72. Let F(x) be convex. Hence, for any twovectors
Xi and X2 E En:
F[(l-/\)xi+/\x 2 l;;;=;(l-/\)F(xi)+/\F(x2)

, 0</\<l, or

F f (xi+ /\ (xrx 1' l ;;;=; F(xi) + /\ f F(~) - F(x 1) l, or
F

! x,

+ /\ ( 2-X1) l - F(xi) 1<: F(~) - F(x
I\

1

).

(2. 4. 4)

Taking the limit for /\~Owe obtain
(2. 4. 5)
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2 ~ 3 . cp(A.) = F(x + A. s) is convex, so that by (2. 4. 5) we have:
(jl

1

(A.1) (~-/1.1)

cp(A.2) - cp(A.1),

cp'(A.2) (A.1-A.2) :S: cp(A.1) - cp(Ai),
Hence if A.2> A.1 we obtain:
(2.4.6)
so that cp'(A.1 )

cp'{A.:i) or g(x+A.1sl s

g{x+A.2sl s_fur A.1 < A.2, q.e.d.

3---t l. Suppose g(x+ A. s)T s is monotonously non-decreasing as
.a function of A. for all x and s. Hence cp 1 (A. 1) cp1 (11.i) if A.1 < A.2.
We have, if 0< µ < 1 and½> A. 1:
0

[l{A.2-A1)

I

1

dT [ cp' [11.1 +-r (A.2-A.1) j - cp' P,1 + µ T (A.2-A.1) j]

0

from which the convexity of cp(A.), hence of F(x), follows.
3---H. From (2. 4. 6) we obtain cp"(A.)
0 for all A., hence
sTC(x+A. s)s
0 for all x, s and A., so that sTC(x)s
0 will hold
for all x and s, from which the positive semi-definiteness of C(x)
for all x follows.
4--,3. If C(x) is positive semi-definite, then sTC(x + A. s)s
0
for all x, s and A; hence cp"(A)
0 for all A, from which it trivially
follows that cp'(A) is monotonously non-decreasing.
Corollaries:
1. If F(xz) < F(x1) and F(x) convex, then g(x1f (x2 - x1) < 0 (follows from (2.4.5)).
2. If g(x 1)T(x - x 1)
0 for all x and F(x) convex, then F(x) has a
minimum in x 1.
3. The quadratic function F(x) = p Tx + ½x Tex is convex if and only
if the n by n symmetric matrix C is positive semi-definite.
Theorem 4: A positive linear combination of convex functions is
again convex and strictly convex if at least one· of the functions is
strictly convex.
Proof: Follows immediately from the definition of· convexity.
Let I be a finite or infinite set of indices, let ai be a vector and
bi a scalar for all i E I. Then we have:
Theorem 5: If F(x) = sup [ at x - bi ji E I l, then F(x) is convex.
Proof: Take x1 and Xi.z E E 11 and O < A< 1:

(1-A) sup [a/ x 1 1

bd +

A sup [a? x 2 -biJ = (1-A) F(x1) + A. F(x 2).
1
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Definition: A set R inn-space is convex if it contains with any two
points x 1 ER and x 2 E R the segment joining x 1 and x 2, i.e. if:
Vx , x

1

2 (x 1,x2 ER) fxj3A.' O;;;;A;;;;l, x=(l-A)x1 +Ax 2 J cR.

The following theorems will hold:
Theorem 6: The intersection of a finite or infinite number of convex sets is convex.
Proof: Let Ri be convex for i E I and let x 1 and x 2 E n Ri and
0;;;; A
1. x 1 and x 2, hence (1-A)x1 + Ax 2 E Ri for all i,
hence
En Ri, q.e.d.
Theorem 7: If fi(x) are convex functions of x E En, i E I and if bi
are scalars, then
R =!

Yi (i E I) fi (x);;;; bd is convex and closed.

Proof: Let Ri = [xj fi(x) ;;;; bJ, then R = n. Ri and it suffices to
prove that Ri is convex and closed. Let x 1 '3.nd
be arbitrary
points of Ri and O;;;; A;;;; 1, then fd(l-A)x 1 +AXz l;;;; (1-A) fdx1) +
+ Afi(x 2);;;; bi, hence (l-\tx 1 +Ax2 E Ri. Ifxj E Ri, j = 1, 2, ••• ,
and x is a point of accumulation of this sequence, then fi(x);;;; bi
follows from fi (xi) ;;;; bi for all j, hence x E Ri, so that Ri is
closed.
Theorem 8: If R and F(x) are convex, then! x E R j F(x) ;;;; m J is a
convex (possibly empty) subset of R for each number m.
Proof: R 1 =)xi F(x) .;;;; m J is convex for each m. We further have;
ix E RI F (x) ;;;; m ] = R n R 1.
.
Theorem 9: Any local minimum of a convex function attained on a
convex set is a global minimum. The set of all these minima is
convex.
Proof: Suppose that x 1 E R and x 2 E R are local minima and that
F(xz) < F(x1) would hold. From theorem 3, corollary 1, it then
follows that g(x1)T (x2 - x 1) < 0 holds, so that F(x) would decrease
if we go from x1 in the direction of x 2. Since the segment joining
x 1 and x 2 belongs to R, x 1 could not be a local minimum.
Hence
F(xz) = F(x1 ) will hold. The second assertion follows immediately
from theorem 8.
Theorem 10: A strictly convex function has only one minimum on
a convex set or is unbounded below.
Proof: Let F(x) be strictly convex and let F(x 1) = F(x 2) for x 1 .E R and
x 2 .E R. From the strict convexity assumption it follows that any
point on the segment joining x 1 and x 2 will have a lower function
value, so that there cannot be two minima.
Theorem 11: Let fi (x) be convex with continuous gradient vector
qdx) for i = 1, ..• , m and let R =(xjfi(x);;;; bi, i = 1, .•• ,ml be
non-empty. Then the system of inequalities fi (x) < bi will be inconsistent if and only if non-negative numbers ui exist, I: ui = 1,
such that E Ui qi(x) = 0 and I: ui fi(x) = E ui bi for all x ER.
Proof: If non-negative numbers ui exist, E ui = 1, such that
.E Ui fi(x) = E Ui bi for all x E R, then the system fi(x) < bi,
i = 1, •.. , m is necessarily inconsistent. For, if, for some x,·
f/x) < bi should hold for all i and if Ur > o, then Ur fr(x) < Ur br
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and for i -I r, ui fi(x)
ui bi, so that E ui fi(x) < E ui bi would
hold.
Now suppose the system fi(x) < bi, i = 1, .•. , m is inconsistent.
Take a pointy ER, let fi(Y) = bi for i E 11 and fi(Y) < bi for i E 12,
11 + 12 == f 1, ••. ml, and suppose the system q.(y)Ts < 0, i E 11,
to be consistent. It is clear that in that case t(y+ As) < fdy)
bi
would hold for some A> 0 and all i, contrary to our assumption.
~ence ~he system of linear inequalities qi (y)T s < 0, i E' 1 1, will be
mcons1stent, so that by theorem 3 of section 2. 2 non-negative
numbers ui can be found, ui > 0 for at least one i or equivalently

2

ui = 1, such that

fi (y) < bi. Hence

2

uiqi(y) = 0 or

iEI1

m

2

ui fi (y)

m

2

m

2
i=l

ui qi (y)

= 0,

ui

=0

if

ui bi will hold. By theorem 3 the

i= 1
i= 1
function E ui fi (x) is convex; its gradient vector equals zero in
the point y E R, so that the function assumes a minimum there
(corollary 2 of theorem 3). Hence, for all x, Z: ui fi(x)~ I ui ft(y) =
= L'. ui bi but, for x E R, E ui fi (x)
I ui bi. Hence Z.: ui (x)= I ui bi
will hold for all x E R, I ui = 1. Moreover any x E R will be an
unrestricted minimum of I ui fi(x), so that I ui qi (x) = 0 will hold
for all x E R. This completes the proof.
Corollary: If the system fi (x) < bi is inconsistent and if fr (x) = br
holds for all x E R, then the quantities u 1 of theorem 11 can be
chosen such that Ur> 0 holds. This follows from the corollary of
theorem 3, section 2. 2.
We have thus proved that, if for no x the system fi(x) < bi can
be satisfied for all i, the outward pointing normals qi (x) in any x
satisfying fi (x)
bi for all i will be linearly dependent with nonnegative coefficients which do not depend on x.
An example of such a system is x 2 + y < 0, x2 - y < 0, z < 1.
For no x, y and z can this system be satisfied. The set R is the
line segment x = 0, y = 0, z
1. We have q 1 T == (2 x, 1, 0),
q l = (2 x, -1, 0) and q/ = (0, 0, 1), so that q 1 + q 2 = 0 holds
for all x E R.
Theorems 1-5 and 7-11 can also be formulated for concave
functions.
2. 5 The Linear Programming Problem

Let A be an m by n matrix with rows ai,T, i E I = !1, .•• , mj,
columns a.j, j E J = (1, ... , n j and elements % ; let x and p be ncomponent vectors, y and b m-component vectors. The linear
programming problem will now be defined as
(2. 5.1)
i.e. the vector(s) x must be determined among those satisfying
the system of linear inequalities Ax ~. b, x
0, for which the
linear function p Tx, to be called objective function, assumes its
maximum, or it must be concluded either that the system Ax
b,
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x
0 will be satisfied for no x, in which case the problem will not
be feasible, or that for no x 1 , Ax'~ b, x'
0, we have pTx
pTx•
for all x satisfying Ax~ b, x
0 in which case the maximum will
be said to be infinite.
It is clear that any linear programming problem - also those
with equality constraints or unrestricted variables - can be written in th~ form (2. 5.1). We shall sometimes write Ax+ y =b,
y~ 0 or Ax= b, where

A= (A,E); x =(;),

(2. 5. 2)

(E being an m by m unit matrix).
We define:
a. The constraint set or feasible region R: the convex polyhe dron inn space formed by the constraints Ax~ b, x
O.
b. A feasible point or v.e_ctor: any x ER or any x satisfying the
constraints. If such an x exists the problem will be called feasible.
c. A basic feasible point or vertex: any x E R which cannot be
written as a convex linear combination of two other feasible
points.
d. An optimum feasible point or optimum solution: a vector x
which solves (2. 5. 1). It can easily be proved that if there is an
optimum solution~ there will also be an optimum basic solution.
For each x E R we can define sets I(x) c I and J(x) c J such that
ai.T x = bi if i E I(x) and ai.T x < bi if i E I-I(x); xi = 0 if j E J(x)
and xi > 0 if j E J -J(x). (I(x) may be empty or = I; J(x) may be
empty or = J).
A direction s in x will be called feasible if none of the constraints will be violated by making a sufficiently small step in the
direction. s, i.e. s is feasible in x if
(2. 5. 3)

For a direction s to be feasible in x it is necessary and sufficient
that
ai,T s

0 if i

E

I(x),

if j

E

J(x).

$j~ Q

(2. 5. 4)

A feasible direction in xis usable if in addition:
(2. 5. 5)

A point x E R will be an optimum point if no usable vector
exists in x, hence if pTs
0 for all vectors s satisfying (2. 5. 4).
We can now state:
Theorem 1: A point x E R is optimum if and only if the objective
vector p can be written as a non-negative linear combination of
the outward-pointing normals in x, i. e, if non-negative numbers
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ui and ·vi (i

E

I(x), j

L

J(x)) can be found such that:

E

L

ui aii vi ~,
i<=I(x)
j<=J(x)
where ei is the unit vector with 1 at place j.
Pj =

Proof: Let x be an optimum point, so that pT s ;;;; 0 holds for any s,
satisfying ai_T s;;;; 0 if i E I(x), and -Sj;;;; 0 if j E J(x). We can therefore apply Farkas 1 theorem (section 2. 2, theorem 1) which gives
us the result immediately. The reverse is trivial.
Hence in an optimum point x, y we have:
p = ATu -v, u~O, v~O,
uTy=O, vTx=O,

(2.5.6)

which we obtain by introducing ui = 0 if i E 1-I(x), hence if Yi > 0,
and Vj = 0 if j E J-J(x), i.e. if xi> O.
Let us now consider the linear programming. problem:

(2. 5. 7)
which we obtain from (2. 5. 1) by:
1. interchanging the vectors p and b (i.e. objective vector and requirements vector);
2. transposing the matrix A;
3. reversing the inequality signs;
4. interchanging maximum and minimum.
Problem (2. 5. 7) will be called the dual problem of the primal
problem (2. 5.1).Instead of A Tu~ p, we can also write A Tu - v = p,
v~O.
-We have the following theorems:
Theorem 2: The dual problem of the dual problem is the primal
problem.
Proof: Follows immediately from the rules 1-4.
Theorem 3:

If(; )and(~ )are feasible s_olutions of the primal

and

dual problem respectively, then pTx :;;;;bTu.

Proof: pTx = uTAx - vTx = uTb - uTy - vTx ::;;bTu.
Theorem 4:

If (;;)is

an optimum feasibl; solution of the prim al

problem, then the dual problem is also feasible and for any optimum solution(~'.)of it we have:
pTx• = bTu 1 , u•Ty• = 0, v 1Tx• = 0.
Proof: Let(;', )be an optimum solution of (2. 5. 1). It (hen follows
from (2. 5. 6) that there exists a feasible solution(~•)of (2. 5. 7)
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with u I Ty 1 = 0 and v I Tx 1 = 0. The proof of theorem 3 shows that
pTx 1 = bTu• will hold, so that(~: )will be an optimum solution.
This proof also shows that the relations uTy 1 = 0, vTx 1 = O will
hold for any other optimum solution of the dual problem.
Theorem 5:

If(; )and(~ )are feasible solutions of the primal and

dual problem respective{y and if uTy = 0 and vTx = 0, then they
are optimum solutions.
Proof: Follows immediately from theorem 3 and its proof.
Bearing in mind that each equation can be written as two inequalities and each unrestricted variable as the difference of two
-restricted variables, one can easily derive the following theorems
(primes denote optimum solutions, if they exist).
Theorem 6:
the primal problem is: Max f pTx l Ax = b, x
03,
then the dual problem is: Min fb Tu I A Tu - v = p, v
0 l and the
duality relations are: p Tx• = bTu '; v 1 Tx 1 = O.
Theorem 7:
the primal problem is:

If
If

MaxfpTx+qTy,Ax'+y=b, x~O, y~q,
then the dual problem is:
MinfbTujATu - v = p, u~q, v~ Ol,
and the duality relations are:
pTx• + qTyt = bTu•,
v'Txl

= o, u•Tyl = qTy'.

Theorem 8: If the primal problem is:
Max 1Pl x1 + Pl x21 Au x1 + A12 x2 + Y1 = b1; Y1'~ O;
A21 x 1 + A22 x 2 = b2; xl

OJ,

then the dual problem is:

I

T

:Min ib? ui + bl u 2 Ai/ U1 + A21

U2 - V1 = Pi; Vi:~ O;

Ail Ui + A2l U2 = fl2; Ui

0j

and the duality relations are p iT x'i + n..T
x 2 -- b iTu 1i + b 2T u'2'•
c-;,
1
1
1
v•T
i x i = O·' u i Ty i = 0 •
1

Hence the dual variable corresponding to a primal equality will
not be restricted and a dual equality will correspond to an unrestricted prim al var_iable.
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We always have the following rules:
1 .. the prim al and dual solution have the same value;
2. the restricted variables of the two optimum solutions have the
so-called complementary slackness property.
2. 6

The Convex Programming Problem

Let fi(x) be non-linear convex differentiable functions of x E Eii
and i E 11 = 11, ... ,m 1 lwith continuous partial derivatives.
Let
ai be n-component vectors for i E 1 2 = 1m 1 + 1, .••• , ml and let bi
be real numbers for i E l = 11 + ½- Further J = (1, ..• , n J. Then
the convex region R will be defined by:
(2.6.1)
R will be called the feasible region or constraint set; any x
will be a feasible point or vector. We shall sometimes write:

Yi = bi - fi(x)
= bi -

a/ x

0, i

E

11 ,

0, i

E

12-

.E

R

(2. 6. 2)

The gradient vector of fi (x) will be denoted by qi (x):
(2.6.3)

If fi(x) = bi for some x and i, then ~(x) is the outward-pointing normal of fdx) in x.
We shall impose the following regularity condition on R:

ci: Vi(i E 11.\ 3x x ER, fi(x) <bi.
Theorem 1: If C 1 is satisfied then fi(x) < bi holds for some x
and all i, i.e.
3xx

E

;R, vi (i

E

1

2

m1

h=l

xh,

R

11) fi(x)< bi•

Proof: Let, for all i
x = ml

E

then

E

11 , xi

by

E

R be such. that fi (~) < bi.

theorem

2,

section

2. 4

we

Take
have

Let x E R, let I1(x) = f ij fi(x) = bi), I2(x) =
J(x) = i j I xi = 0 J·
We now have:
Theorem 2: If Cl is satisfied, x ER and

2

2

2

ui qi(x) +
Ui ai Vj ei = O; ui
iEI1(x)
iE½(x)
jEJ(x)
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fil a?x
O;

= bd

and

0,

Vj

then ui = 0 if i E I 1(x), i.e. in no x E
will one. of the outward-pointing normals of the non-linear hypersurfaces f-(x) = b·
be linearly dependent with non-positive coefficients on the othe;
outward-pointing normals in that point.
Proof: Suppose ui > 0 for some i E I1(x), say ur > O. The convex
function

_L

_L

ui fi(x} +
ui
iEil(x)
iE½(x)

a?x

_L

jEJ(x)

V.j

'.xfwill equal

_L

iEI(x)

uibi for all

x E R (I(x) = I 1(x) + I2 (x)). Hence,for no x E R, fr (x) < bi, could hold,
contrary to condition C 1.
Corollary: if Cl is satisfied and x ER, i E I 1(x), then qi(x) -/ O.
Let x ER.A directions in x will be called feasible if we do not
immediately leave the region R·when making a sufficiently small
move_in the directions, hence if 3/1./1. >0, x + /1.s En.
Let ~x) be the convex polyhedral cone of all vectors s satisfying
qi(x) s;;;; 0 if i E I 1(x); a?s ;;;; 0 if i E I2(x) and Sj.~ 0 if j E J(x).
A necessary condition for a vector to be feasible in R is that
s E S(x). If I1(x) is non-empty this condition will in general not be
sufficient.
In literature instead of our condition C 1 we usually find the
condition C2 imposed on R: For all x E R any vector s E S(x) is
tangent to an arc which is completely contained in the constraint
set. (See Kuhn and Tucker £28] and Dennis fl 7], p. 133).
This condition can easily be shown to be equivalent to the condition that for all x E R the closure of the cone of feasible directions S'(x) equals S(x). It is slightly weaker than Cl, which follows from:
Theorem 3: Condtion Cl implies C2.
Proof: Suppose Cl is satisfied, so that, for some x E R, fi(:ic)< bi
will hold for all i E 1 1. Let x E R be arbitrary and _consider· the
feasible vector s = x - x. We have qi (xf s < 0 for all i E I1(x)
(theorem 3, corollary 1, section2.4). Lets ES(x). Forall/1.>0
it follows that qi(x)T(s + /1. s) < 0 holds for all i E I 1(x), so that
s + /1. s E S'(x) for all /1. > 0. This implies C2.
Hence condition C2 includes a larger class of constraints than
Cl does but examples where C2 is satisfied but Cl is not are
rather artificial. In such examples fi(x) = bi will holdfor allx1E R
and some i, say i E I{ c. 11. Neither Cl nor C2 seems to be a
serious restriction on R. It is perhaps worth mentioning that if
Cl is not satisfied, replacement of all constraints fi (x) ;;;; bi by
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fi(x) ;;;;: bi+ E, E being a small positive number, will lead to a
feasible region R(£) :J R for which Cl is satisfied (assuming that
R is not empty). The adding of E can be restricted to 'those constraints fi (x) bi for which fi (x) < bi is impossible for any x E R .
Let F(x) be a concave differentiable function of x E En with
continuous gradient vector g(x), let R, defined by (2. 6. 1),satisfy
condition Cl, then the convex programming problem is defined by
Max [F(x)

Ix

F

R

J.

(2.6.4)

The function F(x) will be called the objective function.
A feasible direction s in x E R will be called usable if:
(dF(~: r-s))

/1.=0

= g(x)Ts >0 holds.

Theorem 4: If no feasible direction in x F R is usable, then x will
be a maximum of F(x) on R.
Proof: Suppose y E R can be found such that F(y) >F(x), Cor_ollary
1 of theorem 3, section 2. 4 states that in that case g(x)T(y-x) > 0
holds (note that - F(x) is convex). Since y - x is a feasible direction it follows that it is also a usable direction. Hence, if no
usable direction exists, x will be a maximum of F(x) on R.
Theorem 5: A feasible point x ER will be a maximum of F(x) on R
if and only if g(x)Ts
0 for all s satisfying qi..(x)Ts
0 if i E I1 (x);
a? s
O if i E I 2 (x) and sj
0 if j E J(x), i.e. !or all s E S(x).
Proof: The "if" part is a trivial consequence of the definition of a
usable direction and theorem 4. To prove the "only if" part we
suppose that an s E S(x) exists, satisfying g(x) Ts > 0. From theorem 1 we know that, for some x' E R, fi(x') < bi will hold for all
i E 11 • Let s' be x' - x, then qi(x)Tsr < 0 for all i E I 1(x).
Let
s(A) = AS + s 1 • Clearly s(J'-) is feasible for all A;;;;; 0 since
q.(xf
s(A) < 0, i E I 1(x); ai s(A)
0, i E I 2(x)f and f s(A)li :2: 0,
1
j E J(x) will hold for all A;;;,: O. Moreover g(x) s being> 0, A can
be chosen so large that g(x)Ts(A) > O will hold. Consequently x
cannot be a maximum point.
Remark: If condition C2 is imposed on R instead of Cl, the theorem is also correct. A proof can be found in [17]. p.133-135.
Theorem 6: A point x E R is a maximum point of F(x) on R if and
only if the gradient vector in x is a non-negative linear combination of the outward-pointing normals in x, i.e.:
x maximum~g(x) =

L

iEI 1 (x)

L

L

ui qi(x) +.
ui ai - .
vj el;
1El2 (x)
JEJ{x)
(2. 6. 5)

ui;;;;; 0, vi;;;;; O.
Proof: If g(x) can be written as in (2. 6. 5), right-hand member,
we have that g(x)T s
0 for any s E S(x), so that, by theorem 5,
xis a maximum of F(x) on R. On the other hand if xis a maximum
ofF(x) on R,then theorem 5 shows, thatg(x)Ts
0 for any s E S(x),
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so that the right-hand member of (2. 6. 5) follows from Farkas'
theorem (section 2. 2, theorem 1).
Instead of (2. 6. 5) we can also write:
x maximum

g(x) =

_2

Ui

lEl1

u ~0,

2

qi(x) +

iEl2

ui ai - v;

(2.6.6)

~0; uTy = 0, vTx = 0,

V

with y defined by (2. 6. 2).
Kuhn and Tucker [ 28] have shown that the maximization of a
concave differentiable function F(x) in a convex region R defined
by x
0 and fi(x) ~bi, i E I, fi(x) convex and differentiable, satisfying condition C2, is equivalent to the determination of a saddlepoint of the function cp(x, u) = F(x) + u Ty under the conditions u
0,
x~OandJ; =bi -fi(x)~O, andthatinthe saddle-pointx', u'the
following c?-onditions are satisfied:
1 \(.'o

CJ)

(x, u)) x',u' =0,1.e.
<
.
( ') _
gx

ax.

7

,

(

tJ.i qix

') <'

="

0 ,.

x'TC~; u)jx', u' = 0, hence ifxJ.> 0, thengj(x')-' Lu{ fq'i(x')Ji= O;
2.f.a~x, u)~
\

U

,

)X,U

,

0, i.e. fdx') - bi~ O;

0
u•T(- crJx,u)~
= 0 hence if"-(x')<b·1 thenu 1! = 0.
\ au )x',u'
'
'i
'
These conditions are called the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. They are the same as the conditions (2.6.6).
Theorem 7: Let x' be a maximum of F(x) on R. Thenx' also solves
the problems

l;
I qi(x'fx

1. Max [g(x')Tx Ix ER
2. Max [g(x'?x

~q/x')Tx', i

a?x ~bi, i

E

I2{x

1

)

E

I 1 (x 1);

and xi~ 0, j

E

J(x 1)l.

Proof: If x' is a maximum of F(x) onR the conditions (2. 6. 6) hold.
Since x' is a feasible point of problems 1 and 2 and satisfies the
optimality conditions for these problems (which are exactly the
conditions (2. 6. 6)) it follows that x' is a maximum.
Note that problem 2 is a linear programming problem.
Theorem 8: For any x E R we have:
Max [F (x)

IX

Max [g(x)Tx

E

I

R

Max !g(xjT X

l - F (x)
(:x)Tx

I

X E

q/x:)Tx + bi - fi(x), i

a?x ~bi, i

E

I2; x

o ]-

R
E

g(xfx.

l - g(xjTx
11 ;

(2. 6. 7)
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Proof: F(x) is concave, hence by theorem 3. 2, section 2. 4 we
have (- F(x) is convex):
F(x) - F(x):;:;; g(x)T (x-x):;:;; Max [g(x)Tx IX

E

R

l - g (x:JTx

for any x. E R from which the first inequality follows. Let x ER,
so that fi (x) :;:;; bi for all i. Since fi (x) is convex, we have by theorem 3.2, section 2.4 that
fi (x)

fi (x) + qi(x)T (x-x).

It follows that
qi(xlx:;:;; qJx)Tx + bi - f 1 (x),

so that the convex polyhedron defined by this set of inequalities
contains R. From this the second inequality follows.
Theorem 8 can be considered as an approximation theorem.
The maximum increase in value of the objective function if we
start an iterative procedure in a feasible point x can never exceed the maximum increase in value of the linearized problem.
The linearizing is obtained by maximizing the linear term in the
Taylor expansion of the function F(x) and by replacing the ine quality Yi = bi - fi(x)
0 by a linear inequality obtained by expanding bi - fi(x) in a Taylor series and taking the linear terms.
The approximation is consistent since the inequality signs will be
equality signs if xis already the real maximum.
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3. METHODS OF SOLUTION FOR THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING
PROBLEM

3. 1 Introduction
Many methods have been developed for the solution of the linear programming problem. They can be distinguished into finite
and infinite iterative methods. The first group of methods is
mostly based on the principle of the Gauss elimination of variables. We have in this group the simplex method, the dual simplex
method, Beale's method of leading variables [ 2 ] , the primaldual algorithm and the methods of feasible directions. The first
two methods and the fourth one will be described in this chapter;
the last one will be dealt with in chapter 9. The group of infinite
methods includes all kinds of relaxation methods. In spite of the
small amount of work involved in an iteration they mostly require
so many iterations, i.e. converge so badly that it must be doubted
whether they can compete with the finite methods for larger problems.

3. 2 The Simplex Method
The simplex method is the most widely known numerical procedure for solving the linear programming problem. It is a finite
iterative method and has been described in many p)lpers and
books (e.g. Dantzig, Orden and Wolfe [15], Vajda [36]
and
Gass ( 22]).
For explaining the simplex method we shall first assume that
the problem is of the form (see section 2. 5 for the notation):
(3. 2. 1)

The Yi will be called elementary variables.
Defining

A = (A, E), x = G)and

pT = (PT, 0),

we obtain the equivalent problem
Max [ p1' x I Ax = b

0,

x

0 j.

(3.2.2)

For the time being we shall also impose the non-degeneracy assumption:
For any non-singular m by m submatrix B of \A• E) we have that,
if B- 1 b
0, then B- 1 b·> 0 (no component of ff b shall be zero).
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It can be shown that this condition is equivalent to the geometrical
condition that each vertex of the feasible region will be the intersection of exactly n· linearly independent bounding hyperplanes but
shall not lie in any of the other bounding hyperplanes. Still another
,formulation is that any feasible solution shall have at least m
positive components. Clearly b > 0 will hold in (3. 2. 1) if this
condition is satisfied.
Let us suppose that we know a non-singular m by m submatrix
B = (a.ii, ... , a.im), saijsfying B - 1 b > O (a.j denotes the j-th
column· of the matrix A, j here runs from 1 to n + m, hence.
a,n+r =

er> the r-th unit vector). Writing

x =~~),we

have b

= Bxs+ DxD,

hence

A=

(B,D),

x8 = B- 1 b

p =(~ 8 )and

- ff 1 Dx~.

It follows that x8 = B- b > 0 and xD = 0 is a basic feasible solution with value i5? ff 1 b.
The matrix B will be called the basis; the variables x 8i = Xj-,
i = 1, •.. , m will be said to be in the current basis, the variablJs
xDj are in the current non-basis. Substituting for x 8 in the objective function we obtain:
P TX

= p- BT:x B

1

+p- D TXD

= p- BTB-lb

- (p-T
B-ln - -p DT)xD•
B

Let us now define a vector d by means of its components:
-d i = -TB-l. 1·
Ps
a.i - Pi,
J = , ••• ,n+m,

(3.2.3)

so that di = 0 if Xj belongs to the xli part of x, i.e. if Xj is in the
current basis. Moreover writing ctT = (d 1 T, d 2 T) where d 1 is ,an
n-component vector corresponding with the variables xi and d 2 is
an m-component vector corresponding with the variables yi' we
have
(3.2.4)

The di variables are often called shadow prices. The row of shadow prices will be called d row.
From the foregoing it follows that
pTx =

Ps T

B-1 b -

,Fx.

We now have two possibilities:
1. di~ 0 for all j. It then follows that

x=

(~;)= (B-~b) is

an op-

timum solution since uT = ctl and vT = ct/ satisfy the dual constraints of (3. 2.1) whereas uTy = Q.and vTx = 0, so that the optimality follows from theorem 5, section 2. 5.
2. 3:s ds < O. We can now try to increase Xs from, zero until one
of the non-zero (basic) variables xBi becomes zero, i.e. we shall
have to determine a scalar Ar > 0 such that

Ar = max [A/ ff 1 b - Aff 1

a.s

OJ.

(3. 2. 5)
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1

If /\r
+ oc, _hen<:_e if ff _a. 5
~i the pr_~~lem will_ have ~n _infin~te
solution, smce x 5 = ;\, Xs = B b - ;\ B a. 5 , and xDi = 0 1f xDi i x 5 ,
will be feasible for any ;\ > 0, whereas, if ;\ goes to infinity,
pTx = plB- 1 b - },. d5 will grow beyond all bounds.
If Ar < oc, the, choice of r is unique since otherwise x5 = ;\ r,
'xs = B- 1 b - ;\r B- 1 a. 5 , and XDj = 0 if XDj =/ x5 , would be a
feasible solution with less than m positive components, contrary
to our non-degeneracy assumption. We can now solve for x5 in the
r-th equation (obviously (B- 1 a.s)r > 0) and eliminate x5 from all
other equations and the objective vector, so that we obtain a new
set of basic variables and a new basis B 0'<.
Introducing the 11 T]-vector'' Tlr by
( ffl -a.s ) i

( ·:ir )i = - (ffi

a )
•S

r

.f . ..J
1 1 r r,

(3. 2. 6)

1

(3. 2. 7)

and the elementary matrix Er by
(3. 2. 8)

we have:

(B*t 1 = Er B-1,
and for any column of the matrix

(3. 2. 9)

A:
(3.2.10)

Suppose that we had a tableau with columns ff 1 a.j, then we
get a new tableau, corresponding to the new basis, qy premultiplying every column of this old tableau by the elementary matrix
Er. We shall then have that the unit column B" 1 a.j
transforms
to the column Tlr and that the column B- 1 a. 5 transfoi:ms to a unit
column. The premultiplication by Er leads to the well-known
transformation formulae which are the same as those used in the
Jordan method for matrix inversion.
The column to be introduced in the basis in a certain iteration
will be called the main column or pivot column. The index r given
by (3. 2. 5) determines the main row or pivot row. The common
element of pivot column and pivot row will be called the pivot element, i.e. (B- 1 a .s)r.
The increase in value of the obj_E:ctive function corresponding
with this change of basis equals - /\r d 5 > 0. Hence, by proceeding
in this way we obtain a sequence of bases and corresponding basic
solutions with ever-increasing value for the objective function.
Since the number of possible bases is finite and no basis can ever
repeat, the procedure is obviously finite under the noq-degeneracy assumption.
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From the foregoing it follows that the problem will be solved
as ·soon as a square submatrix B 1 of A has been found with the
properties:
(3. 2.11)
(hence > 0 under the non-degeneracy assumption),

J-

2 • d-i1. -- -p 8, T rt B I 1 a- ·i - -Pi

O f or a 11 J· = 1 , ••• , n+m.

(3.2.12)

The optimum solution will. then be:
(3. 2.13)

The solution of the dual problem will be:
u'T= PB'T !B'J-1 = d~T

J

v~T,= PB'T !B'J-lA - PT= d{T

J

(3.2.14)

as can be verified by direct substitution in (2. 5. 7).
The solution is obtained at the same time by means of the final
d row.
· Summarizing we can say that the v-th iteration in the simplex
method proceeds along the following lines:
_
1. The pivot column, if any, is determined by d~ -l < 0 (usually the most negative is chosen);
v
V-l)T = (T f B V-li-1 A _ T T f BV-lJ -1)
(ciV-1) T = (d_1
d 2,V--1
PBV-1 (
P , PBV-1 ( ·
,
where B V-l stands for the m by m matrix derived from the matrix
(A, E) by taking only those columns the variables of which are in
the basis at iteration v-1.
2. In the chosen pivot column the row number rv of the pivot
element is determined by

I

ol,
J

~r<~: = m/n (-biv:~
a.is/- 1 >
1
arvsv
aisv
where b V-l = ([BV-lJ- 1 b and a•sv V-l = (fB V- 11- 1 .a•sv.
3. The transformation itself is carried out by:
making the new 1 '·17-vector":

(3. 2. 15)

(3.2.16)
1

arVsVV-1
and performing the transformation:

(3.2.17)
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b V

= E

a ·J V

rV

= E

Vb V-1
V

rV

(3.2.18)

,

a •J.V-l '

. 1
n+m
J= , • . • '
•

(3. 2. 19)

It is not necessary to do all these calculations in an iteration.
In chapters 4 and 5 these computational aspects will be investigated.
Up to now we have assumed that the problem is of the form
(3. 2. 1). This is not always the case. We shall distinguish the
following cases:
1. Some of the Yi variables have coefficients in the objective
function, so that pT = (PT, q T). In that case we must calculate the
initial d row by
O
AT q-p,d 0 =0,
d 1=
2

and use -d 0 as objective function {hence define a new
solution of the dual problem in this case will be
u1 =

p == -d 0 ).

d; + q, v 1 = d{ ,

The

(3.2.20)

as can easily be verified (see 2. 5, theorem 7).
2. b
0 but not all the Yi exist (hence A does not contain a
complete set of unit vectors). In this case we could for instance
add artificial unit vectors and ·artificial variables zi for those
values of i for which A does not contain the unit vector e i, say for
i E Iz CI.
We now first solve the artificial problem (phase I):
Max f

-

L

iE½

zi

j ai_T x

+ Yi

= bi

if i

E

I - Iz; ai_T x + zi

= b1

if

(3.2.21)
where the row vectors ai_T are the rows of the matrix A.
This .. is again a linear programming problem but now of the
type (3. 2.1). It will be solved in a finite number of steps. In the
optimum solution we shall have:
either
zi > 0 in which case we conclude that the original sys tern of equations is inconsistent, so that the problem is not feasible,
or l zi = 0 in which case we have obtained a basic feasible solution with, owing to the non-degeneracy assumption, none of the
zi variables in the basis, so that we can completely forget these
artificial variables and proceed to the second phase, the s_olution
of the actual problem for which we now know an initial basis B.
3. bi< 0 for some i. If such a row does not contain a Yi variable we can multiply it by -1 after which the artificial zi is introduced. If it contains a Yi variable the multiplication by -1 will
make that Yi can no longer be used as initial basic variable, so
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that here too an artificial zi must be introduced after the multiplication. In both cases we shall then first have to solve a problem
of type ( 3 • 2 . 21) •
4. Some of the variables Xj are not restricted by a non-negativity requirement. We can always write x1 = x/ - x(, x/
0,
Xf ;?\ 0 for. such a free variable. If d(x/)
0 we introduce X/ in
the basis, otherwise Xf and as soon as this has been done .the
row to which it then belongs in the tableau can be disregarded in
choosing a pivot row.
It should be well understood that the procedures described are
not always the most efficient ones from a computational point of
view.
The proof of finiteness of the simplex method breaks down in
the likely case of degeneracy. Several proposals have been made
which cope with this difficulty. Degeneracy may lead to a situation
where the choice of 11.r is no longer unique. Intuitively it is clear
that a perturbation of the right-hand member b, if introduced correctly, will lead to a unique choice. On this idea the first of the
following two anti-degeneracy proposals is based:
Anti-degeneracy proposal 1 (see Charnes, { 7]):
a. Find Io ={r

Ij\* =~I:= mtn ~i:, ais* >0},(the astert
ars
1 a1s
isk denotes the transformed figures, hence bi* = (B- 1 bh if B- 1
is the inverse of the current basis).
If 1 0 is empty, there will be an infinite solution; if it consists of
one element the choice of 11.r ~' will be unique.
b. Suppose sets I 0 , J'. 1, 12 , ••• , Ik-l, have already been determined and Ik-l still consists of more than one element. We then
define:
. -=-7>
aik* 1. E Ik-l l.
Ik = 1 r E Ik-l . _ark** = m).n
1
ars
ais °'
Since no two rows of the matrix are dependent (the matrix contains the unit matrix) we shall arrive at a unique r after a finite
number of steps of this kind which is less than the number of columns in the (perhaps artificially extended) matrix A.
Anti-degeneracy proposal 2 (see Dantzig, Orden and Wolfe, [ 15] ):
a. Find 1 0 c I as in the first proposal.
b. Suppose sets I 0, 11 , ... , Ik-l have alre?,dy been chosen.
We now define:
)
(ffl )
I = (r E I
I (ffl
ek r = min
ek i i E I J •
k (
k-1
ars*
i
ais* ,
k-1

(

E

I

Since no two rows of the inverse are dependent this procedure will
lead to a unique choice of r after a number of steps which is
m.
It can be proved that both methods for breaking ties will guarantee an optimum solution of a linear programming problem after
a finite number of iterations. Hence (3. 2. 21) will be solved and
phase I finished after a finite number of iterations. But, in the
case of degeneracy, it will be possible that some of the zi are
still in the basis (with zero values, otherwise the problem would
not be ;feasible). We can still proceed to phase II provided we add
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an extra equation I:
over those values of
end of phase I. This
zi, still in the basis,

Zi ;;;; 0 to the problem, the summation being
i E Iz for which zi is still in the basis at the
extra equation will guarantee that none of the
will ever become positive.

3. 3 The Dual Simplex Method

Let a linear programming problem be of the form (2. 5.1) with
pi;;;; 0 for all j and bi< 0 for some i. From (2. 5. 7) it then follows
tliat u = 0, v = - p is an initial basic feasible solution for the dual
problem, so that this dual problem can be solved immediately
without using some artifice. When using the simplex method for
the solution of this dual problem we shall also obtain the solution
of the primal problem (see theorem 2, section 2. 5 and (3. 2.14)).
Lemke [ 29] remarked that instead of dualizing first and applying then the simplex method to the dual problem, we can also
work within the organization scheme of the primal problem and
there use a set of criteria which would lead to the choice of those
columns and rows as main columns and main rows that would have
been chosen by applying the simplex method to the dual problem.
We then obtain the dual simplex method which proceeds along
the following lines:
1. In iteration v the pivot row rv, if any, is determined by
b,v V-l < 0 (us_ually the most negative is chosen); bV-l = fBV-l J- 1 b,
where BV- 1 stands for the m by m matrix derived from the
matrix (A, E) by taking only those columns the variables of which
are in the (prim al) basis at iteration v -1.
2. In the chosen pivot row the column number sv of the pivot
element is determined by:
ds V-1

-ar s V-1
vv

= min'
·.
J

t

dj\;-1

,

-

-arvi

V-1

I a rvJ

_V-1

<Ol

·

5'

provided ar iV-l < 0 holds for some j. Otherwise the problem is
not feasible~
3. The transformation formulae are the same as in the simplex
method.
4. The problem will be solved at iteration k if b/ •~ 0 for all i
(the condition (3. 3. 1) automatically entails that djV •~ 0 will hold
for all j and v). The solution will always be reached ina finite
number of iterations if an anti-degeneracy precaution is applied.
A geometrical interpretation of the dual simplex method within
the geometry of the primal problem can easily be given. For, any
non-optimal dual basic feasible point (i.e. any basic feasible
point of the dual constraint set which is not the optimum) corresponds with a non-feasible vertex in the primal problem (i.e. intersection of n linearly independent constraining hyperplanes)
which is optimum with regard to a restricted primal problem obtained from the primal problem by omitting those constraints
which are not satisfied. If such a point is called a non-feasible
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bas,ic optimal point, then the dual simplex method will go through
a vertex-to-vertex path of non-feasible basic optimal points until
a feasible basic optimal point is reached.
It should be remarked that many vertices are neither feasible
nor dual feasible. If the initial vertex is such a point we shall
have to use an artifice in both methods. In the simplex method we
can introduce artificial variables for all constraining equations
and for the constraining inequalities with negative right-hand
member figure and use the phase I approach of section 3. 2, formula (3. 2. 21); in the dual simplex method we can introduce artificial variables for the constraining equations and an extra constraint I xi
M, where the summation is over all values of j for
which Pj > 0, say j E J+, and M is so large a number that the artificial constraint will not determine the optimal solution. We then
pivot in this row and in the columns determined by Ps = max Pj,
so that b[ = bi - Mais, i = 1, ... ,m, b:U+i = M, will be the new
right-hand member, whereas pl = Pi - Ps if j E J+ and = Pi if j ¢ J+
so that Pj :;;;; 0 will now hold for all j. Instead of fixing M we can
also use a two-phase approach by taking first -a. 5 as criterion
·column for the selection of main rows until the elements of this
column have all become non-negative, after which we can proceed
to the real criterion column, i.e. the b column.
The dual simplex method has the advantage that artificial variables, due to equations, can be eliminated from the basis one
after the other in successive iterations. Its disadvantage is that
the solution will remain non-feasible until the end of the calculation, so that the problem has to be completely solved before the results will have a practical meaning. It has found its major application in a number of post-optimal problems (e.g. amendments
problems, parametric programming, see Gass and Saaty, [23]and
Gass, [22] ).
.,
3. 4 The Primal-Dual Method
For a description of this method we suppose that the linear
programming problem is of the form
Max! p Tx j Ax = b, x

0, b

0

J,

(3. 4. 1)

so that its dual is given by (theorem 6, section 2. 5)
Min[bTu jATu - v = p, v ~0

l.

(3. 4. 2)

The assumption b
0 is no restriction since this can always be
obtained by multiplying some rows by -1.
We shall show how we can obtain a feasible solution u V+l of
(3. 4. 2) from another feasible solution uV in such a way that
bT u V+l < bTu v. The procedure must thus be started with an initial
dual feasible solution u0 (u 0 may be arbitrary and may or may not
be a basic solution).
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Let J v c J be defined by
Jv =

fj

v/

JI

E

= O

l.

(3. 4. 3)

We now solve the restricted primal problem:

Max

f-

m

2 zi j 2

i=l

aii xi + zi = bi, xi~ 0, 2i;:::: 0 ],

so that the optimum solution z 1,
final d figures d'(zi) and d'(xi).
There are two possibilities:
m

1. -

2

i=l

(3. 4. 4)

jEJV

z;

xJ

is obtained as well as the

o.

=

The vector x' will then satisfy: Ax' = b, x'
0 and x'TvV = 0, so
that, by theorems 5 and 6 of section 2. 5, x 1 will solve (3. 4. 1).

m

2. -

L

i=l

zI

< O.

By (3. 2. 20) the solution of the problem dual to (3. 4. 4) will be
ui = d'(zi) - 1, v/ = d 1 {xi) and, by theorem 7 of 2. 5, we have

m

_L

i=l

bi(d'(zi) - 1) < 0.

Moreover, if j E JV ,hence vi = 0:
0 ~d'(xi) =

m

L u/

vJ

aii =

i= 1

m

L [d'(zd - 1 ]~i.

(3. 4. 5)

(3. 4. 6)

i= 1

Now let
(3. 4. 7)
and

'Av = Max

f A.

m

IL

i=l

aii ui

c Pi ] '

(3.4.8)
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then Av > 0 by (3. 4. 6). If Av= oo, (3. 4. 2) will have an infinite solution since (3. 4. 5) holds, so that (3. 4. 1) will not be feasible.
Let
(3.4.9)
then uV+l will be a feasible solution of (3.4.2) andbTuV+l<bTuV
will hold. Moreover iLfollows from (3. 4. 8) and Av< 00 that, for at
least one j, vi V+l = 0 and vi v > O.
We now have a new set Jv+i, so that we can make a new restricted primal problem of type (3.4.4). Under the non-degeneracy
m

2

m

2

lv
i= 1
i= 1
Since any basis in a restricted problem (3. 4. 4) is an m by m submatrix of the matrix (A, E) and a certain value z zi corresponds
to each basis, it follows that no basis can ever repeat. ·Hence
after a finite number of steps we shall obtain Z zi = 0 as optimum
solu.tion of (3. 4. 4).
The primal-dual method (Dantzig, Ford and Fulkerson, [ 13])
has been applied to linear programming problems of a very special so-called network structure (see Ford and Fulkerson, ( 19] ;
Jewell, (27 ]), where it was possible to solve the restricted problems by means of a special technique, the maximum-flow technique. In problems of this type it is always possible to find an
initial feasible solution in a. simple way. In the general problem
this. is mostly impossible so that we then have to use an artifrce.
This will be further described in section 9.4 where we shall show
that the primal-dual method is a version of the more general
method of feasible directions.
assumption we shall necessarily have!

zf JV+l

< !

zI
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4. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS FOR THE SIMPLEX
METHOD AND DUAL SIMPLEX METHOD

4. 1 Introduction
In literature at least three different computational algorithms
have been described for the simplex method. They will be called
straightforward algorithm, explicit inverse algorithm and product-from algorithm. To these three we shall add a fourth, to be
called revised product-form algorithm. All algorithms will be
described briefly in this chapter. A numerical comparison between them will be made in chapter 5. In all algorithms the choice
of main columns and main rows will be the same, so that there
will not be a difference in the total number of iterations. Main
columns are usually determined by the most negative di figure, if
any. In a chosen pivot column the pivot element is determined by
using (3.2.15). In case of ties there will be a unique device for
breaking the tie.
We shall assume that the problem is of the form (3. 2. 1):
Max ! pTx

I Ax + y

=b

0, x ;?: 0, y

0

l.

Artifices to be used if the problem is not of this fo:c·m can be the
same in either algorithm. We shall write A= (A,E), the columns
of which w~l be denoted by a.j. Instead of b we also write a. 0 and
instead of d v also a 0 _v. Hence a 0i =-pi. Extending the matrix A with
the column a:_ 0 and the row a0 _T we shall obtain the m+l by m+n+l
matrix oA. In the same way we shall write 0B for an m+.!_by m+l
matrix, obtained by taking an m by m submatrix B from A and by
adding the a 0 • figures to it as an extra row and eo as an extra
c<?lumn. ( e 0 is a unit vector with the 1 at th_e place corresponding
with this extra row). The rows of !0BV J- 1 will be denoted by fi V ,
i = 0, 1, ... , m. Note that a_ 0 v will never be in a basis oBVand that
a00 v is the value of the objective function at iteration v (initially 0).
The Y)-vectors will also be extended,! rJr v lo=
V

-d

V-1

sv

-

V-1

arvsv

, and so will

the elementary matrices oEr v.
We shall write J = !1, ... nJ, I = p, ... , m
If j E JV, xi will
be in the basis at iteration v. So will Yi if i E I .
In the sections 4. 2, 4. 3 and 4. 4 the straightforward algorithm,
the explicit inverse algorithm and the product-form algorithm are
briefly described and the computational aspects of these algorithms are discussed. It is assumed that a high-speed electronic
computer is available and that magnetic tapes are used for permanent storage of the data.

j-
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In section 4. 5 the new revised product-form algorithm will be
described. The computational versions of the dual simplex method
will be considered in section 4. 6.
4. 2 The Strnightforward Algorithm

In this algorithm the complete matrix
each iteration:

0A

is transformed in
( 4. 2. 1)

Hence the operations are:
1. Find pivot element in pivot column by means of (3. 2.15),
2. Make new TJ-vector (using (3. 2. 16) and (3. 2. 17)),
3. Transform all columns using (4. 2.1) and select next main colun1n.
Note that m of the m+n columns of A are always unit vector_s
and that m - r of them are not changed in an iteration. We can
therefore write:
( 4. 2. 2)

where Av is the non-basis matrix at iteration v.
The actual transformation formulae are:
( 4. 2. 3)
( 4. 2. 4)

Hence a column will not be transformed if its main row ele1
ment ar
= 0. If, in a computer, the columns of the matrix
are sto~ed in compressed form on magnetic tape, i.e. if only the
non-zero elements and their row numbers are stored, we shall
have to read the mn.trix oAV-l in iteration v and to write the matrix 0 AV. The transformation of each column will then entail:
a. a search for the main row element in that column,
b. a relocation of the column if this main row element is zero,
c. a transformation and relocation if it is non-zero.
During the transformation of the columns the best div and the
corresponding main column for the next iteration, if any, will be
chosen by successive replacements. The bv column can best be
stored at the end of the matrix sbce it will then be immediately
available for operation 1.

?-

4. 3 · The Explicit Inverse Algorithm

In this algorithm only the extended inverse of the basis and the
b column will be transformed in each iteration. As a consequence
1 is not immediately available but has to
the main column

a.s/-
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be calculated by a separate subroutine from the column a.
of
the original matrix. The term "update main column" willv be
used for this operation. Also the v figures have to be recalculated in each iteration. We can therefore distinguish the following
operations:
1. Update main column:
= rBV-ll-1 a
t

•sv if 1

= [BV-lJ-1 el

s,,_;;;;;;. n,

if Sv = n + 1.

(4.3.1)
(4. 3. 2)

2. Find pivot element in main column by means of (3. 2, 15).
3. Make new Y] -vector (using (3. 2. 16) and (3. 2. 17)).
4. Transform right-hand member:
b\)

o

= -~

()'-'rv

V

•

bV-1

o

•

( 4. 3. 3)

5. Transform the extended inverse:
(4. 3. 4)

6. Perform pricing operation, i.e. calculate the di figures and
select next main column from original matrix, if any, by means
of:

ov oa.j ,
(~/)i,

j ¢ Jv'
ir/clv.

(4.3.5)
( 4. 3. 6)

(These formulae follow immediately from (3. 2. 3), (3 .. 2. 4) and the
definitions of ~o and oa ·i ) •
Operations 1, 5 and 6 are called the major operations. The
pricing operation need not be done for variables in the current
basis since div = 0 if j E Jv. The inverse [Ev J- 1 will have
as
many unit columns as there are elementary variables left in the
basis. If an elementary variable wants to re-enter the basis operation 1 shows that we simply have to take a column of the inverse
which is then the updated main column. If many elementary variables stay in the basis, the inverse will contain many unit vectors,
so that the operations 1 and 5 will be relatively cheap. The pricing
operation itself will entail fewer calculations per column if there
are more elementary variables left in the basis since ~o v will
have a zero at places corresponding with these variables. The
number of columns to which ~ov has to be applied will be larger,
however.
For operation 1 we 1-,,-,.ve to read the inverse, in operation 5 we
have to read and write it and in operation 6 we have to read the
original matrix A, so that it seems that the inverse has to be
read twice. By row-wise storing of the inverse it is possible,
however, to read it. once provided we slightly rearrange the operations. We then obtain the following scheme:
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1. Suppose Ylr/ and b v are available; the matrix [BV-lrl
is
stored row-wise on tape. Suppose further that the main row of the
inverse, ~rv V-1, is available.
2. Read and transform ~ 0V-l:

oV

=

oV-1 + rvV-1 •

(4. 3. 7)

3. Rea..9- original_ matrix and perform pricing operation. Find
S·v+l and dsv+/, if div < 0 for some j, and a .. sv+
if a non-elementary variable will enter the basis.
Writ~ 0V
4. Read and transform the rows ~/- 1 , i > 0:
(4.3.8)
(4. 3. 9)

(4.3.10)

= (~iv)g

ifsv+1

= n+l.

6. If ai5v+/ > 0, calculate A·V+l = biv
1

a•

V

; select

(4.3.11)
at

the same

lSV+l
time Arv+lV+l = min
A·V+l
and
R
v
·
write
R•v
l
l
1-''V+l'
1-'l
•
Repeat 4, 5 and 6 until all ruws of the inverse have been transformed.
7. Make new Y)-vector Ylrv +i+l.
8. Transform b V. We are now again in the situation 1, so that
the iteration has been completed.
Note in operation 4 that, if (Ylrv v). = 0, there will not be any
transformation. There will also be nb search operation. If compressed row storage is used there will only be a search operation
in operation 5 if (4.3.11) has to be used(hence ifan elementary
variable will re-enter the basis).
In a remark at the end of section 4.5 it will be shown how operation 6 (the pricing operation) of the explicit inverse algorithm
can be improved.
The explicit inverse algorithm has first been devised by Charnes and is usually called revised simplex method, It is described
in [ 11], and [ 22), chapter 6.
4. 4

The Product- Form Algorithm

In this algorithm the inverse [ oBv J- 1 is not used explicitly but
as a product of elementary matrices oEr P , p = 1, .•. , v, so that
we only have to store the Y)-vectors.For~ from (4. 3. 4) it follows
that
(4.4.1)
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It is clear that the vector 0v is not immediately available now
but has to be calculated. On the other hand the operation "transform the inverse" of the explicit inverse algorithm will not exist.
The following operations can be distinguished in this algorithm:
1. Update main column:
( 4. 4. 2)

2.
3.
4.
5.

Find pivot element in main column by means of (3. 2.15).
Make newll-vector (using (3.2.16) and (3.2.17)).
Transform right-hand member (using (4. 3. 3)).
Calculate ~ov:

V_ T
V
V-1
o - eo oErv . oErV-1
••••.

1
oErL.

(4. 4. 3 )

6. Perform pricing operation and select next main column, if
any, using (4. 3. 5) and (4. 3. 6).
Operations 1, 5 and 6 are the major operations. In operation 1
we are gradually calculating the columns a. 5 } (0~ P•;;; v-1):
-a.s P -- E r P . -a .. s P- 1 •
(4 • 4 • 4)
V
p
V
Consequently, ifar svP-l = 0 we shall have a.svp = 1I.sv P- 1 .
From
this it is clear that pit is better to start by expanding the sv-th column, so that there will be no searching or relocating during the
whole operation. We start the calculation with the first 11-vector
and gradually proceed to the last one.
Let us define the row vector ~o v,, P for O;;; p;;; v by
pV,O_eT.r:1V,P+l_pV,P
E
v-p
t--'O
- o,t--'O
-1--'o
•Orv-p,

(4. 4. 5)

so that~ ov; v = ~o v and:
t~ov,p+lli = l~ov,Ph

m

L
l=O

if i

-=I

rv-p,

( 4, 4. 6)

l~o v,plt• l ollr V-PL, •
( 4. 4. 7)
v-p
v-p :.c
We see that only one new figure has to be calculated ineach
step of operation 5. This new figure can immediately be put in its
place in the vector oV, P if we use this vector in expanded form
(hence start with an expanded unit vector el). For the operation
we need the last 11-vector first and finish with the first one.
The third major operation, the pricing operation, is the same
as in the explicit inverse algorithm. Also in the product-form algorithm the behaviour of elementary variables is of importance.
The more there are in the basis, the fewer calculations have to
be done in operation 5. In operation 1 there will also be an advantage if a. 5 is a unit vector, say = ef. Up to the iteration where
Y.t left the b~sis, a •s/ = et will hold, so that there will not be
f~/,P+llr

=
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any calculation during that part of operation 1. The same advan~age can be· obtained if a variable which entered the basis in iteration v 1, but left it •again. in iteration \ 12 > v 1 wants to re-enter it
in iteration v > V2, so that, for v 1 P < v 2 _, a. 5 P is a unit vector
(as a consequence of rounding-off error this Iii ay not hold exactly
in practice, so that the computational advantage may get lost).
As the computation proceeds we obtain more and more ri-vectors, so that the iterations will take more and more time. Since
the way in which basic and non-basic variables are interchanged
is mostly rather inefficient, it finally becomes advantageous to
restart the problem with a so-called re-inversion. In this operation we start afresh but select our main columns and main rows
in such a way that the variables which were in the basis just before the re-inversion started are put in it again in the least possible number of iterations. The iterations in such a re-inversion
are very simple since two of the three major operations need not
be performed in it (operations 5 and 6). The columns. that have
to be introduced in the basis are selected one after the other. A
chosen column is then updated and the pivot element is always
chosen at a free place (e.g. the absolute largest among all those
in free rows, i.e. in those rows which have not yet been but shall
have to be selected as pivot row). The b column will also be recalculated by gradually transforming it during the re-inversion.
In this way we obtain a considerably smaller number of new TJ vectors, so that future operations will also be speeded up. It is
clear that a re-inversion is also useful from the point of view of
accuracy.
The product-form algorithm has beendescribed for instance in
[ 14] and [ 3 2 ] .

4. 5 The Revised Product-Form Algorithm
The calculation of the d row, necessary for the selection of the
next main column, is a very expensive operation in the productform algorithm since it involves two of the three major operations. Large linear programming problems always have the property that the non-basic matrices AV contain a large number of
zero elements. Not only does this hold at the beginning but also
at the end of the computation, when the num'ber of non-zero elements in Av usually will not be more than 30 to 50% of the total
number of elements, mn. Since in an iteration adj is only changed
if the main row element in that column is non-zero it is clear that
many of the non-basic dJ figures, say 75% on the average, will
not change at all in the course of an iteration, so that their recalculation is quite superfluous. The d row could also be transformed in each iteration as is done in the straightforward algo1 an_d ar/
rithm...: It is then necessary to have
avail~le. The
row dV-l can be kept from the previous iteration but arvY has
then to be calculated in iteration !V. The updating of the main row is
of the same type as the recalculation of the d row, hence conststs

a"'.-
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of two operations: the calculation of ~r V and the calculation of
arv/ = ~rv•v• a.i for all j. But where ~ov vcan be expected to have
a non-zero component at all non-elementary places (corresponding to rows where an Xj variable has ref laced a Yi variable in
the basis), the non-elementary part of ~r
will have the average
fullness of the non-basis matrix, fullnevss to be defined as the
ratio between the number of non-zero elements and the total number of elements. Hence in the revised product-form algorithm we
shall update the main row in each iteration and use this row for
the transformation of the d row. This is the major modification
but many other revisions have also been incorp6rated in the new
algorithm. They lead to a considerable reduction in the number
of arithmetic operations and also to a reduction ofthe number of
tape movements to be expected. A survey of all the revisions will
now follow;
1. In iteration v we calculate a row vector Yrv v which is
,-ifs v-l times the main row of the inverse: .
V

v = -d v-1
5
Yrv
v

1
v = -d5 V-1 e T E v E
rv-1v_i . . . E '1 ) . (4 • 5 • 1)
V
rv
'v
(the multiplication b~ the scalar -~/- 1 will be made clear later
on). We define Yrv v, for O ;c::;: P ;c::;: v by
P

"''v

v-p
V,0 _ d- V-1
T .
v, p+l =Yrv,P.Er
Yr V
- - s
er
' Yr
'
V
v-p
V
V
V
so that Yr V, V = Yr V and
V

V

!Yr/ ,P+lL = hrv v ,Pji

v ,r:-,+1l

!Yrv

(4. 5. 2)

_

rv-p -

ific/r

v-p

,

(4.5.3)

°"'L (tYr,_, v , Pje· tT1rv-p
(
v-pl
.t·
m

f=l

(4. 5. 4)

We see that only one new figure has to be calculated in each step
of this operation. We also see that we can work here with Erv v
matrices instead of oEr/ matrices, so that the T)-vectors will
have one element less.
2. The aj will now be calculated during the "y-operation" and
the "pricing operation" by means of the following formulae:

(4. 5. 5)
(4. 5. 6)
These formulae show why it is better to calculate y rv v instead of
~rv v.
3. Let us define: a virgin column (variable) is a column (variable) which has never been in the basis since the beginning of the
last re-inversion; the other columns are called non-virgin. Let
us suppose that in iteration v-p (l;c::;: p ;c::;: v) variable Xiv-p left the
basis, so that, in tableau v-P-1, Xj
was in the basis at place

v-p

r

v-p•

a.

v-p-l
•Jv-p

=

er._
and
v-p

a.

v-p =T)
\1-P
·lv-p
rv-p
.

Henceff3r v,p+½r
··"'=f3r v,p+l
er
=f3 v,p+l a• v,-p-1
=
v ·
v-p
v
v-p
rv
· •Jv-p
V. p+l
E
v-p-1
E 1 _ q v _
_
= f3 r •J
rv_,_ 1
•· •
r1
a.j
- M:
.. a.lj
- 8r j
'ti,
v
·
r-v-p
v
v-p
v v-p
Hence each new figure hrv v,p+llrv-p, 0
p
v-1, will be an
element yr v ii.j (will be -d5 V-l times an element of the updated
\I

V

mail?- row of iteration v), so that the ~v values of the non-virgin
variables V.
, ••• , xi can be calculated during the "y-operation":
-11
V

cIJ,

\I - d-·
V-1 +iYr
r
v,p+l2Jr
( 4. 5. 7)
J
, P- -0, 1 , ••• ,v-1,
v-p
v-p
v
v-p
If a variable left the basis twice in the period before the v -th iteration we can prevent by careful but simple bookkeeping that the
dii value is transformed twice.
4. For manG values of p it is not necessary at aU to calculate
the new figure_ yr V, p+lj r
:
V
v-p
a. Ifxiv-p is in the v-th basis we shall have
1
l'Yrvv,P+ 1Jr
_ = ifxiv-p =Xsv (hence if'xjV-aOisatplace
v-p
rv in the v-tll basis);
= 0 otherwise.

as/-

b. If xiv-p left the basis also in some iteration between the
(v-p)-th and the v-th one we did already calculatehr/•P+ 1 j rv-p ,
so that we need not recalculate it provided we also store the figure
in a separate list in all cases where it can be expected that it will
have to be calculated again. This of course requires additional
bookkeeping which, however, can be organized in such a way that
it does not lead to undue complications.
5. It is clear that more and more virgin columns will become
non-virgin when the calculation proceeds so that their
values
can be found during the calculation of Yrv V • In the pricing operation we use the non-basic columns of the original matrix and such
a column will no longer be used if it becomes anon-virgin column. Usually the original matrix columns will be stored on tape.
Therefore there is sense in removing the non-virgin columns
from this tape at regular times, i.e. in making a new virgin-columns tape at regular times. This will reduce tape time in the
pricing operation.
6. If a non-virgin variable which left the basis in iteration
v- p wants to re-enter it in iteration v, we shall have

ct/

- V-1 -E
v-1
E
v-p+l - v-p =
a ·5v
- rv -1
• . • r v-p+ 1
a ,s v ( 4. 5. 8)
= E
v-1
E
_. v-:-P+lT)
v-p
rv-1
· · · rv-ptl
rv-p
so that the operation "update main column" can be started with
the (v-p)-th ri-vector. The number v-p to be known for this can
immediately be obtained from the "y-operation", since we can,
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during the gradual transformation of the dj figures of the nonvirgin columns by means of (4. 5. 7), store the number v-p in all
those cases where Uiv- .v appears to be the most negative one of
those already calculate8. At the end of they- and pricing operation we then know whether a non-virgin or a virgin column wants
to re-enter the basis arid in the former case we also have the
iteration number v- p.
7. When performing a re-inversion we know which columns of
the original matrix we have to select as main columns. Instead of
taking them one after the other it would be better to compare them
and take that one which will have a minimum number of non-zero
elements at that stage of the calculation since such a procedure
would generally lead to less full ri-vectors. But in order to be
able to compare them in iteration p of the re-inversion we must
have them all in updated form: we must compare the columns a.j P
instead of the columns a.• . Our proposal now is to perform the
re-inversion in a straightforward way: in each iteration we transform all columns which have been selected for the re-inversion
and have not yet been chosen as main column. Our criterion for
the choice of the main column will now be: the column with a
minimum number of non-zero elements (in case of ties the first
one among the tied ones); the pivot element in that column will
be chosen such that a. it is in a free row, b. it is not too small
and c. it is in that row of the remaining ones which has a minimum number of elements. Each new transformed main column
can then be considered as a new TJ-v.ector. It will no longer be
transformed in the re-inversion. It can be expected that this way
of choosing pivot columns and pivot rows will lead to considerably
less full r1 -vectors and hence to fewer arithmetic and tape operations in the iterations following the re-inversion. It seems to be
as good as or better than Markowitz ' elimination form [ 31] but
less complicated. During the re-inversion the b column will be
gradually transformed. After the re-inversion the d row has to be
recalculated and a new virgin-columns tape has to be made.
If a good initial basis is known, we can also start the calculation with a re-inversion which should then be called. pre-inversion. Such a pre-inversion routine can be made such_ that a column is rejected as main column if no reasonably large pivot element at a free place can be found in it. A pre-inversion routine
will be particularly useful if a problem has to be solved whose
matrix differs only slightly from the matrix of a previous problem. We can then give the final basis of the previous problem as
an initial. bas.is for the new problem. If in this new problem this
predesigned basis appears to be a singular matrix, then the only
consequence is that one or more columns will be rejected in the
pre-inversion. We may obtain a b column with some negative
figures in it, however, so that an efficient means for dealing with
such a situation must be available. For a special problem we
shall describe such a means in section 6. 3, last paragraph but
one.
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From the foregoing it follows that the following operations can
be distinguished in the main part of the revised product-form algorithm:
1. Update main column by using ( 4. 4. 2) in case of a virgin
variable entering the basis and ( 4. 5. 8) in case of a non-virgin
variable.
2. Find pivot element in main column by means of (3. 2.15).
3. Make new Tj-vector (using (3. 2.16) and (3. 2.17)).
4. Transform right-hand member (using ( 4. 3. 3).
5. Perform "y-operation" with the aid of (4.5.3) and (4.5.4)
and use (4. 5. 7) to transform the dj of the non-virgin variables and
choose the most negative one, if any, and the iteration number of
the corresponding T]-vector.
6. Perform pricing operation by applying ( 4. 5. 6) to the vifgin
columns of the original matrix. Replace most negative di of
operation 5, if any, by a more negative one, if any, and keep its
column in that case.
Operations 1, 5 and 6 are again the major operations.
Also in the revised product-form algorithm it is advantageous
if many elementary variables stay in the basis. But moreover use
is made of the behaviour of variables which go in and out the basis
again and again. These variables will lead to fewer calculations
in the operations 1 and 5. The algorithm has primarily been designed to reduce the number of arithmetic operations as much as
possible since this was thought to be of much importance now that
computers are available with very fast tapes and simultaneous
computing and tape operations. In chapter 5 it will appear, moreover, that the revised product-form algorithm will also take up
less tape time than any other algorithm.
Remark: It is clear that the number of arithmetic operations
in the explicit inverse algorithm can also be reduced considerably
if instead of applying ~ 0V to the original matrix (operation 6, section 4. 3) we apply
to it and transform the d row in each
iteration by means of ( 4. 5. 5) and ( 4. 5. 6). The computational
scheme given at the end of section 4. 3, in which it was only necessary to read the inverse once can easily be modified in this
respect.

~r/

4. 6 Computational Versions for the Dual Simplex Method
For the dual simplex method we can also develop several
computational versions. We shall assume compressed column
storage and shall then have:
a. Straightforward version. The next main row number is chosen during the transformation of the b column which must now precede the matrix; the quotients (3. 3.1) can be calculated during the
transformation of the columns of the extended matrix. Presumptive main columns can be kept in store. At the end of the transformation we can then immediately perform the divisions by the
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pivot element in the main column after which the next iteration
can be started with the transformation of the b column, etc.
b. Explicit inverse version. We shall give the scheme in such
a way that the inverse only has to be read once in each iteration:
Suppose that the rows Piv-l of the inverse are on tape, the row
pr V-l is in store (rv is the main row number for the next iterv
. JV- 1 = (dV-1)
ation);
the vectors bV-l and
~~v-l have already been calculated. We now proceed as follows:
pOV-1
1. Calculate the quotients _ P vi--'

rv

l·
1

for those i for which the

denominator is positive and select the smallest one and the corresponding column number _L.
2. Calculate the row vector Prv V- 1 .A and the quotients
V-1
_ for those j for which the denominator is positive. If
_ p d\_ 1
rv
. a.1
such a quotient is smaller than the smallest one already calculated in 1 and 2, keep then the corresponding column a.j in store.
3. If no quotient has been calculated i.n 1 and 2 (no positive de nominator), stop, the problem is not feasible; otherwise perform

4.

1
4. If O < sv~ n, calculate [rlrvvlrv = a
v-r (arvsvV-l
1
rvsv
Sv-th element from the rowi3rvv- .A);
1
if 8v = n+f, find [PrvV-lle and calculate [TJr/lrv =

is

the

5. Transform p 0V-l and d1V-l:
p
V =3 V-l+P V-1 \n VJ
c' o
, o
f-' rv
( ·irv o ,
ct/ = ct/-l + (Pr V- 1 .A) lilr vlo,
V
V
v-1
where [ r1r/ l O = _sv V-l fol_lows immediately from 1 or 2.
-arvsv
6. Read the rows p/- 1 of the inverse Jl~ i~m); calculate
aisvv.-l = ~iv-l a,sv (or find ain+l- 1 = [;\ - 1 J1;calculate[llr,vh=
= -:'i.
\
-isv \' -l (\ ll r VV Jrl V and transform p.i \J-l.•

a:

p_V
M.

=p_V-1
+IY)
VJ.l f-'rV
P V-1.,
c'l
( (V

calculate biv =b/- 1 + [TlrvvJi brvv-J; if biv < 0 and smaller than
any b figure already calculated keep then i and p/ in store as
presumptive main row number and main row of the inverse, respectively;write Piv on tape.
7. When 6 has been completed for all i, we can return to 1.
c. Revised product-form version. The operations will be:
1. Calculate Pr v-1, the elements Prvv-l a".j and the quotients
(3. 3. 1) for the nJn-virgin variables. Keep the smallest quotient
and the correspondinf T)-vector number in store.
2. Calculate Prvv- a.j for all virgin columns, calculate the
quotients (3. 3. 1). If such a quotient is smaller than the smallest
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one already calculated, keep then.the corresponding column a,j in
st.ore.
3. If no quotient has been calculated in 1 and 2, stop, the problem is not feasible; otherwise perform 4.
4. See 5 of the dual explicit inverse algorithm.
5. Update main column using ( 4. 4. 2) or ( 4. 5. 8).
6. Make new 17-vector.
7. Transform right-hand member and select next main row
number.
Re-inversions can be made at regular times in the way described
in section 4. 5.
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5. NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT
ALGORITHMS
5. 1 Introduction
In this chapter an attempt will be made to compare the different computational versions of the simplex method for a high-speed
electronic computer. Our concern will be with a large linear
programming problem of, say, 300 or more constraints and 500
or more non-basic variables. The matrix will be supposed to
have only a few non-zero elements (e.g. 2 or 3"/o) and the computer code to be used will make use of this fact, so that a multiplication or addition will only be carried out if neither of the two
figures is zero. In section 5. 2 we shall briefly discuss some
measures of comparison which have to be considered. In section
5 .. 3 we shall discuss the behaviour of linear programming matrices when being solved by means of the simplex method. Section
5. 4 will be concerned with the assumptions we have to make for
the comparison whereas some r,esults of the comparison will be
given in section 5. 5 .. We shall use the following abbreviations in
this chapter:
SF A : the straightforward algorithm,
EIA : the explicit inverse algorithm,
PF A : the product-form algorithm,
RPF A: the revised product-form algorithm.
5. 2

Measures of comparison

As long as there were no computers with simultaneous tape/
drum and computing operations and tape operations themselves
were rather slow it was immediately clear that that algorithm
would be the best which minimized the number of tape /drum
transfers. Actually this was the main reason for the productform algorithm to be developed some years ago (see OrchardHays, [ 32] ). But for modern computers this argument will no
longer hold and a comparison becomes more complicated since
there are many other factors to be taken into account. We mention:
a. I\umber of arithmetic operations.
Since in all algorithms the greater part of the multiplications are
followed by an addition and since the number of divisions is relatively small (they only occur in two minor operations which,
moreover, are the same for all algorithms), total time_ needed
for arithmetic operations will be approximately proport10nal to
the. total number of multiplications.
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b. Number of additional bookkeeping operations.
Some of these additional operations may be the same in all algorithms, e.g. changes in a basis identification list in each iteration. Some may be directly proportional to the number of multiplications. For instance, in the operation p = a.+ b. c which is the
usual type of operation in the simplex method we always have the
test "a = 0 ?" preceding the addition and we also have a test whether p is not too small compared with a (if p is non-zero and
pj~ lal it is assumed to be non-zero owing to rounding-off error
and rep laced by z.er.o). Some, however, will be a consequence of
the organization of the code. When using SFA and compressed
column storage, we shall have many search and relocation operations (see section 4. 2) which hardly occur in EIA and do not occur
in PFA or RPFA.
c. Number of tape /drum transfers.
This number will of course be dependent on the computer to be
used, e.g. on the size of its fast memory and on the size of the
records to be transferred. Therefore we rather use here as criterion the quantity of numbers to be processed, which - if no fast
memory is used for permanent storage of the information concerning the problem (matrix, inverse or T)-vectors) - will be approximately proportional to the number of tape /drum transfers.
d. Accuracy.
e. Flexibility of the code, e.g. restart possibilities.
f. Complexity of the code itself.

I

5. 3 Behaviour of Practical Linear Programming .Problems
In order to be able to make any comparison we shall have to
make several assumptions about the behaviour of a large linear
programming problem that is being solved by means of the simplex method. Therefore we studied the behaviour of a number of
large linear programming problems.
From chapter 4 it follows that the most important factors
which determine the total computing time besides the algorithm
itself and the speed of the computer are:
1. size of the problem,
2. number of iterations,
3. initial fullness of the matrix and the way fullness grows if
the calculation proceeds (note that fullness is defined as the num ber of non-zero's in the non-basis matrix divided bythe total
number of elements, i.e. mn),
4. behaviour of elementary variables, especially the total
number which will leave the basis (only of importance in EIA,
PFA and RPFA),
5. the number of re-inversions in PFA or RPF A and the iteration numbers at which they are performed,
6. the question whether single or double-length arithmetic has
to be used.
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Since for a particular problem the size is fixed and the number
of iterations is the same for all algorithms (usually between m
and 2. 5 m), we only have to consider the last four points.
The study of a number of large linear programming problems
has taught us that in most cases fullness grows rather rapidly in
the first iterations (about one third of the total number) after
which it fluctuates around a rather constant level whereas in some
cases it goes down in the last iterations. In the first iterations an
elementary column will nearly always be replaced in the basis by
a non-elementary column. These iterations are followed by a
great number of iterations in which the number of elementary columns in the basis only slightly decreases until at the end many of
them (3 0 to 40% is possible) are still in the basis. A bout the reinversions we learned that computing tim~ is highly influenced by
their number but that they may be performed a few iterations
earlier or later without affecting total time noticeably. There is
no sense in doing re-inversions in the first part of the calculation
when the elementary columns are still leaving the basis rather
rapidly and when fullness in still growing rapidly. They should be
performed at regular interva,s. About accuracy we learned that
surprisingly large problems can be solved in single precision ( say
with 25 to 30 bits word length, floating point), presumably owing
to the fact that practical large matrices are very sparse and have
a special structure. Double precLsion, only for the re-inversion,
seems to be satisfactory for problems with up to, say, 400 or 500
constraints. On this experience are based the assumptions for a
theoretical comparison of the algorithms which will be given in
the next section.
5. 4 Theoretical Assumptions about the Behaviour of Linear Pro-

grarrnning Problems

Notation:
m
n
k
cp(v)

number of rows of the matrix,
number of columns,
total number of iterations,
fullness of the non-basis matrix at iteration v,
cp(0) == n:, cp(k) == 'i,
,_,_.,..
't
rate of growth of fullness == :::_:_:_if fullness grows from TI to
. am (0 < :x) 1·t eraL1onsJ ctrn
q:, 1n
o(v) number of elementary columns in the basis at iteration V.
L.

Assumptions:

1. About elementary columns;
a. In EIA:
o(v) = v if 1
v~ am, 0 < ·:r.. ;;_;; 1,
= am if
v am;
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in PFA or RPFA:
CT(V) = v if 1:;;; v:;;; O'.om, 0 < O'.~ 1,
= a 0m if v
o: 0m and we have not made a re-inversion,
= aim in stage i, i.e. after ire-inversions.
b. In EIA:
if v :;;;\am no elementary column will re-enter the basis;
if v > 10:m there will be a chance y I in each iteration that an elementary column re-enters the basis;
in PFA or RPFA:
if v:;;; o: 0 m no elementary column will re-enter the basis;
if v > o: 0 m and we have already made ire-inversions there will
be a .chance Yi' in each iteration that an elementary
column will re-enter the basis.
2. About fullness:
·
a. In SFA and EIA: the non-basis matrix, the non-elementary
part of the inverse and each column of the matrix will have a fullness which grows linearly in the first m iterations (~
o: in
EIA) after which it remains constant:
cp('il) =TC+ vi; if 1 :;;;v:;;;,~m;
= cp
if
v~~m,
so that
T=~·

~m'

in PFA a:nd RPFA:
stage O (before the first re-inversion)':
cp(v) =TC+ v1: 0 if 1:;;; v :;;;o:om; ·
= cp O
if
v ~a 0m,
so that
'I;

-

cro-n:.

o - o:am•

stage i (after i re-inversions, i > 0):
cp(v) = cpi (constant);
re-inversion in PF A:
cp(:vd "'re + Ti vi (\\ counts the iterations in the re-inversions),
so that "i = cpi -TC (note that o:im is the number of iterations in the
aim re-1nvers1on
.
. );
re-inversion in RPF A:
'!;·

2

cp(vi) = TC+ r - v i (here we assume a quadratic growth of the
im
fullness; note that also here cp(CXi_m} = 'Pi)b. With a fullness cp(v) every element of the matrix has the
same chance cp(v) of being non-zero. The chance that a multiplication be must be carried out is )cp(v)J2 unless we know beforehand that b or c will be non-zero.
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c. Main columns and the non-elementary part ofthe main rows
will have the average fullness of the non-basis matrix, i.e. have
the fullness 'p(v).
3. About the number of non-zero's in Pov, P or y rv v, P:
This number will be:

if P:~aim
if P ~aim

: Pin ~ov' P and PC/(V) in Yr/' p~
: (½.m in Pov, P and aim cp(v} in Yr v, P
V

4. About non-virgin variables re-entering the basis:
a. In stage i there is a chance Yi in each iteration that a nonvirgin variable re-enters the basis (if i = 0 only for v >etom).
b. With a chance Yi'< Yi this variable will be an elementary
variable which re-enters for the first time. It is then assumed to
have left the basis in iteration aim (consequently the operation
"update main column" will only entail multiplications if Pi;;;; aim;
in RPFA we even start with P = aim).
c. With a chance y i" = Yi - Yi I this variable will enter the basis
for the second time. We assume then that it went in for the first
time in iteration aim and stayed i.."l. the basis during one third of
the iterations until the next re-inversion.
5. About re-inversions:
a, The decision whether a re-inversion will be performed in
PF A or RPF A or not will not be influenced by accuracy questions.
b. The first re-inversion will be made after at least a 0 m iterations.
6. About accuracy:
Either the whole calculation can be done in single prec1s10n or
only the re-inversion part of the calculation has to be done in
double precision. In the latter case we assume that a doublelength multiplication can be compared with 3 single-length multiplications and that in EIA re-inversions are performed in
double-length to improve accuracy.
7. Additional assumptions for RPFA:
a. We shall neglect the fact that /Yr/• PJr -p need not be calculated at all in some cases (see section 4.
point 4};
b, A new virgin-columns tape will only be made after a re-inversion.
8. About the code to be used:
a. There will always be compressed storage, so that only nonzero elements are stored, together with a list of row numbers.
This holds for the matrices Av in SFA, for[Bvi- 1 and A in EIA;
for- the T] -vectors and A in PF A and RPF A.
b. There is no permanent place in the fast store for the data
mentioned in a; they are stored on tapes or drums.
9. About the operations to be compared:
Only the major operations will be compared. The other operations only take a small part of the total time. Moreover they are
the same or nearly the same for all algorithms. Hence we shall
neglect: in all algorithms: operations "find pivot element", "make
new ri·-vector", "transform b column'\

5,
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in SF A : transformation of the d row,
in EIA : transformation of ~0v-1,
·
in PF A : the transformation of the t'D-rv VJo elements, i.e. of the
,
d-row element of an T)-vector,
in RPFA: the recalculation of the d row after a re-inversion.
It is realized that these assumptions are sometimes arbitrary
or even unrealistic. In those cases, however, either their influence is rather small (e.g. 4 b and c) or they over-estimate the
time required (e.g. 3), while they can hardly be replaced by more
realistic assumptions. The results obtained with these assumptions appeared to be in good agreement with practical results as
could be concluded from some experiments. Assumption 3 only is
a strongly over-estimating one. Actually it assumes that, if
p am, the place rv- pin t~o \J •PJrv- or (Yrv \J •PJrv-p .is always
a new one, hence that between iter~tion \J-O:m and iteration v a
pivot element is al ways chosen in a different row. This is certainly not true in practice, so that the actual number of nonzero's in ~o\J ,fo or.yr\l v,p is less than the theoretical number.
The fullness cp(v- P) 01 the ·ri-vector Tlr _ v-p, however, is relatively large as iong as pis small. Coii.s~quently the overestimation is even larger. Considering instead of assumption3 a gradual
growth of the number of non-zero's in ~0v,p would lead to an underestimation.
With the assumptions of this section it is possible to calculate
the number of multiplications in all algorithms as well as the quantity of numbers to be processed. The formulae will not be given
here but in the next section the results of a comparison based on
these formulae will be presented.
5. 5 Comparison of the Algorithms

1. Number of multiplications.
The revised product-form algorithm leads to by far the least
number of multiplication operations. In a typical example (k = 2m,
n = 2m, TC = • 03, cp = . 30,
= 1, two re-inversions in PFA and
RPF A after m and 1. 5 m iterations, o:i = a = • 7 for i = 0, 1, 2;
cpi = .3, Yi' =y' = .15andy/' = .25foralli), we obtain if
SFA = 100:
EIA = 56. 1

PFA = 79. 6

l
l

l. 3.2
2 .. 33 .. 9
3. 19. 0

'l. 21.2
2. 35. 7
3 .. 19. 0
,R. 3. 7
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RPFA = 31. 0

1. 16.1

2.
3.

) R.

8.5
4.8
1. 7

1, 2, and 3 stand for the major operations; operation 1 is the updating of the main column; 2 is the transformation of the inverse
in EIA, the calculation of ~o v ('Yr v) in PFA(RPFA) and 3 is the
pricing operation. The letter R st~nds for re-inversion.
In general we can conclude:
a. As far as multiplications are concerned the revised product-form algorithm is the best with the explicit inverse algorithm second best.
b. The difference between the straightforward algorithm and
the inverse algorithms becomes smaller if n decreases, if the
ration: /cp increases, or if a or increases.
c. Re-inversions have a considerable influence on the total
number of multiplications. For the above mentioned problem we
have:
No re-inversion
1 re-inversion at½ m
2 re-inversions (at m and½ m)
3 re-inversions (at m,f m and½ m)

PFA

RPFA

136.6
91. 2(1. 83)
79. 6(3. 66)
73. 1(5. 50)

62.6
38.0(0.84)
31. 0(1. 68)
27.9(2.52)

The figure between brackets is the part of the total number which
is due to the re-inversions.
d. If the explicit inverse algorithm is revised, sothat the drow is transformed in each iteration with the help .of the calculated main row, the figure for the number of multiplications in EIA
can be decreased to 41. 9.
2. Additional bookkeeping operations.
We have already seen in section 5. 2 that there will be a large
number of additional bookkeeping operations in SF A which do not
occur or do not occur to such an extent in the other algorithms.
This makes the straightforward algorithm even less attractive.
3. Quantity of numbers to be processed.
Realizing that:
in SF A we have to read and write the matrix in the course of each
iteration,
Jn EIA we have to read and write the inverse and to read the original matrix in each iteration,
in PF A and RPF A we have to read the TJ·-vectors and the original
matrix (virgin columns in RPFA) in each iteration whereas writing
can be neglected.
we obtain the following figures for the quantity Q of numbers to be
processed:

If

in SFA Qr = Qw = 100 (r stands for read, w for write),
then
in EIA Qr = 45. 5 and Qw = 3.2. 6,
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in PFA

no re-inversion.
:
1 re-inversion (!m)
:
2 re-inversions (m,
m)
:
3 re-inversions (m, ¼m, -½m):

f

in RPFA no re-inversion
1 re-inversion (!m)
2 re-inversions (m,
3 re-inversions (m,

f
f

m)
m,

-i,

:
:
:
m):

Qr
Qr
Qr
Qr

= 106.0
= 82.0
=
=

Qr =
Qr =
Qr =
Qr

76.9
74.7

95. 0
66. 9, Qw = 2. 0
58. 8, Qw = 4. 0
55.8, Qw = 5.9

Note that there will be writing in RPFA during a re-inversinn
since this will be done in a straightforward way.
Again we see that the revised product-form algorithm is the
best but now with the product-form algorithm itself as second
best. This result is not surprising since the product-form algorithm has been designed to reduce tape operations, especially the
amount of writing. We also see that tape operations will be reduced by re-inversions. The same result has been obtained in a
number of other examples.
4. Accuracy.
As soon as double-length multiplications have to be done the
situation for the inverse algorithms will become even better since
in SF A we have to do the complete calculation in double length.
Assuming in EIA and PFA that we perform two double-precision
re-inversions and that one double-length multiplication is equivalent to three single-length multiplications, we obtainthe following picture for the number of multiplications in the example
mentioned:
SFA
EIA

300
88 •. 5

PFA
(2 re-inversions)

87. 0

RPFA
(2 re-inversions)

34. 6

l.

3.2

1.
2.
) 3.
R.

21.2
35.7
19. 0
11.1

l

2. 33. 9
3. 19.0
R. 32. 4

l

l.16.1
2. 8. 5
3. 4. 8
R. 5.1

The advantages of the revised product-form algorithm are very
clear but the product-form algorithm itself seems to become the
second best. The quantity of numbers to be processed will also
increase if information has to be stored in double precision., so
that here we have another argument for the revised product-form
algorithm. Note that, even if no double-length operations are
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used, the re-inversion feature of PF A or RPF A will make these
algorithms more accurate.
5. Flexibility of the code.
It is clear that the re-inversion feature of PFA or RPFA gives
these algorithms excellent restart possibilities. If a list of variables in the current basis is taken out of the machine, cne can always restart later on with a re-inversion. In RPF A the additional
advantage is then obtained that a set of Tj-vectors with very few
non-zero elements is generated in this way. Since re-inversion is
so very cheap, amendment programs are hardly necessary.
The product-form algorithm has the disadvantage that after wards changes in the objective function are hard to make since
this would entail a change of the "zero" -element of all the TJ-vectors. In the revised product-form algorithm we can always recalculate the d row without having to alter anything in the Tj-vectors.
This makes the new algorithm more flexible. Finally we have
seen in section 4. 6, point c that the revised product-form algorithm can also be used as computational version in the dual
simplex method.
6. Complexity of the code.
It is clear that the straightforward algorithm will require the
simplest code and that the complexity of the code will increase in
the order SFA, EIA, PFA, RPFA. The latter algorithm may be
too complicated for smaller machines. For those machines the
explicit inverse algorithm seems to be prefer ab le.

Conclusions
1. For large computers the revised product-form algorithm is
by far the best one.
Reasons:
it leads to fewer multiplications than any other algorithm;
it leads to fewer tape /drum transfers;
it can work partly in double length (the re-inversion) without leading to a big increase in computing time;
it has excellent restart possibilities.
2. For medium-size computers for which the revised productform algorithm is too complicated the explicit inverse algorithm
seems to be preferable.
Reasons:
it generally leads to fewer multiplications than the product-form
algorithm;
its code is simpler than that of the product-form algorithm;
since the size of the problems will be restricted, serious rounding-off errors in single-length operations can hardly be expected,
so that the advantages of the product-form algorithm in this respect are of less importance.
3. For small computers, finally, the straightforward algorithm
seems to be the only possible one since its code is the simplest.
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6. SOME SPECIAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
6. 1 Introduction

In this chapter some special· linear programming problems
will be considered which will occur as sub-problem in the nonlinear programming procedures to be described in the chapters
7 -. 11. No attempt will be made to explore more special structures such as network structures,. triangularity, etc. Section 6, 2
will be concerned with bounded-variables problems; in section 6. 3
we shall consider the problem of minimizing the sum of the· absolute values of the differences between linear functions and
known figures. This problem will be called the absolute-value
problem,
6. 2

Bounded- Variables Problems

In some linear programming problems the variables are also
restricted by an upper bound, so that the problem is of the type :
(6. 2.1)

where c 1 and
are non-negative n- and m-component vectors,
respectively (some of the components may be infinite). This problem could be solved in the conventional way by adding the upperbound constraints as extra equations to the tableau but this would
lead to a much larger problem and consequently to longer computing times.
As already pointed out by Charnes and Lemke [ 8 ] and Dantzig [ 12] it is equally well possible to work with an m by n tableau
in which we indicate for each non-basic variable whether it is at
its upper bound or not (i.e. if xi + xi = c 1i, we ~onsider either ~j
or Xj; these two variables have the same upper bounds and, i1
xi = c1 ., then the non-basic variable 5s will be considered). Pivot
columhs will be determined in the normal way. The determination
of the pivot element will be n;iore complicated, however. If for
the iteration considered the basic variables, denoted by Yi 'i; have
b values bi* and upper bounds· c(yi *) and if tlie variable to be in-·
traduced in the basis is Xs * with column a_ 5* and upper bound
c(x 5 ~'), then we shall increase x 5~' from Oto
(6.2.2)
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where
"- 1 ,:, =

max

t"-1

b,:, - A.a,s *

0 l,

"-2,:, = c(xs,:'),

"-3* = max

t"-1 b* - Aa. 5 ,:,

(6. 2. 3)
(6.2.4)

c(y':') l

(6. 2. 5)

( c(y*) is the vector with components c(y /:')).
If, as will be assumed, none of the variables in the initial basis
exceeds its upper bound, then the described way of choosing A will
guarantee that this will never happen. If A'~ = "-1 *, the transformation formulae are the same as in the normal simplex method. If
"-* = A- 2'~, we shall put x 5 * at its upper bound, i.e. we replace b,:,
by b,:, - c(x5 "")a. 5 ':', a. 5 * and 2f5 ,:, by -a. 5 ,:, and -if~,:, and consider
x5 ,:, instead of x 5 ,:, as non-basic variable. In this case there is no
further transformation. If r. * = A.3':' ar;_d row r is the chosen row,
then Yr* will leave the basis. After the normal transformation
with a negative pivot element, we shall then put Yr,:, at its upper
bound.
Proceeding in this way we shall arrive at the optimum solution
in a finite number of iterations. This number will not be reduced
by the application of a special bounded-variables technique. Some
of the transformations (if A.,:, = A2"") will be very simple, however,
and a great computational advantage will arise if we select more
negative d; figures and their columns at the same time. This will
avoid search operations on tape for the second-best main column. There will then be no transformation of the matrix or the
inverse and no "calculate ~ 0V (yr V)" or ''pricing'' operation while
no new 17 -vector will be made. v
Wagner ( 38) has pomted out that the dual simplex method is
perhaps more suited to solving bounded-variables problems, the
reason being that we can avoid a phase 1 if we start with putting
all variables at their upper bounds the pi-values of which are
positive. In that case the first d row will be non-negative. The
criterion for selecting a main row will now be: any row r with
either br* < 0 or c(yr "") - br '~ < 0 (usually the row belonging to
the smallest of these figures is taken). In the former case we can
select a pivot element by the normal criterion and perform the
transformation; in the latter case we first multiply row r by -1,
replace br* by c(yr*) - br ,:, and replace Yr"" by Yr,:,_ Next we can
select the pivot element in the normal way and perform the transformation. It is worth mentioning, however, that, if the variable
to be introduced in the basis would get a b value > c(x5 '~) (so that
it could be removed in the next iteration), we do better to reject
ars * as a pivot element, put x 5 ,:, at its upper bound and choose a
second pivot element in the same row, using the normal criterion
but ignoring the s-th column. If the new candidate for introduction
should again exceed its upper bound in the basis, we also reject
this variable, put it at its upper bound and choose a third one in
the same row, etc. The rejection of pivot elements in a row and
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upper bounding of the corresponding variables will lead to di figures~, 0 but the final transformation with a pivot element in that
row will make them all non-negative again as can be easily verified.
This procedure will again be finite, whereas some of the iter ations will be very simple: the updating of the main column will
be the only major operation that has to be done in the dual explicit
inverse or dual revised product-form algorithm, whereas search
operations on tape can be prevented to a large extent by the selection of more presumptive main columns.
As an example and for later use we shall consider the problem
Max { pTx IA 1 x -~ O; ~x = O; -1 ~xi~ 1 if j e J1 ;
0 ~xi~ 1 if j E J2 ;. -1 ~xi~ 0 if j E J 3 ;
Xi = 0 if j

E

(6.2.6)

J4 j ,

where J 1 + J 2 + J 3 + J 4 = J = [ 1, ... ,nl, and A1 and A2 are m1 by
n and m 2 by n matrices, respectively.
In this problem we also have variables which are not restricted
by a zero lower bound; it is profitable to increase such a variable
if its di value is less than zero and to decrease it if this di value
is greater than zero.
Writing A1x + y = 0, y ~- O; A 2x + z = 0, z = 0, we have new
variables Yi with upper bound oo and artificial variables Z;.
Although the primal bounded-variables technique can be applied to
this problem we prefer a description by means of the dual bounded-variables technique. Here we proceed as follows:
1. If j E J1 and Pi~ 0, put Xj at its upper bound (i.e. substract
a.j from b, replace a.i by -a_,j );
if j E J1 and Pi < 0, put xi at its lower bound (i.e. add a,j
to b);
if j E J 2 and Pi;;;; 0, put xi at its upper bound;
if j E J 3 and p- < 0, put xi at its lower bound;
neglect columns x
j E J 4 throughout the calculation (they could
be omitted completely).
From now on all variables are required to be non-negative. The
upper bounds are c(xj) = 2 if j E J 1 , c(xi) = if j E J2 + J 3,
2. Remove the artificials from the basis in successive iterations using the described method for selecting pivot elements in a
row (with rejection, if possible) and excluding columns with j E J4 •
3. Apply the dual bounded-variables technique.
6. 3 The Absolute-Vrilue Problem

Dualizing (6. 2. 6) we obtain (see also theorem 8, section 2. 5):
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Minf

.z_vt + _L ,r

l scrl1

l E J1

+

,L vt + ,L

l E

Jz

l E J3

V(I

IA.?u1 + AzTuz + v+ - v-

or, writing
Max [ -

Vj

_L

=

jEJl

(6. 3. 1)

v( - V(, so that the Vj will not be restricted:

J vi

I- L

max (Vj , 0) +

jEJ2

jA?u1 + Alu 2 + v = p, u 1 ~

Ol.

L

j E J3

min (Vj , 0)

I
(6. 3. 2)

The vector u1 will consist of variables uli, i cc I 1; the vector
u2 of variables u2i, i E I 2. We shall write u(I:u =.!uil i E I 1 l, i.e.
the set of all uli variables. In the same way u(I2), v(J 1 ), v(J2),
v(J3 ) and v(J4 ) are defined. Note that the rows are now denoted by
the index j and the columns by the index i. The main column will
obtain the index r, the main row the index s. The elements of the
matrix (A1 T, A 2T, E) will be denoted byaii.
If J 2 , J 3 and J4 are empty, so that J 1 = J, this problem reduces
to a problem in which the sum of the 'absolute values of the "slack"
variables of a set of linear inequalities must be minimized.
Therefore we shall call it an absolute-value problem.
For this problem a technique can be developed which is closely
related to the dual simplex bounded-variables technique with rejection of pivot elements. Since the variables vi are free we im mediately have an initial basis: v = p. We can further calculate
an initial d row by using the following coefficients in the objective
function for the vi.
j E J 1 : q (vi ) = - 1 if Pj
0 and + 1 if pi < 0;
0 and+ 0 if Pi< O;
j E J 2 : q(vi) = 1 if Pj
E J3 : q(vj) = - 0 if pi
0 and+ 1 if Pi< 0;
J E J4: q(Vi) = 0.
Hence, if pi~ 0, v/ is in the basis and, if Pi< 0, - V( is in it in
accordance with (6. 3. 1).
For later use we also put q(uli) = - 0 for all i E 11 and = 0 if
i E I 2 (sign unimportant in the latter case). We see that, if Pi =/ 0
and j $ J4 , Pi and q(v1) will always have opposite signs (we distinguish between + 0 and - 0).
We shall introduce:
(6. 3. 3)

Suppose that we have performed a number of iterations. The
data obtained will be denoted by an asterisk. The technique will
be such that the following two conditions are always satisfied:
1. Th2 d'~(vi) of a non-basic variable v; will be the d*(Vj+ ). We
then know that
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(6.3.4)
2. The vi variables in the basis will always be:
if p*(vi) > 0, a v/ variable (coefficient q(v/) in the objective
function),
if p*(vi) < 0, a -v(variable (coefficient q(-v(")= q(v/) + 6 (vj)in
the objective function),
if p*(vj) = 0, either a vi+ or a -v( variable,
As main column we can now choose:
a. any non-basic uli column with d*(uli) < 0 or
b. any non-basic u 2i column with d*(u 2i) -./- 0 or
c. any non-basic vi column with d*(vi ) < 0 or
d. any non-basic vi colum_n with d*(vi ) > 6 (vi).
If no column exists with this property the problem will,be solved.
We shall usually start with putting the u2i in the basis in s_uccessive iterations. If all the u 2i are in the basis we shall continue
with choosing the "best" column among the admitted ones. Let r
be the number of the chosen main column and ur* be the variable
entering the basis (this may be a vivariable). If ur* is av- variable and d *(vi ) >, 6 (vi) we replace d*(vi ) by 6 (Vj ) - d *(vi). Consequently - vi - will be introduced instead of v/ (ur * = -V().
The choice of the pivot element in the pivot column will be
such that:
1. The property that sgn q(vj) = - sgn p*(vi) for all vi in the
basis with j ff J 4 and p*(vi) 1 0 will be retained.
2. If a vi variable will leave the basis it will always get advalue between 0 and 6 (v- ). If a v 1 variable corresponding to a
chosen pivot row does not satisfy this requirement, the pivot element will be rejected.
These two requirements lead to the following procedure:·
1. If Ur* E; u(I 1), v+(J 1), v+(J2) or v+(J3 ),
or if Ur* E u(I2) and d(ur*) ;£:;0:

determine s by
_p s*w
asr

..

p *
m/nf-=1-:air*
air~

10,

sgn q(v/) = - sgn ~r*;

v;~' rt u(I 2) + v(J4 )1;

if -ur~' E v-(J 1), v-(J2 ) or v-(J3 ),
or if l\ * E" u(I 2) and d(l\ *) > 0
determine s by
~ . , mJnf~r·r* ,j. 0,
w
J
"
J
-3.sr
-9r
-r
2. "If v 8 '~- E! u(I 1 ) we shall perform the transformation;
ifv 5 * E'v(J1 ) +v(J 2) +v(J3 ) we calculate dr* +6(v 5 *) I asr*
if dr* + 6(v8 *) I asr* I ~:owe perform the transformation,
if dr* +6(vs*) I asL"' I <0:
a. asr * will be rejected as a pivot element;

I:
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b. we replace q(v s *) by q(v5 °~) - ( 6 (v5 *) + 0 l sgn q(v, *)
(the term +0 ensures that the new q(v5 *) will have the desired
sign);
c. we replace di* by di*+ o(v,*). a,1 *· sgn "asr *;
do* by d 0* + O(v,*). Ps ~'. sgn 3sr ,:,
(d 0* is the value of the objective function);
d. we repeat steps 1 and 2.
A rejection of a pivot element will finally lead to a transformation with another pivot element and this transformation may
change the sign of the p* figure in the rejected row. This will always happen in the non-degenerate case. In the degenerate case
such a p* figure may become zero after the transformation. In
the former case condition 1 will only be satisfied after the trans formation if we change the q'~(vi) figure of the variable in the rejected row. In the latter case such a change does not do any harm.
Therefore we perform operaticn 2b. This will result in a change
of the whole d~' row. After the change the new d(ur *) figure is
still negative, so that a second pivot element can be chosen in
that column. Since, for the rejected pivot elements, the signs of
the q and p* figures d.o not match any longer we shall automatically leave these variables out of consideration when choosing a
second pivot element. Moreover the procedure guarantees that
a vt variable will enter the basis at a non-negative level and
a -vi- variable at a non-positive level. It is clear that a pivot
element in the main column will be found after a finite number of
rejections (note that this problem will always have a maximum
solution ;5 0, so that infinite solutions cannot occur). The transformation will then lead to a new situation where condition 1 is
satisfied. If a -v( variable leaves the basis we replace its dvalue -d(vj-) by d(v/) after the transformation, i.e. we add 6.(vi)
to -d(v(). Consequently condition 2 will also be satisfied.
Proceeding in this way we see that we can solve (6. 3. 1) by
means of the special technique developed for (6. 3. 2). This special
technique is essentiallythe simplex method with some very simple
iterations. With an anti-degeneracy precaution we are sure that
the problem will be solved after a finite number of iterations.
Since (6.3.1) is dual to (6.2.6) we shall immediately, by theorems 7 and 8, section 2. 5, have the solution of (6. 2. 6):
xi = -d'(v/) - q(v/),

(6. 3. 5)

yi=d'(uli),

(6. 3. 6)

(the prime indicates the optimum solution),

so that
xi = +1 if v/
= O if
= O if vi= -cl ifv..J
01'f JE

in the final basis and j
j
in the final basis and j
in the final basis and j

vt in the final basis and
J,,t•

E
E
E

E

J 1 + J 2;

J3 ;
J 2:

J 1 + J3 ;
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The revised product-form algorithm can easily be applied to
the s·olution of the absolute-value problem:
The operation "find pivot element in main column 11 will be different and more complicated but this is only a minor operation.
The changes in the d row if a pivot element has been rejected can
be postponed and combined with the next "y-operation". We only
have to start this operation with a vector y s v, 1 , defined by:
!Ysv V,lhv = dv(vsvv-l}, where Vsvv- 1 is the variablevwhich ultimately left the basis in iteration v-1; if this is
a vi- variable, then we mean the -dv(vj-)
v
value (hence before we change it in dv(-1+)},
(yl\J •1}f = o(vjV-l} sgn airv V-l if viV-l is a rejected variable,
= 0 otherwise.
During they-operation the dv(v/) figures are calculated, together
with the dV(uli) of the non-virgin uli variables. Note here that if
a Vj variable leaves the basis its T)-vectorwill always belong to
the v/ variable.The dV(v()-can easilybe derived from the dv(v/).
From the foregoing it follows that iterations consisting of the
rejection of a pivot element are very cheap ones. Almost their
only consequence is that the next complete iteration will start with
an initial vector in they-operation having more non-zero's.
The absolute-value problem will occur as sub-problem in some
of the non-linear programming techniques· to be described in
chapters 7 - 11. A sequence of problems of this kind must then
be solved and two consecutive problems only differ in one or .more
of the following respects:
1. The sets-J1 , J 2 ,
an_s! J4 change to J1 , J';,
and J4 but
we still have J 1 + J 2 + J 3 + J 4 = J (the sets are always mutually
exclusive).
2. The sets 11 and ½ may change to Y1 and 12 • Here we only
have t~e following__possible changes:
a. 1 e 12 and E
b. i E; 11 and ¢: 11 (only if uu is not in the final basis),
c. i ¢11 1 + 12 and E 11 (d(L½_) < 0 will then always hold for the
~ new d figure),
d. i r,fI 1 + ! 2 and E12 •
3. The vector p may change to p.
4. For some values of i the vector a.i may change to a.i.
We shall now investigate how we can use· the final solution and
set of T]-vectors of one problem to start solving the next one with
the help of the revised product-form algorithm.· A prime will
denote the final figures of the first problem.
1. These changes are simple; we introduce the new q(vj) and
o(vi) figures. The coefficients in the objective function can now be
substituted using the final vector p' instead of p, provided p does
not change itself. Otherwise we first perform point 3.
A recalculation of the d row is necessary.
2. a. Make the changes in I1 and
Variable Ui will no longer
be neglected as possible candidate for leaving the basis. If it is
negative in the basis, p' (uJ < 0, we shall give it a high penalty+M

Js

1,

r2.
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in the objective function, q(ui) == +M (high enough to be sure that
it will not stay in the basis at a negative value), introduce o(ui) ==
= M and treat ui in the same way as the Vj variables in the basis
when choosing a pivot element. It will then either leave the basis
in one of the following iterations after which we must delete the
penalty or it will stay in the basis, loose its penalty (pivot element
rejected) and get a non-negative p value.
A recalculation of the d row is necessary in this case.
b. We only have to omitthe column a.i from the original matrix, and the d(ui) figure from the d row.
c, d. We have to add column a,i to the original matrix, to
update it with the help of the T]-vectors and to calculate its d figure.
3. We calculate p' with the help of the ri-vectors. Two things
may happen now:
(i) p 1 (u 1 J < 0 for some i. We then give u 1i a penalty +M in the
objective function, q(uli) = +M, introduce o(uli) = M and treat uu
in the same way as the vi variables in the basis when choosing a
pivot element.
(ii) sgn q(vj) . p'(vi);;;; 0 does no longer hold for some j. We must
then replace q(vj) by q(vj) - !o(vj) + Ol sgn q(vj).
In both cases a recalculation of the d row is necessary.
4. If a,i is not in the final basis we can easily replace it in the
original matrix by a.i and recalculate its d figure.
If a.i is in the final basis we add a.i to the original matrix,
remove a.i from it, introduce variable ui and make ui artificial
(by giving it a penalty - M if p(~);::;; O and +M if p(ui) < O; such a
variable must be removed from the basis as soon as possible so
that there is no rejection possibility here).
It is clear that too many changes of type 3 or 4 will make any
restart with a final solution of a previous problem a hardly, if at
all, profitable operition. Another possibility is to start the new
problem with a pre-inversion as described in section 4. 5. The
variables to be taken for the pre-inversion can then follow from
the previous problem. If even this pre -inversion does not seem to
be profitable, . hence if the two problems have hardly any res em blance, we can of course start the second problem in the conventional way.
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7. METHODS OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS
7. 1

Introduction

Let F(x) be a concave function of the n-component vector
x E En, let fi(x) be convex functions of x E En and for i E le,
le c I = i 1, ... , ml being a set of integers; let a 1 be n-component
vectors for i E IL = I - 16 let further c and p be n-com ponent
vectors and b be an m-component vector (some or all components
of c may be infinite). Then we shall consider the problem:
MaxfF(x)jf 1(x);5bi, iE16a/x;5bi, iEIL; 0;5x;5 cJ.
(7.1.1)

The region R defined by the constraints in (7. 1. 1) will be convex. Therefore a problem of type (7 .1.1) will be called a convex
programming problem. We shall suppose that the non-linear constraints fi(x) ;5 b 1 satisfy the regularity condition C 1 of section
2.6. Moreover we assume the functions F(x) and fdx) to be differentiable with continuous partial derivatives and shall define:
(7. 1. 2)
q. (X·) -{
- -ofi
~-J
J. _- l , ••• , n } ,
l

(7.1.3)

oX.
J

We shall also introduce non-negative variables yi defined by
Yi = Ydx) = bi - fi(x)
= b1 -

a? x

if i

E

le,

(7.1. 4)

ifiEIL.

Let rn be the maximum of F(x) on R. We shall assume that the
concave function F(x) is either unbounded ori. R (111 = 00 ) or that
Rm

= fx

E

RI F(x)

=m

J is bounded.

(condition C 3).

Theorem 1: If F(x) satisfies condition C 3 on R and m <oc, then
Ra = fx E R j F(x)

a ] will be bounded for all

r;,.

Proof: R:x. = 0 if r;, >m; Ra:J Rm and convex if r;. ;5 m (section 2. 4,
theorem 8). Suppose RC( is unbounded for some a, so that, for any
x E Rm, a vectors can be found, such that x +rs'= R:i; for alL\>0.
Take ~-l so large that x 1 = x + i\ 1 s $ Rm. Hence F(x 1 ) < m = F(x),
so that g(x1 )T(x - x 1) > 0 by corollary 1 of theorem 3, section 2. 4.
Consequently g(x 1)Ts < 0 holds. Now x + 1\s = x 1 + '(k - i\ 1 ) s,
F(x + 7\s) ;5 F(x 1 ) + U- '- 7\ 1)g(x 1) Ts < ·x if /1.. is large enough. Hence
x + 11.s E Ra for all A> 0 cannot hold.
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Corollary: If m <oo, then,for any y .E R, the set fx ER I F(x)~F(y)j
will be bounded.
A method of solution for the convex programming problem
(7 .1.1) will be called a method of feasiblE:;_ directions if it has the
following properties:
.
1. The starting point will be feasible: x 0 E R.
2. Having obtained points x 0, x1, ••. , xk E R satisfying F(xh) .>
> F(xh-l) for h = 1, ... , k, a point xk+l 'E R is determined with
F(xk+ 1)
F(xk) or it is concluded either that no better point xk+l
exists, so that x~ is a maximum solution of (7. 1. 1) ar that F(x)
will be unbounded on R. The determination of xk+l will consist of
two parts:
a. In xk a usable feasible direction skis determined (see section
2. 6 for the definition of feasible and usable feasible directions).
b. A step length A:k is determined, so that xk+l = xk + Ak sk E R
and F(:xk+ 1 ) >F(xk).
3. The choice of the directions sk and scalars Ak, hence of the
points xk E R is such that convergence to the maximum m of F(x)
on R is obtained:
lim F(xk) = m,
k-oc

(7. 1. 5)

or that F(xk) is unbounded. In the latter case (7.1.1) will have an
infinite solution.
Methods of feasible directions can be considered to be largestep gradient methods and differ from the small-step gradient
methods, for instance those considered by Arrow and Hurwitz
[ 1], chapters 6, 7 and 8. Many methods .for solving linear or
non-linear programming problems will appear to be methods of
feasible directions. They only differ in the extra requirements
for fixing the starting point x 0, the directions sk or the step
lengths Ak. Among them are the simplex method, the primal-dual
method, Rosen 1 s gradient projection method [34],Beale's quadratic programming method, I 3] and [ 4], and Frank and Wolfe's
method for non-linear programming with linear constraints [ 20].
In section 7. 2 we shall discuss the problem of obtaining an initial
feasible point xn. Section 7. 3 and chapter 8 will be devoted to the
different ways of obtaining usable feasible directions. The determination of the step lengths will be considered in section 7. 4. In
section 7. 5 the procedures will be summarized. Their convergence will be studied in section 7. 6. Finally in section 7. 7 we
shall discuss what will happen if the concavity assumption for
F(x) or the convexity assumptions for fi(x) are not fulfilled.
Chapter 9 will be devoted to the linear programming problem,
chapter 10 to the quadratic programming problem and chapter 11
to the problem of maximizing a concave function subject to either
a set of linear constraints or to a set of non- linear and linear constraints (which determine a convex region). It will there be studied
how the convergence of the procedures can be improved.
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7. 2 Finding a:n Initial Feasible Solution

In many practical problems a point x 0 E R will immediately
follow from the prior knowledge of the problem. If an initial
feasible point x 0 E R is not available, however, we can take any
point x 0 satisfying O x 0 ~c. We then introduce an extra variable C:i, and non-negative numbers P1 , i Eh with Pi = 0 if Yi (x0 )
0
and p1 > 0 if y 1(x) < O.
We first solve the problem:
Max)-i;,1 la?x-pic;,l~bi, iEIL;O~x~c;l;, 1 ~0}.

(7.2.1)

This is a linear programming problem which can be solved by the
simplex method but also by any other method of feasible directions. An initial feasible point is then x

= x!l,

E,1

= max 1-yi~ixO)

I

IPi > 0 J. These methods c·an all be devised in such a way that they
are finite in the linear case (see chapter 9). If the region R is
non-empty we .shall obtain 1; 1 = 0 after a finite number of steps.
The point x 1 which solves (7. 2. 1) will satisfy all the linear constraints in (7. 1. 1). If Yi (xi°)
0 for all i E le it follows that
:x:1 E R, so that we have obtained an initial feasible point. If
Yi (x 1 °) < 0 for some i E le, we introduce an extra variable 1; 2 and
non-negative numbers Pi, i E le, with Pi = 0 if Yi {x 1 °}
0 and
h > 0 if Yi (x 1 °) < 0, and solve the problem

°

°

Max [- 1; 2 1fi(x) - Pi 1; 2 ~ bi' i E le; a?x
O~x~c;l; 2 ~0J.

bi, i E IL;

( 7. 2. 2)

An initial feasible solution for the problem (7. 2. 2) is easily obtained: x

= xi°,

l;, 2

= max[-y~~xf)I

Pi> OJ. Since (7.2. 2) is also a

convex programming problem of the type (7 .1. 1) we can apply the
same method to its solution.
Theorem 1: If R is non-empty and satisfies condition C 1, then
any method of feasible directions applied to the solution of(7. 2. 2)
will lead to I; 2 = 0 after a finite number of iterations.
Proof: Condition C 1 will guarantee the existence of a vector x
satisfying fi(x) < bi, i E le; a?x ~bi, i E IL and O x
c. Hence,
if the condition E, 2
0 was not imposed in (7. 2. 2) we should be
sure of convergence to a ~2 < 0, so that E, 2 would pass zero after
a finite number of iterations (property 3, section 7. 1, of a method
of feasible directions). Consequently with the condition E, 2 0 we
shall obtain 1; 2 = 0 after a finite number of iterations. This proves
the theorem.
Instead of solving (7. 2.1) first and then (7. 2. 2) we could also
solve the problem
Max)-E,ffi(x) - pie;, ~bi, i El6 a/x - pi/; ~bi, i Eh;
O~x~c; E,~OL
(7.2.3)
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where Pi

0 and> 0 if and only if Yi (x 0) < 0. For this problem we

should have the initial solution x = x 0 , I; = mr,x [ -yip~x

0

)j Pi

> 0

l,

so that we could immediately apply the method of feasible directions we have chosen. But, whereas (7. 2.1) and (7. 2. 2) guarantee
finiteness, this may not always be the case in (7. 2. 3).
It is also possible to solve the following problem:
Max [F(x) - MI;, ~fi(x) - pi I; ;;:; bi, i

E

le;

Tx - pi I; ;;;bi,

O~x~c; I; ~O.J,

i.E

IL;

(7.2.4)

where Mis a large positive number. We have
Theorem 2: If (7 .1. 1) has a finite maximum x 1 , F(x') <oo, it follows that a number M 1 exists, so that for M
M 1 problem (7. 2. 4)
is also solved by x'.
Proof: Since x' is a maximum of (7. 1.1) we know from section
(2. 6), theorem 6 and (2. 6. 6), that non-negative numbers ul , v 1.
1
and v~i exist such that
g(x') =

.Z::

ul

qr(x') + Su{ ai - .Z: v 1i ei + .Z: v 2i ei,

u'T y'

= 0, v 1T

x'

= 0,

v:? (c - x') = 0.

On the other hand problem (7. 2. 4) will be solved by x, y, I; if this
solution is feasible and the system
g(x) =

.Z::

ui qi (x) + .Z: ui ai - .Z: v li ei + .Z: v2i ei ,

- M = - .Z: ui Pi - v I; ,
uTy = 0, v/x = 0, v2T(c - x)

0, I; vi; = 0,

u~0, v 1 ~0, v 2 ~0, vc;,~0,
is consistent. This system will be solved by x = x', y = y', I; = 0,
u = u', V1= V1, Vz = Vz and v.1; = M-:- Lu; Pi, provided M~ .Z::ut pi
holds. Hence taking M1 = Eu I Pi we have proved the theorem.

The two-phases approach will be preferred if F(x) is a nonlinear function since in the first phase we shall then have the
simpler linear objective function, hence no recalculation of the
gradient vector. The second procedure can for instance be applied if, as a consequence of rounding-off error, we have obtained
a point xk somewhere in the calculation which is slightly nonfeasible.
Up to now we have said nothing about the choice of the Pi . A
possible choice would be Pi = 0 if Y1 (x 0)
0 and Pi = 1 if Yi(x<\< 0.
Another possibility is Pi = 0 if Yi (x 0)
0 and pi = -yi (xO-) if y 1 (x 0) .
< 0. In the latter case x = x 0, I; = 1 will be a feasible solution of
the modified problem and for this initial solution equality holds in
all constraints violated by x 0 in the original problem. This may
be of use when the !;:-procedure is used to correct rounding-off
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errors. (With the choice Pi = 1 if Yi (x 0) < 0, the trial solution
would no longer lie in some of .the constraints in which it would
presumably have been if there had not been rounding-off errors).

7. 3 Determination of Usable Feasible Directions
Let for any x E R Ic(x) c le, I 1 (x) c 11 , S-(x) c J and J+(x) _c J
be defined in such a way that
i E Ic(x) if and only if fi (x) = bi,

(7.3.1)

i

(7.3.2)

E

I 1 (x) if and only if

j E S-(x) if and only if
j

E

J"(x) if and only if

T x = bi,
xi = 0 and

4

=

(7.3.3)

.

(7.3.4)

Let further
S(x) = [s I q/x?s
Si~

0, i E Ic(x); a/s

o,

0, i E Idx);

j E r(x); Si~ O; j

E

J+(x)

l.

(7.3.5)

Let a be an extra variable and let Si be positive numbers, then we
define:
S 1 (x)=!(s, a)lqi(x)Ts+E\a~O, iEic(x); a?s~O,iEh(x);
Si~ 0, j E r(x); Sj

0, j

E

J+(X)l .

(7. 3. 6)

We shall now look for a vector (s, a) which satisfies the requirements:

1. (s, 0) E S 1 (x),

(7. 3. 7)

2. -g(x)Ts +a~ 0,

(7. 3. 8)

3. normalization requirement,

(7.3.9)

4. a to be maximized.

(7.3.10)

The problem defined by these four requirements will be called a
direction-finding problem. Any (s, a), satisfying (7. 3. 7) with a > 0
will be a usable fe8.sible direction since, if a> 0, we shall have
qi (x)T s < 0 if i E Ic(x), and g(x)T s > O. By means of .the normalization requirement we can prevent a method for solving the direction-finding problem from producing an infinite solution. The
normalization is such that if (s, a) satisfies (7. 3. 7) and (7. 3. 8),
then there is a j3 > 0, so that for O ~- ~- the vector (~ s,
a):
will satisfy (7. 3. 7 - 9) and that, if s 1 and s 2 are normalized vectors, A s 1 + (1 - A)s 2 will also satisfy the normalization -requirement for all A, 0~ A ~1.
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If 0 1 = 0 for the optimum solutions', 0'of (7. 3. 7 -10), it follows
that the system of linear inequalities, given by (7. 3. 7), (7. 3. 8)
and o > 0 will be inconsistent, so that, by theorem 3, section 2. 2,
there will exist non-negative quantities ui, VT , vf and u 0 , such
that:

i

L
E

L

ui qi(x) +

Ic(x)

u 0 g(x)

i

E

IL (x)

0,

j

E

r(x)

j

L
E

v+ ei +

J+(x)

(7.3.11)
(7.3.12)

If u 0 > 0 it follows from (7. 3. 11) and theorem 6, section (2. 6)
that x is a maximum of F(x) on R.
If u 0 = 0, (7. 3. 12) tells us that ui > 0 will hold for at least one
i E Ic(x), so that from (7. 3.11) it follows that condition C 1 would
not be satisfied. Hence with condition C 1 we know that we have
arrived at the optimum of F(x) on R as soon as o .;;; 0 holds for all
(s, o) satisfying (7. 3. 7) and (7. 3. 8).
Hence we have proved:
Theorem 1: Under condition C 1 a point x ER will be a maximum
of F(x) on R if and only if o;;; O holds for all (s, o) E S 1 (x) satisfying -g(xl s + 0 ;;; O.
The choice of the 8 i may be arbitrary. We can for instance
take 8i = 1 for all i E Ic(x) but we can also increaser,\ when we
arrive in a certain hypersurface again and again.
If le = 0, hence if there are no non-linear constraints, then the
direction-finding problem reduces to:

1. s

E

S(x),

(7. 3.13)

2. normalization requirement,

(7.3.14)

3. g(xf s to be maximized.

(7.3.15)

Any s satisfying (7. 3.13) with g(x)Ts > 0 will be a usable feasible direction. If, for the maximum vector s 1 , we have g(x)Ts' =
= 0, x will be a maximum of F(x) on R.
The requirement (7.3.10) or (7.3.15) will lead to the best
usable feasible direction among those which satisfy the normalization requirement. It is an astonishing fact that many methods
for solving the linear, quadratic or convex programming problem,
although they seem to be quite different at first sight, only differ
in the way they fix the directions s by a. normalization requirement and in the computational consequences of such a fixation.
Examples of possible normalizations are:
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Nl
N 2

sTs~l;
-1

N 3

si

1 for all j;

Si

1

if gi (x) > 0,

Sis; -1
N 4

o

if gi(x)< 0;

1

in (7. 3. 7 - 10),

g(x)Ts~ 1
N 5 : q.l (x)Ts+B.l o

y.(
x)
l

if i

E

IC,

Ts~ Yi(x)

if i

E

IL,

if j

E

J.

8.i

-xi

in (7,3,13 - 15);

ci - xi

For the convergence of the procedures to be studied in section
7. 6 it will be necessary that the directions sk are bounded. This
will always be the case if procedure N 1 or N 2 is used. In the
other cases we can for instance require that the absolute largest
component of sk. may not exceed a given number and, if it does,
we can consider a vector ask, where a: < 1 is such that the absolute largest component is at the required bound. The normalizations N 1--: N 5 will be studied in chapter 8.
Normalization N 5 differs from the other ones in that it also
takes into account the constraints in which the trial solution x
does not lie. Let us fix the point x E R by putting a bar over it and
let us write s = x - x (x fixed and x variable) and cr = x 0 • Then
(7. 3. 7), (7. 3. 8), N 5 and (7. 3.10) lead to the following problem:

O S:
_

.
XJ. <
=CJ,

J·

E

J·,

_-T
g X

+

'::;; _-T-l
Xog X5 ,

(7.3.16)

where we have written qi and g for q.(x) and g(x). Since (7.3.16)
can still have an infinite solution, norinalization N._5 is not a normalization in the proper sense of the word. In the case of an infinite solution of(7.3.16)we shall derive the usable vectors from
the extreme ray of the constraint set which led to the infinite solution and which can easily be obtained from the final data of
(7.3.16). See section 3. 2, the paragraph following formula (3. 2. 5).
7. 4

Determination of the Length of the Steps

Having found a usable feasible direction s in x, we want to improve the trial solution x by making a move in the directions.
Defining

I

fl.' = max [ fl. x + fl. s

E

R

J,

(7.4.1)

we are sure that the length fl. of the move must be~ !1. 1 • (A' == oo is
possible if some of the ci are oo). Let /1. 11 be the smallest fl. such
that
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F(x + A"s} = max F(x + /1. s),
A

(7. 4. 2)

hence
11." = max! 11. j F(x + µs) < F(x + 11. s) for all µ < 11. J,

then O < ')..."

oo will hold and we shall choose

A= min (11.', 11."),

(7.4.3)

so that
F(x + ')... s) = Max (F(x + µs)

j µ

11.'j.

(7.4.4)

If 11. = oo, then regularity condition C 3 for F(x) ensures that
m = oo will hold, so that there is no finite maximum. For, if m < ex,,
then ! y E
F(y)
F(x)l is bounded, s.o that 11. = oo cannot hold.
Problem (7. 4. 4) is one-dimensional and can easily be solved
if all the constraints are lir1ear and if the objective function is
linear or quadratic. In the general case the problems of finding
1
')...
and ')..." are of the same type: In (7. 4. 1) we must, for each i,
find the largest root of the equation fi (x + 11. s) = bi> and take then
the smallest of the figures obtained. For each i E le this can for
instance be done by Newton's method (note that')... is the only variable in the equation; x and s are known vectors). For the linear
constraints we simply have

RI

(7.4.5)

with
')...~

=~inf
l

~ii~) h<O,
l

iEli, -IL(x)J,

(7. 4. 6)

where
(7. 4. 7)
X·

AI

= minf-l
j
-Si

r,.;t

= min f_l__l

2

C· -X·

3

j

sj

r

1 sj <

o,

j EJ -

(x) L

(7. 4. 8)

Isj >

o,

jEJ-J+(x)J.

(7. 4. 9)

To find A we can proceed a 9 follows:
if g(x + i\.'s)Ts ~O, i\. = i\. 1 will hold (F(x) is concave);
if g(x + }.: 1 s)Ts < 0, then we can apply the regula falsi to find the
point i\." where g(x + 11."s? s = 0 will hold (A is the only variable,
x and s are known vectors).
7. 5

Procedures

In this section we shall summarize the procedures which are
based on the different normalizations. Procedure P 1 will use one
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of the normalizations N 1 - N 4; procedure P 2 will be based on
normalization N 5. In order to. ensure convergence of F(xk) to
m = max [ F(x) Ix E R.l it is necessary in procedure P 1 to apply
a so..:called anti-zigzagging precaution. Without such a precaution
examples can be constructed in which lim F(xk) < m would hold.
Examples of such precautions are:
AZ 1:

a. Let e > 0 be an arbitrary number.
b. Define for x E. R:
Ic(x,

E) = [

i

E

le [ bi -

E

;::::fi(x);:::: bd,

(7.5.1)

J,

(7. 5. 2)

IL (x, E) = [ i E IL /bi - E;:::: a/ x;:::: bi
E

J

I O;:::: xi ;:::: t l,

bE

J

j ci -

r(x, c) = fj
J+(x,

E)

=

E ;::::

(7. 5. 3)

xi ;:::: ci l,

(7.5.4)

H(x, E) = Ic(x, E) + IL(x, E) + r(x, E) + J+(x, E),
H (x)

= H(x, 0).

(7. 5. 5)

( 7. 5. 6)

We see that for E = 0 we have
Ic(x, 0) = Ic(x), IL(x, 0) = IL(x), r(x, 0) = r(x) and J+(x, 0) =J+(x).
c. Define
S 1 (x, £) = [ (s, 0) j qJx?s + E\ 0;:::: 0, i

E

Ic(x, E) ;

a?s;:::: 0, i E IL(x, E); Sj~ 0, j E r(x, E);
(7. 5. 7)

d. Replace S 1 (x) in (7. 3. 7), hence in the direction-finding problems by S 1 (x, E).
e. If for the final bounded vector sopt of a direction-finding
problem 0opt is less than E, then we replace E byt, hence S 1 (x, E)
by S 1 (x,f) and solve the direction-finding problem again. (If
oopt = 0 and S 1 (x, £) = S'(x), then we kno:w already that xis a
maximum of F(x) on R).
AZ 2:
a. Let E >0 be an arbitrary number.
b. Let xk have just been determined, so that we have to solve
the k-th direction-finding problem; let h E H(xk) be such that
h E H(xk), h rt H(:xk- 1 ) and h E H(xl') for some/,.;:::: k-2. ·For such
values of h we shall retain the requirement nhT s + ®h 0 ;:::: 0 in all
direction-finding problems (7. 3. 7-10) or (7. 3.13-15) followingthe
k-th one until condition c. is met. Hence even if h ¢'.H(xk+l) we
nevertheless require nhTs +eh 0;:::: 0 in the(k+l) -th direction-finding problem (nh is the outward pointing normal in xk of the h-th
hypersurface, so that n 11 = qi(xk), 8:i, -ei or ei; E\ = 0 if h rt le).
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c. These extra requirements will be omitted in the next direc_tion-f~nding pr_oblem if Ak < Ak has to be chosen; they will be
omitted rn the direction-finding problem itself if o t < s for
the final _bou-:ided vector Sopt of it, so that we theil sol;t the problem agam without extra requirements in it. Moreover we replace
Eby for the new direction-finding problems,
In AZ 1 we also take into account hypersurfaces for which the
variable y.(x), xi or ci - xj, though non-zero, is less than E, so
that we try to prevent making very small steps by the extra requirements (£ may be considered as a small number which is
moreover gradually reduced, so that it will not hinder us in the
neighbourhood of the true optimum). In AZ 2 we add an extra requirement if we arrive in a hypersurface for the second time, so
that we try to avoid a third arrival in it. In AZ 2 we may have an
extra requirement nh Ts + 8h o
0 even though we are rather far
from the corresponding hypersurface. This danger will be reduced
by the rule that the extra requirement will be omitted if A.k < 71.k
has to be chosen. Precaution AZ 1 is the simplest one but AZ 2
seems to be somewhat more effective since we shall soonerbe
forced· to leave. a certain combination of hypersurfaces if it is not
the correct one.
For future use we moreover formulate in the case of only
linear constraints:

f

AZ 3:
a. Require nhTs = 0 instead of~ 0 if we arrive for the second
time in a certain constraining hyperplane. Retain this requirement
until
b. g(xk)Tsopt = 0 holds in some direction-finding problem. We
then replace at least one of the requirements nh Ts = 0 by nh Ts
0;
Precaution AZ 3 will be used in the quadratic programming procedures to be discussed in chapter lO;its main function is to make
the method finite. In chapter 11 we shall show how it can also be
used to speed up convergence in the case ofa general convex programming problem. It can then be combined with AZ 1.
Summarizing we have the following two convex programming
procedures:
Procedure P 1:
1. Start with x 0 E R. See section 7. 2 if such a point is not immediately available. Take £ > 0 small but arbitrarily and£'> 0
very small.
2. Suppose x 0, x1, ..... , xk have already been determined.
Solve now the k-th direction-finding problem:
a. (s, 0) E S 1 (xk, s), or (s, o) E S 1 (x), together with anti-zigzagging requirements as used in AZ 2;
b. normalization Nl, N2, N3 or N4;
c. -g(xk)Ts + 0
O;
d. 0 to be maximized .
. 3. If for the bounded maximum solution Gk <£holds, replace
Ebyf, S 1 (xk, E) by S 1(xk,
in AZ 1, omit the extra requirements
in AZ 2, and solve the direction-finding problem- again;

f)
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if, however, ak = 0 and if S'(::0·, c:) = S'(xk) in AZ 1, or if there
are no extra requirements in AZ 2, stop, since the problem has
been solved (assuming R satisfies C 1; if not, we add small quantities /J. bi to the bi for. those i, i E le, where ui > O held in
(7.3.11), see section 2.6);
if ak ;;;; £ holds, perform 4.
4. Determine /\k, using (7. 4. 1) and (7. 4. 4). If /\k = oo, stop;
F(x) is unbounded on R by condition C 3. If /\k< Ak and AZ 2 is
applied, omit all anti-zigzagging requirements in the next direction -finding problem.
5. Determine
xk+l = xk + /\k sk,

(7. 5. 8)

and
F(xk+l).
6. If F(:xk+1 ) - F(xk) < £ 1 and the k-th direction-:-.finding problem did not contain anti-zigzagging requirements, stop. As a
check on the near-optimality we could now solve the linear programming problem given by the right-hand member of (2. 6. 7).
This will show us what might be the maximum possible further
increase of F(x). If this is sufficiently small we can be sure that
xk is near-optimal. In all other cases we shall repeat steps 2-5.

Procedure P 2:
1. · Start with x 0 E° R. Let£ 1 be a predetermined small number.
2. Suppose x 0 , x1, .•... , xk have already been
determined.
Solve the linear programming sub-problem.
Maxfx 0 jqi(xkfx+l9ix 0 ~ q 1(xklxk+bi - fi(x:k), i

a/ x ~bi, i

E

h; 0

xi

cj, j

E

E

16

J;

-g(x:k)Tx + Xo~ -g(xk)Txkj.
3. If x 0 max = 0, stop, xk will be a maximum solution;
if x 0 max > 0, but <oo, let sk = xmax - xk;
if x 0 max = 00 , derive sk from the extreme ray of the feasible
region of the sub-problem which leads to infinity.
4. Determine Ak, using (7. 4.1) and (7. 4. 4). If /\k =oo, stop;
F(x) is unbounded on R by condition C 3.
5. Determine
xk+l = xk +tcksk,

(7. 5. 8)

and
F(xk+l).
6. If F(xk+l) - F(xk) < £ 1 , stop. The linearized problem (2. 6. 7)
may show us whether xk+l is a near-optimal ·solution or not.
If F(xk+ 1 ) - F(xk) £ 1 , repeat steps 2-5.
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It is realized that the linearized problem (2. 6. 7) may have an
infinite or very large solution whereas xk+l is nevertheless nearoptimal. This is not very satisfactory. In chapter 11 we shall investigate how this check on near-optimally could be improved.
Moreover some new procedures will be described in this chapter
which are derived from P 1 and P 2 but converge much faster in
most cases.

7. 6 Convergence of the Procedures
We shall first prove three lemmas:
Lemma 1: If x E R then either x is a maximum of F(x) on R or
there exists a scalar 6 > 0 and a vector s E S(x) such that qJxJT s :5
- Bio for all i E Ic(x), and g(x)Ts 6.
Proof: Suppose xis not a maximum of F(x) on R. From theorem 1,
section 7. 3, we then know that the direction-finding problem
( 7. 3. 7-10) will lead to an optimum solution with CTmax > 0. Hence
we can take 6 = CTmax and s = smax·
Lemma 2: Let F(x) be an arbitrary function with continuous gradient vector g(x), defined on a closed convex region R.
Let xk ER, k = 0, 1, 2, ..• be a bounded sequence of points, let sk,
k = 0, 1, 2, ... be a bounded sequence of vectors and /1.k a sequence
of scalars such that xk+l = xk + /1.ksk holds for all k and that
g(xk + /1. sk)T sk > O holds for ·o
/1. < /1.k· Suppose that for some

6 > 0 and _sub-sequences yL = xk/, ti'= skf and µ/ = Ak,t we
that g(yl)TtL

6 for all 1, then I: µ.[ will be convergent.

I

Proof: Define \It= max fµ ~µ{ g(yl+ µt.lf t 1
each p > O:

i

L

£=0

h=0

~f}. We have that for
p

k

F(xkp+l)-F(xo) =
p

have

fF(xh+l) - F(:if.')r

f F(yf + 1Il 1 ) - F(yl)l

L

f=O

1F(xk£+1 ) - F(yl)j~

p

i L=0
L µ,t'

so that it follows from the boundedness of F~x) t'.lit I:11.t converges.
If 1It< µ.f we shall have that g(yL + 1ltt 1 ?t = 2 . If I: µf diverges
this will hold an infinite number of times. Let us only consider
these values of.£ (LE L 1 ). The sequence y.l is bounded, hence has a
point of accumulation yr. It follows that, for some sub-sequence
of the points yl, (1 E L 2 c L 1) we have that iI.t < µt, lim y.,{ = y', so
that scalars 6 1 , 6 2 and 1 1 exist such that% < 6 1 < 62 < 6 and, for
L E L 2 and
11 , g(y'lt1 6 2 and g(y' + P/t1 f ti'~ 61 hold. The

sequence ti, i E L 2 is also bounded, hence some sub-sequence of
it converges to some vector t 1, say the sequence with f E L 3 c L 2.
(ti= tr a finite or infinite number of times is also possible). It follows that scalars 6 3 , 6 4 and / 2 ~11 exist such that 6 1 < 6 3 < 6 4 < 6 2
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and., for LE L 3 and ~L2 , g(y'f t'
64 and g(y' + P,_l)Tt' ;s;:. 6 3 .
But this is impossible by virt.ue of the continuity of g(x) and the
convergence of I: Pl- Consequently I: µ.l must be convergent which
proves the theorem.
Corollary: If sk, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . is a bounded sequence of usable
vectors, if the sequence of points xk E R is bounded and if, for
some o > 0 and all k, g(xk)Tsk
o holds, then 11.k = 11.~ <A.k will
only hold a finite number of times.
Proof: Since the condit!ons of lemma 2 are fulfilled I: 11.k will
converge, so that 11.k = A.k will always hold fork large enough (Ak
corresponds to t~e µ of the pr9of of lemma 2). Hence
g(xk + i'-kSk) Tsk '1 > 0 if k large enough, so that 11.k = 11. k < 11.i
cannot hold.
Lemma 3: Let F(x) be an arbitrary function with continuous gradient vector g(x); let 1xkl k E Kj be a finite or bounded infinite set
of points. Suppose a· scalar o > 0 can be found so that for each
k E K a bounded vector sk = s(xk) exists such that g(xk) Tsk
o.
If, fork EK, 11.k=max!11.jF(xk+µsk)>F(~)forallµ<11.l,then
inf 11.k> 0.
k

Proof: From the definition it follows that 11.k will be either infinite
or the first value of 11. for w~ich F(xk + 11.sk) equals F(x11. Let
µk = max iµlg(xk+ µsk)Tsk~ 'tfor allµ ~µkl, then F(xk+µksk)
- F(xk)
µk I2., so that 11.k~ µk holds. Suppose a sequence of points
exists such that µk tends to zero. For this sequence we then have
g(xk? sk
o and g(xk + µk sk) Tsk = for all k. In the same way
as in the proof of lemma 2 it can be shown, however, that this is
impossible. Hence inf µk > 0, so that inf 11.k > 0 holds.
k

k

Corollary: If fdxk)
bi, qi (xk)T sk < - ti\ o for all k, sk bounded,
xk+l = xk + Ak sk and I Ak convergent, then an index k1 exists such
that fi (xk) < bi for k k 1 •
Proof: Take F(x) = - fi(x), g(x) = - qdx) and o = 8i er and apply
lemma 3.
We now prove:
Theorem 1: Procedure P 1 with one of the normalizations N 1 - N 5
for the directions
AZ 1 or AZ 2 and £ 1 • = 0 will generate a sequence of points x\ such that lim F(xk) = m = max {F(x) j x E Rj,
k~lXl

provided R and F(x) satisfy conditions C 1 and C 3, respectively.
Proof: If the total number of steps is finite and the final solution
is finite the theorem is obviously true; if a stop is obtained for an
infinite solution, (11.k = oo for some k), then m = 00 by condition C 3
and theorem 1, section 7. 1. Suppose therefore that the number of
steps is infinite. If the sequence of points xk is unbounded, then
condition C 3 will ensure that lim F(xk) = 00 , so that the theorem
also holds in that case. Suppose therefore that the sequence xk,
hence also the sequence F(xk) is bounded. Let {sk, 0k) be the
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bounded sequence of vectors proportional to the optimal solutions
of the corresponding direction-finding problems (anti-zigzagging
requirements, if any, included). If ok, hence g(xk)Tsk;;;;; 6 holds
for some 6 > 0 and all k_ (a finite number excluded perhaps), then
we can apply lemma 1: If Ak is such that xk+l == xk + Aksk, then
.EAk will be convergent. Let x == lim xk and define, for £ > O
R(x, £) == [x ER lixj - Xj I.::;:,; E for all j; I Yi (x) - Yi (x) I : ;:,; [ for all i}
Take £ so small that for any X E R(x, £) we have that H(x) C H(x),
i.e. no x E R(x, f) will be in a constraining hyper surface in which
x does not lie. The relation ak;;;;; 6 will entail that after a finite
nµmber of steps the E of AZ 1 or AZ 2 will no longer be decreased.
We take k(E) so large that, for k;;;;; k( E), E is no longer decreased,
that xk E R(x, E), and that Ak == Ak < Ak does not hold any longer
(possible by the corollary of lemma 2). When using AZ 1 we shall
also take f < E, the final E of AZ 1 which is no longer decreased.
We then have for k
k(E':) that H(xk, E) :J H(x), so that we can
apply the corollary of lemma 3 which shows that f/xk) < bi for all
i E Ic(x) c Ic(xk, E) if k is large enough. Hence we can not arrive
in such a non-linear constraininghypersurface, nor can we return
in a linear constraining hyperplane, owing to AZ 1, if we have
left it, nor can we obtain a Ak < Ai . We have thus arrived at an
impossibility. With _AZ 2 and k k(f) the argument is that, if k is
large enough, we can not return in a constraining hypersurface
once we have been in it twice, so that we shall also have no choice
after a finite number of steps which leads to the same impossibility. Consequently ak will become arbitrarily small and at regular
times we shall replace Eby
Let y~ == xk.t be the sub-sequence of
the sequence xk for which this holds and let y be a point of accumulation of the sequence ye_ By taking an appropriate sub-sequence, if necessary, we can assume that the sequence y.!converges to y. Let tt' = sk,.e and µ1 = A k If F(y) == m, the theorem
will hold. Hence suppose F(y) < m ffolds, so that by lemma 1 a
scalar 6 > 0 and a feasible vector_ s in y exist such that

i-

qi(y)Ts~ -

E\

6 if i E lc(y), a?s ::;:,;o·if i E Idy),

si;;;;; o if j E r(y), si::;:,; O if j E J+(y), s bounded and g(y)Ts;;;;; 6.
It follows that an E>O can be found sothat for all x E R(y, E'."):

1. H(x) c H(y),
2. q/xls::;:,; -

Ii\%

if i E 1c(y), and

3. g(x)Ts~%Let .t1 be so large that yP.E R(y, E) for .t -~ t 1 and that H(yl, E) = H(y)
if AZ 1 is applitd (this is possible since E is gradually reduced).
fhen g(yl?tli~ iU' / 1 , so that by lemma 2
µ,will be conver2
gent, hence f2,;;;;;:ta exists so thcg xk,rl E R(y, £) holds for /.~/2,.
Consequently g(x ,t1)Tskt+ 1
derive that
2 from which we
:kk,+2 E R(y, E) for ,t ;;;;;.1 3 ;;;;;1z, etc. From the corollary of lemma
2 it is clear that the points xkl+h E R(y, f), h = 1, 2, .•. are alyrays obtain_e~ by _!iitting a new constraining h~persurface from the
set determmmg y. But AZ 1 or AZ 2, g(xk~+ )Tsklh
and the

f
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corollary of lemma 3 will cause such a hyperplane to be no longer
a\'ailable after a finite number of steps, so that we have arrived
at a contradiction .. The assumption F(y) < m was wrong, which
proves the theorem.
Without anti-zigzagging precaution we could not have proved
that o:k
o for all k and F(x) bounded is impossible. Since N 5 is
a normalization like the other ones we have also proved the convergence of P 2 with AZ 1 or AZ 2. In P 2, however, it is not
necessary to have an anti-zigzagging precaution since we have:
Theorem 2: If R and F(x) satisfy conditions C 1 and C 3 respectively and if E' = 0, procedure P 2 will generate a sequence of
points xk E R with lim F(xk) = m.
Proof: If the sequence xi< is finite the theorem is obviously true,
if it is not finite and unbounded lim F(xk) = oo will hold by virtue of
condition C 3. Hence suppose the sequence xk is infinite and
bounded. Let y be a point of accumulation of the se·quence and
yt = xk.e be a sub-sequence converging to y. Suppose F(y) < m, so
that (7. 3. 16) will have a solution x 0 = o > 0 in y. Consequently
£ > 0 exists so that for ally E R(y, s) problem (7. 3.16) will have
8 0
a solution x 0 4in y. Choose£;;;; ~ so that, for ally E R (y, £),
we have bi -fi (y);;;;

8· o
T
for all

for..t ~.tCf), ylE R(y,

qi (yfiT (Xogt - y') ;;;; - Eli

?

i

E

·

-

Ic(y). Choose .l( E) so large that,

holds. From (7. 3. 16) it thenfollows that

4

holds for~~ L(E) and i

E

Ic(y).

From

Xo(Y'J
we can derive that the series :E Akt is convergent since
otherwise F(xk) would not be bounded. Hence 11.k.t will tendto zero
and Ak = 11. k will always hold for L large enough. After a finite
numbef. of sfeps we can o.nly hit non-linear constraining hypxrsurfaces of the set determining y but q.(yl)T (xopt - yt);;;; - Eli 1"if
i E. Ic(y) and the corollary of lemma 3 w1ill make this impossible,
Hence F(y) = m holds, which proves the theorem.

7. 7 Non-linear Programming without Convexity Assumptions
Many mathematical programming problems are of the type in
which a differentiable function F(x) with continuous partial derivatives has to be maximized in a closed connected regiori R, which
is then given by a set of linear and non-linear inequalities. The
question arises what will happen if a method of feasible directions
is applied to such a "continuous" non-linear programming problem. This is an import ant quest ion since in most practical problems we shall not know beforehand whether F(x) is concave or
fi(x) convex. Hence let the problem be:

I

Max fF(x) fi (x) ;;;;,bi, i

E

11 ; a/ x ;;;;bi, i

E

12; 0;;;; x;;;; c

J;

(7.7.1)
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with F(x) and fi (x) differentiable with continuous partial derivatives satisfying some regularity conditions like
C 1: for all x .E R there is an s E S(x) such that qi (x) Ts < 0 if
i E I 1 (x),
C 3: Ra:= [x ER IF(x) = a:J is bounded for each finite a:.
The first problem is that there may now be more local maxima
and that in the best case we shall only find one of these local
maxima. There are no general methods at the moment which can
deal with this difficulty. In some practical problems the danger of
arriving at a local optimum can be reduced by using either the
prior knowledge of the problem or many different starting points.
A second difficulty is that it is no longer true that any point x
with the property that g(x)T s
0 for all s E S(x) is a (local) maxi mum of F(x) on R. Such a point, to be called a stationary point,
can also be a local minimum or local saddle-point. Tp.e. first possibility can only occur in the starting point x 0 if g(x 0) = 0 and is
therefore of no practical importance. The _second possibility is
also rather unlikely to occur in practical problems but cannot be
excluded. It is clear that, if xis such a local saddle-point, there
will exist at least one s E S '(x) with g(x? s = 0 and s i O and it is
perhaps possible to explore these directions.
Finally it should be remarked that the choice of A can be either
11. = Max f11. ~/1. 1 I F(x + 11.s) >F(x + µs) for allµ< /1. j,
or

/1. =~Max (11.~ /1. 1

I g(x + µs)Ts;;:;; 0 for
o ~11.1

all µ

11., and> 0 for all µ,

µ. < 11. l,

where 11. 1 is some scalar< 11..
The first choice will lead to the maximum of F(x + /1. s) under the
condition 11. ~A 1 , the second choice will give the first (local) maximum of F(x + /1. s) under the condition /1.
11. 1 and may be preferred
if it is believed that x is already near to the maximum. It can
easily be proved that any point of accumulation of procedure P 1
with AZ 1 or AZ 2 and one of the normalizations N 1 - N 5 or of
procedure P 2 will be a stationary point. Actually the proofs of
section 7. 6 do not change at all since lemmas 1 - 3 hold for general functions F(x) and fi(x).
It can thus be concluded that a method of feasible directions
can be applied equally well to more general mathematical programming problems of the "continuous" type but that we shall in
general not know whether the solution obtained is the global maximum or not. If the problem satisfies the regularity conditions and
the requirements that R~ = [ x Ix E R, F(x) ;;:;; a: J is closed and
connected fo_r each a: 2 nd that g(xf s > 0 if g(x + 11. s)T s > 0 for all
11., O < /1. < 11., where A is some positive number, then it is clear
that a method of feasible directions will lead to a global maximum
of F(x) on R.
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8. NORMALIZATIONS OF THE FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS
8. 1

.•.

Introduction

In this chapter we shall study the different normalizations

N 1 - N 5 of the feasible directions which have been mentioned in

section 7.3. Normalization N 1 will require most attention. The
~omputational features of N .. 3 do not differ very much from those
bf N 2. Normalization N 4 seems to be the simplest one, whereas
N 5 leads to a different procedure. Section 8. 5 will be devoted to
a brief comparison of the various possible normalizations.
8. 2

Normalization N 1

Let x E R and Q = Q(x) be a matrix with rows qi(x). i ·E Ic(x);
ai, i E h(x); ~ej, j E r(x); ej, j E J+(x) and possibly having
some more rows due to anti-zigzagging requirements. Then the
d.irection-finding problem is of the type:
(8. 2. 1)

where 8 is a vector with components Si ~· 0, and with 8 i > 0 if
the corresponding row comes from a non-linear constraint, and
8i = 0 if the corresponding row comes from a linear constraint.
We have:
Theorem 1: (8. 2. 1) has an optimum solution s 1 ,
to the optimum solution s 2 , 0 2 of the problem

01

proportional
(8.2.2)

Proof: It is clear that
(8. 2. 2) and that
Hence, if
s 1 = @, 0 1
tions.

0

1

=

Y

1y~ l-0 2 ,
2

VH01

is a feasible solution of

V~ 2 is a feasible solution of (8. 2.1).
l-0 2

= 0, then 0 2 = 0 and conversely so that in that case

0 and s 2

It follows t hat

,6,
Hai

CJ

-

= 0,

3--

2-v1+02·
1

02

=

0 are proportional optimum solu-

This proves the theorem.
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This theorem shows that (8. 2. 1) as we 11 as (7. 3. 13-15) with N 1
are of the type
(8.2.3)
where P is a matrix with m rows. This problem will be further
studied. It is a convex programming problem itself with a linear
objective function and one quadratic constraint. As long as pT x > 0
holds for a vector x satisfying Px ;SO and xTx ;S 1, we shall have
(x')Tx• = 1 for the vector x' which solves (8. 2. 3). This solution
will be the vector of unit length from the cone [ x I Px ;S OJ which
makes the smallest angle with the vector p, hence it will be proportional to the projection of ponto this cone. This suggests
Theorem 2: If pTx' > 0 then the optimum solution x' is unique;
Proof: Suppose x" is another oftimum solution. Let x = ½(x' + x") ,
then pTx•=. pTx•, Px ;SO and x x < 1 so that A > 1 would exist such
that A xis still feasible. But A pTx > pTx 1 = pTx", so that neither
x 1 nor x" would be optimal.
Theorem 3: If x' solves (8. 2. 3) and pTx• > 0, then for some A > O
A x' will solve the problem
(8.2.4)
Proof: Since Px' ;SO and pTx' > 0, (8. 2. 4) will have feasible solutions. Let A be such that A pTx 1 = 1. ·suppose x" solves (8. 2. 4),
(x"lx"

= a 2 ;SA2 (x 1)Tx 1 = "A 2 •
pTx"

pTx"

If a< k, then£would be feasible
a.

in (8. 2. 3) and -a->-""_ = pTx' would hold, so that

x 1 would

not be optimal in (8. 2. 3).
From this theorem it follows that any standard method for
solving quadratic programming problems could be applied to solve
(8. 2. 3). But for the special problem (8. 2. 3) we recommend the
method which will now be described:
Let us introduce:
y = - Px, hence y

0.

(8.2.5)

Suppose x' solves (8.2.3). From (2.6.6} it then follows that a
vector u I and a scalar /3 exist such that
(8.2.6)
Multiplying (8. 2. 6) by the matrix -P and introducing
v 1 = - /3 Px 1 = /3 y'

0,

(8. 2. 7)

we obtain that u and v' satisfy the following relations:
1

-PPTu + v = -P p,

(8. 2. 8)

(8.2.9)
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On the other hand, if
;> 0, then any solution u, v of (8. 2. 8),
(8. 2. 9) will by virtue of (8. 2. 6) and (8. 2. 7) lead to vectors x and
y which solve (8. 2. 3). If~ = 0 it follows from (8. 2. 6) that pT x
0
for any x satisfying Px
0, so that there is no feasible x with
pTx > 0.
Our method will consist of the following steps:
1. Form and solve (8.2.8), (8.2.9).
2. Calculate
x by means of (8. 2. 6) (normalizing is not necessary since we are not interested in normalized but in bounded directions. Therefore we only have to prevent that the absolute
largest component of
x exceeds a given bound).
For solving (8. 2. 8) and (8. 2. 9) we shall start with the basic
solution v = -Pp, u = 0 and choose a vi< 0. If such a V; < 0 does
not exist we have a u and av satisfying (8. 2. 8) and (8. 2. 9). But
if vr < 0, for instance, we replace vr by Ur in the basis. This
will entail a transformation of the matrix by means of transformation formulae equivalent to those used in the simplex or dual
simplex method. In general if after v iterations variables v/ are
in the basis and variables uiv in the non-basis(viv or ui\' may be
a vi - or a ui -variable) and if viv < 0 for some values of i, then
we choose one of the corresponding rows and replace v/ in the
basis by u/. This procedure will be justified by the following
theorems:
Theorem 4: The diagonal elements of the transformed non-basis
matrix are always non-positive.
Proof: The basis B of the v-th iteration is a square submatrix of
the matrix (-PPT, E). Now let ppT = (R 1TR 3) with R 1 and R 2
R3 R2
square and symmetric, R 3 reactangular of appropriate size and
R 1 positive definite (R 1 and R 2 are always positive semi-definite
by theorems 4 and 1 of section 2. 3) and suppose B = (Rl 0 ), so
-R3T E2
that
B-1 =

( R'
(~R'
-

1

-R TR -1
3 1

(:,

-R\R -l
3 1

=

(~l ~J·

0
E2

0
E2

where E 1 and E 2 are

E

=

)

,u1,~ ff 1 (-PPT, E)

) CR'

- RT
3

R -lR
l
3

R/

R1-l R3 - R.2

unit matrices

-R3

E1

-R2

0

-

R 1 -1

T
-1
-R3 R1
of appropriate si;;>;e with
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The diagonal elements of the transformed non-basic matrix are
the diagonal elements of -R 1 - 1 and (-RlR1 - 1 R 3 + Rz). These
matrices, however, are negative semi-definite by theorems 3 and
6, section 2. 3, so that they have non-positive diagonal elements
(-R 1 - 1 is of course negative definite).
Theorem 5: If the i-th diagonal element of the transformed nonbasic matrix is zero, then the corresponding element in the righthand member will be zero.
Proof: -R 1 - 1 will always have negative diagonal elements since it
is negative definite. Suppose erT (-Ri?R 1- 1R 3 + R 2) er = 0 for
some r, Le. suppose the r-th diagonal element of the bracketed
matrix vanishes. Let the matrix P be partitioned row-wise in two
matrices P 1 and P 2 so that P 1 P/ = R 1, P 2 Pl = R 2 and P 1 Pl = R;.
Hence e?(-P2 P/R 1 - 1 P1 P/ + P 2P/)er = 0 or erTP2 (-Pl R 1- 1 P 1 +

+ Ez)Pl er = 0. The bracketed matrix is symmetric and idempotent, hence positive semi-definite by theorem 5, section 2. 3, so
that, by theorem 2, section 2. 3 we have that (-Pl R 1 -lp1 + E.J)
P/ er = 0, hence that e/ (RlR1- 1P1P - P2 p) = O. This is exactly
the element of the right-hand member involved since

This proves the theorem.
From theorems 4 and 5 it follows that, if viv < 0 holds, we can
always replace v/ by u/, and u/+ 1 > 0 will hold since the corresponding diagonal element is negative. Note that the requirement uTv = 0 is always satisfied in this way. As soon as we obtain v/
0 for all i, the optimum solution will therefore be obtained.
The last question is how the choice of the main row from the
rows with v/ < 0 should be made, so that the method is finite.
We shall indicate two possible choices based on the anti-degeneracy proposals of Charnes [ 7] and Dantzig, Orden and Wolfe [15]
respectively, which will lead to finite methods but do not seem to
be very efficient. After the proof of finiteness we shall then indicate two other possible choices which may perhaps not always
lead to finite met hods but seem to be more efficient in practical
problems. Let A= - ppT have columns.a.i, i = 1, ... ,m, and let
a./ = (BvJ- 1 ,a,i (this may be a unit column). Let bl= fBvJ- 1 ei
(this may be a non-unit column) and let pv = fBvrl (-Pp), hence
p 0 = -Pp. We shall consider the following two ways of selecting
a viv < 0, if any:
1. Let 10 v = ! i I piv < OJ. If 10v is empty, the problem will be
solved; if it consists of one element r, take the r-th row as main
row; otherwise consider
11v_1·
- ( 11 E

bi

1v

rvl
i
O
---=-----v
-P.
11

.
m ln

i E 10 V

bnv

-_ -Vl .
P.l
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Suppose 10v, 11v, ..... , Ih-l v have already been chosen. If I h-lv
consists of one element we take .the corresponding row as main
row; if it consists of more elements we define:
v

r. .

1t = tlh

E

Ih-1

v

I

bihh v

:-;;-v

-pih

= . min

bi hv

--v

.·i E. Ih-lV -pi

l.

(8. 2. 10)

This procedure will be continued until a unique choice is obtained.
This will happen for some h :;;; m since no two rows of the inverse
can be dependent.
2. The definition of the sets I/ is:

(8. 2. 11)

where p.hv

= a.hv

if h:;;; m, and P·hv

= b-h-m v

if h > m.

Theorem 6. If in each iteration the variable Vrv+?, to be replaced
by urv
in the basis, is determined in one of the described ways,
then ;{ finite number of replacements will suffice to solve (8. 2. 8)
and (8 • 2 . 9) •
:Proof: Let us solve the quadratic programming problem

!

Max f p TpT u -

½uT ppT u I u

;::::: 0 l

(8.2.12)

by applying Wolfe's simplex method for quadratic programming
{ 39], so that we must consider the problem
Max

f A 1-ppT u

+ A Pp+ v

= 0,

u;::::: 0, v;::::: 0, A:;;; 1, uTv

= 0l.
(8.2.13)

Apart from the relation uTv = 0 this is a linear programming
problem for which the initial basic feasible solution v = 0,
A = 1 - A = l; u = 0, A = 0 is immediately available and satisfies
uTv = 0. Wolfe uses the simplex method for solving (8. 2.13) with
an extra exclusion rule interdicting, for each i, ui (vd to enter
the basis if vi (ui) is already there. This exclusion rule will limit
the choice of pivot columns. Nevertheless the procedure will lead
to the optimum solution A = 1 in a finite number of steps provided
an anti-degeneracy precaution is taken. The correspondingvectors
u and v will then solve (8. 2. 8) and (8. 2. 9). In this special problem the variable A will enter the basis in the first iteration. The
slack variable A. will stay in the basis until the last iteration. As
soon at it leaves the basis A will assume the value 1 and the problem will be solved. As long as A is in the basis A will stay there
at zero level. Until the last iteration all variables in the basis
except A., hence also the variable belonging to the main row, will
have zero values. Therefore an anti-degeneracy procedure has to
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be applied for which we choose the second one of section 3. 2, due
to Dantzig, Orden and Wolfe [ 15]. Let the pivot column be i5-s v,
i.e. one of the columns p.jv of the transformed matrix (-ppT, E).
For the selection of the pivot element we introduce sets
Io v ::i 11 v ::i • • • ::i Ihv by
Iov = fi f i3isv > 0 };

1/

= f ih" Ih-lv

bi hv

!

i;ihv
- h v =. minv=-vl,
pihs
l Elh-1 Pis

where b.h v = P•m+h v, h = 1, 2, . . . . If 10v is empty 'fc will leave
the basis. If it is non-empty we shall obtain a set Ih v consisting of only one element for some h m, so that the choice of
the pivot element is always unique. After the first iteration we
shall always have bases consisting of the variables A, A and m-1
variables ui or vi, whereas there will be m+l non-basic variables
ui or vi. From this and the exclusion rule it follows that for exactly one rv, Ur and Vrv will both be in the non-basis at the end of
the v-th iteri'tion, v = 1, 2, . . . • One of these variables will
have left the basis in iteration v, the other one will enter the
basis in iteration v+l, since the exclusion rule will give us no
other choice. Now su.ppose that we have performed v iterations of
our method for solving (8. 2. 8) and (8. 2. 9) using (8. 2.10) for the
choice of the sets determining the main rows. Let us consider
minus the right-hand member pV as an extra column of the nonbasic matrix and let us assign a variable A to it and carry out an
artificial iteration with -pr v as pivot element, so that the variable Ur or Vry which just eiitered the basis will leave it again
wherea'§ A will enter it. We then obtain a tableau with lirv and Vrv
both in the non-basis and A at place rv in the basis. Our point is
that this tableau is exactly the same as the tableau after the v-th
iteration of Wolfe 1 s method apart from the missing row associated
with 1.. If ai/ , bi/ are the elements of the new tableau, then
a

.V
\1~

p.V

_l_

p

r\l

V

'

l·-1r

-r

·"'av=

V'

rVi

p.V
brv/
1
= bv
ii - b rv) v p -v , 1·-1r·b~v_
-r v, rJ - rv
rv
and we must prove that
= ai/ and bii v = bii v . This will be the
case if the same variables are in the basis in both tableaus, hence
if the choice of the variables vr/- 1 to be removed from the basis
is the same in both methods. In the first iteration in Wolfe's
method A enters the basis and r 1 is determined by sets

pv

~bv
ii

ai
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In our method this choice is exactly the same, so that Vr 1 is

the same in both methods and
Now suppose that aiiv
value rv, Ur

V

our method Ur

and
v

Vr

V

ai · = a/, '5/ · = bi/

= aii v, bii v = bi/,

will hold.

so that for the same

will be in the non-basis in both tableaus. In

and vr

V

tion; in Wolfe's method

will have interchanged in the v-th iteraUr

V

(Vi: ) will enter the basis initeration
V

v+ 1 if Vi:v ( ur) has left it in iteration v. In Wolfe's method r V+l is
then determined with the help of sets
i

IPisV+lV

>0 J

. e1'ther airv
- V or -b irv v , d epend ent on wh"'th
(-Pisv+l V 1s
"" er urv ent ers
or Vr );
Ihvv = ! ihf; Ih-lv

I

/ihhv v = min
1hsv+l
i e Iti-?

In our method these sets are

I

I V = ( i p V <' 0 l · I V = i i
0
t
i
' h
h

E

I

I

_Eihvv
Pi8v+l

J.

V bihhV =
h-1
-p. V
lh

(i =/ r

(p.Irv V = a.Irv V

y} and p15

\!

V+l

so that
'bihv
min v = min
Pisv+l

Since p v > 0 always holds an

p.~Bv

:p.V
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p

it follows that the
rV
sets Ihv _are the same in boths cases2 s.o that the choice of rv+i
will be the same and a: IJ.. V+l = a-•lJ V+l > lb,.V+l
= £' IJ..V+l will hold for
J
all v ~:o. Consequently in our method the same variable will be
removed from the basis in each iteration as in Wolfe's method,
so that the finiteness of our method follows from the finiteness of
Wolfe's method. This proves theorem 6 in the case that anti-der

V

•

= -
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generacy precaution (8.-2.10) is applied. Anti-degeneracy precaution (8. 2.11) is equivalent to Charn,es' procedure for breakingties
applied to Wolfe's method for solving (8. 2.12).
In some direction-finding problems we shall require Yi = 0 in
(8.2.3) for some values of i (see chapters 9,10 and 11). In that
case vi = 0 and ui unrestricted will hold for these values of i in
(8. 2. 8), (8. 2. 9). We can then start with the elimination of all
these v 1 from the basis in successive iterations after which these
rows will never be chosen as pivot row.
We shall now consider some computational aspects of normalization N 1:
1. Although by theorem 6 we can choose the Vrv,}variables
such that a finlte method arises, the proposed choice does not
seem to be the best one in practical cases. Other possibilities
are:
p.V I
mfl [-/_v
. p/ < 0 l,

15.

ll

where piiv is the diagonalelemen't of the non-basis matrix at iteration v.
Except perhaps in hypothetical cases, these choices seem to lead
to fewer iterations whereas they are much simpler.
2. Suppose the components of
with i E 11 c I are in the basis
after a number of iterations and those with i E 1 2 are in the nonbasis. It is no restriction to assume that 11 consists of the first
m 1 values of i (m 1 < m). From the proof of theorem 4 it follows
that the transformed non-basis matrix always has the form:
-

R 1-1

( - RT R
3

-1

1

Hence

P/

= pjiv if i

E

11 and j

E=

pi/ = -p/ if i

E

11 and j

E

1i_ or if i

1z

or if i

E

12 and j

E

12 ;

E

12 and j

E

11"

(8.2.14)

It is therefore not necessary to store the whole non-basic tableau

but we can restrict ourselves to the part below the main diagonal.
Assuming column storage and assuming that the main column
p .5 v-l (hence also the main row} is available, we then obtain the
following computational scheme:
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a

•

Calculate pV · p·v = p.V-l - p v-l
•

l

l

·

S

•

p.V-1
_is__
V-1
PSS

b. If p/ :;;;; 0 for all i, stop, since the problem has been solved;
if piv < 0 for some i and the next main row number is selected by
rule a of point 1, fi.nd
p r v = min
! p.V
i
l

j p.V
l

<. 0 l;

(hence rv = sv = s and rv+l = sv+ 1 = r);
if the next main row number is selected by rule b of point 1,
calculate
1
p. V-1
V - --- V V-1
V-1 _is_ 1· =/
P ss
S
p V-1' Pii - Pii
- Psi
• p v-1,
ss
ss
( if i ands both be long to I /- 1 or ½V-l, then Ps?- 1 = Pi/- 1 ; otherwise
p _V-1 = _ p. V-1)
Sl

lS

•

Find r by

p V
P/
=min!
v
-prr
i
-pii

I

piv < 0

l·

c. Transform the part below the diagonal of all columns of the
non-basis matrix. If i<• r, select at the same time the r-th ele ment; if i = r, select the remaining part of the next main column
(always taking (8. 2.14) into account).
Not only does this save storage but it will also lead to fewer
multiplications since we only calculate one of the two elements
p ..V and Pj/ . It is better to store the diagonal elements thems~lves separately (this is certainly necessary if rule b of point 1
is used for the selection of the next main row).
3. In the general non-linear programming problem we shall
have a sequence of direction-finding problems. The next one will
differ from the previous one in the following respects:
a. IE I(xk), i ¢ I(xk+ 1). In that case vf > 0 will hold for the
final solution of the k-th problem and we can simply delete the
i-th column and row.
b. New constraints have to be added to (8. 2. 3). This entails the
addition of columns and rows to the matrix -~pT of (8. 2. 8).
From this enlarged initial tableau and the final basis B" of the
previous problem we can immediately derive a good basis for the

E),

(BO'

new problem: \Q

where Q is the part of the newly calculated

rows of the initial tableau belonging to the variables in the final
basis of the previous problem. Since the final basis B- 1 of the
previous problem is contained in the final problem we can by
means of the formula
(8.2.15)
find the enlarged inverse of the basis, the enlarged transformed
tableau and the new right-hand member, so that we can start the
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new direction-finding problem with this tableau as initial tableau.
c. Some of the rows of the matrix P change, e.g. q/xk+J)iq/0),
i E I(xk) and i E I(:xk-+ 1), or g(:xk-+ 1) i g(:0-), see section 7. 5.
If the i-th row changes we can add a new row and column to the
final tableau of the previous problem in the way described in
point 3 b and must then distinguish three cases:
(i ) in the final tableau of the previous problem vi was in the basis. We can then simply delete the i-th column and row;
(ii) in the final tableau ui is in the basis and Pii < 0. We can perform one iteration to replace ui by vi in the basis after which the
i-th row and column can be deleted;
(iii) in the final tableau ui is in the basis and Pii = O. We cannot
immediately remove u1 from the basis but must prevent ui from
becoming non-zero in the basis. As soon as this happens we remove ui in the next iteration after which the i-th row and column
can be deleted. It is clear, however, that we can hardly expect a
computational advantage from such an approach compared with a
complete restart.
The problem (8.2.8), (8.2.9) can also be solvedbyHildreth's
univariate method [ 26]. This is an infinite procedure for maximizing a concave quadratic function of n variables which are restricted to non-negative values. It is also a method of feasible
directions. At the k-th step we take ff = ± e-l where k = L (mod n),
the sign being determined such that g(xk) Tsk O. If> 0 we determine /\.k (which may be zero) and xk+l. There are no directionfinding problems, so that the procedure is very simple. Unfortunately it seems to converge rather slowly.
Instead we could apply the following infinite procedure, which
is justified by the fact that if vectors x1, y' and u' satisfy (8. 2. 6)
and (8. 2. 7) with
= 1, x' will be proportional to the solution of
(8.2.3).

The procedure is:
1. Start with x 0 = p and u 0 = 0.
2. Take i = 1, v = 1.
3. Calculate YiV-l = - Pi.T xV-l (Pi, being the i-th row of the
matrix P).
4. If y/- 1 = 0 or if y/- 1 > 0 and uiV-l = 0 go to 6;
if
y/- 1 > 0 and uiv -l > 0 take rv
i and
I\.

V

Prv• T xv:,:1
)
( - pr . T Pr . ' u r V '·

= - min

1
if y/- < 0, take r~ = /and
I\.

V

=

Prv•

T

T

x

V-1
•

Prv• Prv·
5. Calculate

xv= xv-1 _ /\.v Prv•,
t,rv=uV-1+/\.e
v rv
6. Step up v and i (modulo n) and repeat steps 3-6.
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tt can easily be verified that xTx will decrease monotonously.
In fact the /\v of this procedure are equal to the /1.v of Hildreth' s
procedure from which the convergence follows immediately. The
advantage of this procedure is that it is not necessary to calculate
first the matrix ppT, which mostly has considerably more nonzero elements than the matrix P. On the other hand we always
have to calculate the inner products Pi.T x which are immediately
available in Hildreth's procedure.
The possibility of finding usable feasible directions by means
of problems of ·type (8. 2; 3) and the equivalence between (8. 2. 3)
and a quadratic programming problem has been discovered independently by Dennis (see [ 1 7], chapter 7).
8. 3 Normalization N 2

Let x e R, then the direction-finding problem becomes:
Maxfojqi (x)Ts +E\ o ~0, i

e

Ic(x); a?s ~0, i E h(x);

-g(xls+o~O; 0~si~l,jEJ-(x);
-l~si~o, jeJ+(x); -l~si~l,jEJ1 (x)},

(8.3.1)

where J 1 (x) = J - (J-(x) + J+(x)).
This is a bounded-variables problem of type (6. 2. 6) if we introduce the lower bound 0 and the upper bound L f gi I for o and replace o by I: jg,

I . It can be solved by means of the dualbounded-

variables techiiique as has been shown .. in se'ction 6.2 but w~ prefer
to dualize it, so that the absolµte-value technique can be applied
to it. The problem will then be of the form (6. 3. 2):
Max

1j

I :z:

i E Ic(x)

i

E

h

2
E

r(x)

max (vj,0) +
j

2
e

min (Vj , O)j

J+(x)

(x)

(8'. 3. 2)

The procedure of section 6. 3 can immediately be applied. In
the last paragraph of section 6. 3 we have already described how
we can proceed from one direction-finding problem to the next
one. The application of the revised product-form algorithm makes
that the changes to be made are usually rather simple and do not
require many calculations.
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8. 4 Normalization N 3
The direction-finding problem is now:
Max

f crj qi(x? s + Ii\
- g(x) TS +

;;;;o, i

0

CJ ;;;;

E

Ic(x);

a? s ,;;;; 0,

E

J+(x) and gi(x) < 0;

si.;;;; 0, j

E

J+(x) and gi(x)

si·;;;; 1, j

E

J 1 (x) and g/x) > 0;

E

Ji(x) and gj(x)< 0

, j

E

h(x);

0;

-1;;;; si ;;;;; 0, j

-1;;;; sj

i

0;

l.

(8. 4. 1)

This is again a bounded-variables problem but many of the
variables only have one bound, so that by means of a simple
transformation a problem will be obtained with all variables required to be non-negative and only a few bounded, so that the
direction-finding problems will be somewhat easiertosolve than
those of N 2. If we dualize (8. 4.1) we shall obtain a problem
having the same constraints as (8. 3. 2), extended, however, with
requirements

and
vi ;;;; 0 if

g:i (x} ;;;;; o and

j

E

r

(x) + J 1(x).

The objective function will be

-2
j

max ("J , 0) +
j

E JI

where
J' = f j

E

J-{x) + J 1 {x)

2:
:E

min (vj, 0),

J"

l gj (x) > 0 J

and

For this dual problem a technique can be developed which is
nearly the same as the absolute-value technique of section 6. 3.
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Rem.ark: With normalization N 3 it may be possible that the sequence of usable feasible vectors is unbounded. Since boundedness
is required in procedure P 1 (see section 7. 6) we can consider
'A. s instead of s if the absolute largest component of s exceeds a
given limit. The scalars 'A.< 1 will then be determined such that
this absolute largest component is exactly at the limit.

8. 5 Other Normalizations
N 4: CJ ~. 1, or g(x)T s
1 if there are only
The direction-finding problems becomes:
Max

! al qi(x}T s

+ Bi CJ~ 0, i

-g(x)Ts +CJ~ 0; Sj

E

Ic(x); 3i.T s

0, j

E

linear
0, i

r(x}; Sj

E

constraints.
IL (x};

0, j

E

J+(x);

0~

lj

[8. 5.1)
This normalization is a very simple one since only one extra
constraint has to_ be added to the tableau. The variables sj with
j E J 1 (x) = J - (J (x).. + J+(x)) will be free, hence may assume negative values. For the solution of (8. 5. 1) we propose the following special method (which is essentially the simplex method):
1. Make an initial tableau, consisting of a non-basis matrix
with rows (qi(x)T, Bi), (-g(xJT, 1) and (a?, 0). The constraint
-g(xf s + CJ
0 will be considered as one of the constraints
qi (x) s + Bi CJ~ 0, so that Ic(x) is extended with one element. The
slack variables of these constraints will be denoted by ti. Omit
the right-hand member (which is completely zero), the constraint
CJ~ 1 and an initial d row. Introduce sets
t(I) = !ti

Ii

E

I(x)

= Ic(x)

I r (x) l

s (r) = !s j j

+ Ir.(x) l ; s(J+)

=! sj

Ij

E

J+(x) l;

E

and

2. Introduce the variable CJ in the basis in the- first iteration.,..
The variable which leaves the basis will be determined in the way
described in point 3 b.
3. Suppose a number of iterations has already been performed
and a non-basic tableau with columns a.h* has been obtained. The
variable CJ is still in the basis and the corresponding row of 1fhe
non-basic matrix will consist of elements aCJh*· The non-basic
variables will be denoted by sh*, the basic variables by ti*. The
procedure is now:
a. Selection of the variable sp*, to be introduced in the basis:
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I

(i ) Determine H'~ = [h a 0 h~' =/- 0 and sh;'< E s(J 1), or
a 0 h* < 0 and sh* E s(Jl + t(I), or
a oh;'< > 0 and sh* E s ( J"1

l.

(ii) If H* = 0, stop, s = 0 is the optimum solution of (8. 5. 1).
(iii) If H'~ =/- 0, determine p E H 0" such that I a 0 p* I~ j aOh*I for all
h EH*.
b. Selection of the variable tr* which will leave the basis:
(i } Determine I;'< =ii
aip 0" sgn a 0 p'~ > 0 and ti* E t(I) + s(T) or
* sgn aap'~ < 0 and ti;'< E s(J+) }•
(ii) If I* '=/- 0, choose r E !* such that I arp_*I ~laip;" for all i EI*
and perform the transformation. During the transformation the
main column for the next iteration is selected.
(iii} If l'~ = 0, stop and take as usable feasible direction:

I-

I

sp* = - A sgn a 0 p'~ ;

si* = 0, j =/- p;
t _,:, = A a. '~ sgn a
l

o

lp

= A a 0 p""

OP

*·
'

sgn a 0 p*,

where A could be determined such that o

==

1, i, e. A

==

i
• s·1nce
---_.
1aop"'1

we need bounded vectors, however,. we prefer to determine A 1
such that the absolute largest component of the solution vector s
does not exceed a given bound.
This procedure is justified by the following facts:
a. dh* = aOh* always holds since o is the only variable contributing to the objective function and does not leave the basis after
its arrival there in ·the first iteration (the set l'~ of point 3 b never
contains the row number belonging to the variable o). It follows
that the rules 3 a, (i) and (ii) are the normal rules for the selection of a main column in the case of some variables being unrestricted or being restricted by an upper bound instead of a lower
bound.
b. As long as I* =/- 0, all right-hand member figures will always be zero, so that r is chosen by the usual simplex criterion
(the factor - sgn a 0 p* takes the fact into account that we want to
increase Sp'~ if a 0 p*-< 0 and to decrease it if 3ap* > 0 holds. Variables ti* E s(J+) are _nof allowed to assume positive values;
variables t/•" E s(J 1) need not be considered since they are unrestricted. Ties are broken by taking the absolute largest of possible pivot elements. This is the usual criterion in computer
codes, which does not guarantee finiteness in all cases but is
more efficient in prachce.
c. If I* = 0 in some iteration we should obtain an infinite solution if there were no relation o ;£ 1. With this relation we could
now perform a final iteration with pivot element a 0 p* to eliminate
o from the basis by putting it at its upper bound in the non-basis
but we prefer to omit this final iteration and to act as described
in point 3 b, (iii) of the procedure. It follows that N 4 is equiva-
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lent to a procedure without any normalization but with a stop at an
infinite solution, where we then derive the usable feasible direction from the extreme ray leading to infinity.
The next direction-finding problem will be of the same form.
Since we have not performed the last iteration, we shall be sure
that a new constraint will also have a zero right-hand member if
it is added to the final tableau of the previous problem.
The revised product-form algorithm can be applied to the solution of (8. 5. 1) but then it is hardly possible to use the final set
of '(]-vectors for the next problem, the number of constraints not
being constant. But instead we can apply the dual revised productform algorithm to the dual problem (section 4. 6, point c). Alternatively we could apply the explicit inverse algorithm to the primal problem since in this algorithm addition of constraints is
possible.
N 5: This normalization also takes into account the constraints in
which the trial solution x does not lie. It leads to a linear programming problem of type (7. 3. 16) which can be solved by means
of the simplex method. It can of course also be solved by one of
the methods of feasible directions already described, which will
then be applied to a linear programming problem. Chapter 9 will
be devoted to this application.
It is not difficult to find still other normalizations, leading to
new convex programming procedures. Instead of N 3 we could for
instance require 8.i ;;;;; gi (x) if gi (x) > 0 and gi (x);;;;; Sj if @ (x) < O.
8. 6 Comparison of the Different Normalizations

Without computational experience it is very difficult to make a
comparison of the different normalizations. Therefore we shall
only briefly indicate what can be expected from a theoretical point
of view:
1. Normalization N 1 will in general lead to fewer steps than
N 2, N 3 of N 4, the reason being that it gives the feasible direc tion which makes the smallest possible angle with the gradient
vector.
2. -The amount of work to be expected in a step with normalization N 1 will be considerably greater tha:p with any of the other
normalizations N 2 - N 4. For, we always have_ to calculate the
matrix ppT which entails many multiplications but also leads to a
matrix with more non-zero elements. It is less easy with ;N' 1 to
start with the final tableau of the previous direction-finding problem. If many rows in the matrix change, then the very fast reinversion feature of the revised product-form algorithm makes it
possible to restart with a re-inversion, so that a restart is relatively cheap. Since the revised product-form algorithm can hardly
be applied in the case of N 1, a procedure with this normalization
will have worse restart possibilities. This is especially of importance if some of the active constraints are non-linear.
In normalization N 2 - N 4 the simple constraints si
0 (if
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j E r(x)) or si;::; 0 (if j E J+(x)) do not add to the sizeofthedirection-finding problems but in N 1 they do. This is another big disadvantage of normalization N 1.
3. In the order N 2 - N 3 - N 4 we can on the average expect
more steps but less calculating per step. What dominates can only
be established computationally and will depend on the problem.
4. Normalization N 5 will lead to larger problems. In some
trial examples the procedure P 2, based on it, appeared to converge slowly in the case of linear constraints and a non- linear
objective function (optimum not in a vertex) but rather fast in the
case of non-linear (quadratic) constraints and a linear objective
function (optimum in a "vertex"). It can certainly be expected to
lead to the most rapid procedure if the problem is only slightly
non-linear, i.e. if most of the constraints are linear and the nonlinear ones as well as the objective function consist for the
greater part of linear terms, owing to the fact that the number of
steps can be expected to be less, so that there will not be so many
recalculations of the gradient vector and normals.
In chapter 11 we shall see how the convergence can be speeded
up in the case of a non-linear objective function. When using N 5
it is hardly possible, if there are many non-linear constraints, to
start a direction-finding problem with the final tableau of the
previous problem but when applying the revised product-form algorithm we can of course start with a re-inversion.
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9. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM AND THE METHODS
OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS

Introduction

9. 1

In this chapter the methods of feasible directions will be applied to the linear programming problem. In section 9.2 the different procedures will be summarized and proofs of finiteness will
be given, the computational aspects being dealt with in section
9 .3. Section 9. 4 will be devoted to a discussion of the procedures.
We shall show that the simplex method itself and also the primaldual method are methods of feasible directions. In section 9. 5
we shall study an application of a method of feasible directions to
the problem of large-scale linear programs.
9.2

Survey of the Procedures

Let the linear programming problem be
MaxfpTxjAx~b, 0$x~cj.

(9. 2. 1)

The rows of the matrix A will be denoted by aiT. If, for some i,
a?x = bi is required instead of ~bi, then we can either eliminate
some of the variables beforehand or we can consider each equation as two inequalities and, as soon as we have found an xk satisfying a? xk = bi for this i, require a? s "' 0 instead of
0 in all
direction-finding problems.
Procedure P 1 will now be as follows:
1. We start with x 0 E R (see section 7. 2 if such a point is not
available).
2. Let x 0, x 1, . . • , xk have already been determined.
Then
solve the k-th direction-finding problem
M ax (t p T s

I aiT s
Sj

<
= 0 , 1.

o,

j

E

E

I( x k)., si >
= 0 , J.

E

J-( x kl:,

J+(xk); N 1, 2, 3 or 4j.

(9. 2. 2)

3. If p Tsk = 0, stop, xk is an optimum solution;
if pTsk> 0, determine:
Ak = max

fr-. I aiT (xk +

Ask)~ bi,

0 ;::xk+ Ask ~c j.

(9.2.3)
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4. If Ak = DO stop, the problem has an infinite solution (this
only possible if some of the ci are oo);
if Ak < DO determine

is

(9. 2. 4)

and repeat steps 2-4.
Theorem 1: Procedure P 1 with normalization N 1 leads to a
finite number of steps.
Proof: Suppose sk is the solution of (9. 2. 2) with N L Let aiT ff' = 0
for i

E

I 1 (x1<) c I(x1<), and < 0 if i

same way s/ = 0 if j

E

r(xk) - J 1 (x1<), and s/ = 0 if j

=

E

S(xk + A

ff/

J{

r

E

(x.k), and < 0 if j

J 2 (xk)

E

Jt (xk) =

(xk) and J+(xk) in (9. 2. 2) are
then the solution sk

will

If O < A < Ak we have I(xk + Ask) = 11 (xk),

J 1- (xk) and J+(x.k + Ask)

A < Ak, we have sk
s

E

Ji (xk),

replaced by I 1(xk), J 1 (xi') and
J-(xk + A ff)

12 (0) = I(xk) - 11 (xk). In the

J1- (:xl') c J(x1<), and > 0 if j

J+(xk) - JT (xk). If the sets I(xk),
remain the same.

E

E

=

Jj1"" (xi'}.

Hence,

for

S(xk +Ask) while, for any other normalized

we have: pT s < pT sk. The latter follows from the

uniqueness theorem 3 of section 8. 2. If Ak < oo, so that xk+l is
defined by (9. 2. 4), then I(xk+l)
and

J+(x.1<+ 1 ) :J

S(x.1<+ 1 )

:J

I(xk + A sk),

r

(xk+l)

:J

J-(xk + Ask)

J+(xk + Ask) for all A, 0 < A < Aiu It follows that

c S(xk + Ask) for all A, 0 < A < Ak whereas

sk ff' S(xk+l).

Hence sk+l E S(xk+l) satisfies pT sk+l .< pT sk. No two directionfinding problems "Can thus be the same. The total number of sets
I(x), r(x) and J+(x) to be selected from I and J respectively,
hence the total number of possible direction-finding problems,
is finite, from which the finiteness of the procedure follows.
With normalizations N 2, N 3 or N 4, it is possible that pT sk+l =
pTsk, since no uniqueness theorem holds now. This will always
be the case when N 4 is applied since pT sk = 1 will hold here for
all k (bounding afterwards of the vectors sk is not necessary in the
linear programming case since there is no anti-zigzagging precaution AZ 1 or AZ 2). If N 2 or N 3 is applied, this difficulty can
be overcome by adding c:i to the components pi, where£ is a very
small positive number. If i:: is small enough, we shall be sure that
the vector p will never be dependent on less than n of the rows of
the direction-finding problem, so that there will never be alternative solutions in such a problem. Consequently we shall always
have pTsk+'l < pTsk from which the finiteness of the method follows as in the case of normalization N 1. The addition of Ei leads
to an order of preference for the variables si the rules of which
can easily be determined, so that the actual addition of F.:l is not
necessary. If N 4 is applied, this E-procedure can not be used.
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Theorem 2, section 9. 4 shows us, however, that with N 4 a linear
programming procedure is obtained which is completely equivalent to the simplex method itself, so that we can apply any antidegeneracy precaution which works for the simplex method. It
follows that we have:
Theorem 2: Procedure P 1 with one of the normalizations N 2,
N -3 or N 4 and an anti-degeneracy precaution will lead to a finite
number of steps.
The degeneracy in the case of P 1 with N 2, N 3 or N 4 and no
precaution may lead to zigzagging b(;)tween hyperplanes. This
zigzagging can also be prevented by the anti-zigzagging precaution
AZ 3 (see section 7. 5).
Theorem 3: Procedure P 1 with N 2, N 3 or N 4 and AZ 3 leads to
a finite number of steps.
Proof: AZ 3 will guarantee that after a finite number of steps we
shall obtain pT sk = 0 and shall have to replace one or more of the
requirements nhTs = 0 by nhTs
O(nh_ = ai, ei or -ej). We have
then arrived at a point xk be longing to a certain set of hyperplanes
and are sure that pTx = pT xkwill hold for any x, belonging to the
same set of constraining hyperplanes. Hence, if the calculation
can be continued, we shall never return in the same set of hyperplanes. From this the finiteness easily follows.
Procedure P 2 will give the original linear programming problem, so that this procedure does not lead to a new method in the
linear case.
9. 3 Computational Aspects

1. In the linear case the change from a direction-finding problem to the next one will always be rather simple. We have to
delete and to add some constraints. This can easily be done. If
the direction-finding problems are solved by means of their dual
problems to which the revised product-form algorithm is applied,
then we only have some trivial changes in the original matrix of
the direction-finding problem but no changes in the T)-vectors obtained from the previous problems. Re-inversions can be performed at regular times to speed up future operations and to im prove accuracy.
2. If we introduce tt = - a?sk, then(9.2.3) is equivalent to
(9. 3. 1)

with
- "-1k = min [

:f; \

= oo if t/

i

E

I - I(:xk), t/ < 0 l,

0 for all i

E

I;

(9. 3. 2)

A2k = min

f

x.k
-s\

= oo if s/
/l.3k = min

fs
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j

E

J

J - F(:0), s/ < OJ,

0 for all j

:;ti

j

E

E

J;

J - J+(xk), Sjk > OJ,

= oo if s/ ;5: 0 for all j

E

(9. 3. 3)

(9. 3. 4)

J.

Hence we must calculate the variables ti for all i belonging to rows
which are not in the direction-finding problem. From this and the
fact that rows must be added to or deleted from our directionfinding problems it follows that the original matrix must be stored
row-wise. If, in a computer, the matrix is stored on magnetic
tape and read for the calculation of Alk• then the row a{ can be
y.k
kept in store if t/ < 0 and _;,k is not greater than the smallest
1

quotient obtained up to then. For this calculation y/ has to be
available so that these quantities will also be calculated in each
iteration:
(9. 3. 5)

Obviously yik = 0 if i E I(xk).
3. The methods of feasible directions described in this section
essentially work with rows instead of columns. Since in many
problems n > m, these rows may be relatively long which seems
to be a rather unfavourable situation. By column partitioning,
however, we can solve a sequence of restricted problems as will
be shown in section 9. 5. These restricted problems will have
rows with fewer elements.
9. 4 Discussion of the Procedures

Normalizations N 1 - N 4 all lead to different methods for solving the linear programming problem. These methods consist of a
sequence of direction-finding problems connected by rather simple
determinations of the step length. Two consecutive directionfinding problems have a great resemblance which can be used by
starting the solution of such a problem with the optimal solution
of the previous one. If N 2, 3 or 4 is applied, the number of rows
in a direction-finding problem will always equal the number of
active constraints with h E I(x) and will never be more, usually
considerably less than the number of rows of the matrix A. If N 1
is applied the number of rows in the direction-finding problem
will generally be not more than n.
We shall first prove the following theorems:
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Theorem 1: The method of feasible directions with normalization
N 3 applied to the dual of a linear programming problem is equivalent to the primal-dual method,
Proof: Let us apply the primal-dual method to a problem of type
(3. 4.1), then we obtain a sequence of restricted primal problems
of type (3. 4. 4). Let us now apply the method of feasible directions with N 3 to the dual problem (3. 4. 2) in which the ui variables
are unrestricted. It follows from (8. 4. 1) that a sequence of direction-finding problems will be obtained of the type
Max f-bTs

I-

L'.aii s 1

0, j

E

J(u); -si

1, i

E

q,

where
(see (3. 4. 3)).
But the dual of this direction-finding problem is exactly (3. 4. 4),
so that both methods lead to restricted problems of the same type.
It can further easily be verified that s; = d' (zi) - 1, where s' is
the optimum solution of the direction-finding problem and d'(zJ is
the final d value of variable zi in (3. 4. 4). Comparison of the formulae (3. 4. 7) and (3. 4. 8), and the formulae (9. 2. 3), (9. 3. 2) and
(9. 2. 4) shows that the determination of A is also, completely equivalent. This proves the theorem.
Theorem 2: The method of feasible directions with normalization
N 4 and with the initial solution x 0 = 0, y 0 = b
0, leads to the
same intermediate solutions x.k as the simplex method does.
Proof: If we start with x 0 = 0, y 0 = b, then all variables 8.i will be
restricted in the first direction-finding problem. Since an si variable in the basis will only leave it if xi is at one of its bounds, we
shall be sure that no unrestricted si will ever be in the non-basis.
Hence, the rules 3a, (i), (ii) and (iii) of section 8. 5. are exactly
the same as in the simplex method for bounded variables (see
section 6. 2, the bounds are on the variables xi, not on the si).
The direction-finding problems are of the type
Max fpTs J a? s
si

~o,

0, i
j

E

E

I(x); si

J+(x); pTs

0, j

E

J-(x);

1 }.

In the first one we have J+(x) = 0, r (x) = J and I(x) = f i I- b 1 = 0 j.
Since there are no unrestricted variables the rules 3b, (i) and (ii)
of section 8. 5. for the finding of pivot elements in the directionfinding problem will be the same as the rules of the simplex
method until in some iteration a pivot element will be chosen in
the simplex method which does not correspond to a zero b-figure.
But in that case our direction-finding problem will be solved. The
choice of A> 0 in the simplex method is determined by the formulae (6.2.2), (6.2.3), (6.2.4) and (6.2.5). But since we have si* =
= -~p* as solution of the direction-finding problem (the asterisk
denotes the matrix elements at the moment that I* = 0 held, p is
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the main column number at that moment), the choice of our step
length A with the help of (9.3.1), (9.3.2), (9.3.3) and (9.3.4) is
exactly the same. In the simplex method a pivot element will now
be. chosen in the row determining A. (In case of ties we can take
the absolute largest possible pivot element which is only a practical but not an anti-degeneracy device). In our method the rows
which determine A will be added to the direction-finding problem
and in the first iteration of the new problem the choice of the pivot
element will be in exactly the same row (provided the procedure
for breaking ties is the same). Now suppose that we have already
performed v-1 iterations and that there is still complete equivalence, so that in the final solution of the direction-finding problem
s- will be in the basis if xi is in the basis in the simplex method.
Variable ½. will be in the dire ct ion-finding problem if Yi = 0 and it
will be in the basis if Yi = 0 is still in the basis. It is clear that the
choice of pivot elements in the simplex method and the directionfinding problem will be the same as long as there is· no increase in
value in the simplex method. As soon as there is an increase the
direction-finding problem will be solved. The choice of the step
length A will again be the same, as in the first iteration. In the
simplex method one of the xi variables may now be removed from
the basis. In that case the new A will be determined by the c.on straint xi = 0 or = ci, so that si
0 (~ 0) will be added to the direction-frnding problem. In the next direction-finding problem si
will then be removed from the bas:j.s in the first iteration. Hence,
there will be complete equivalence after v steps. This proves the
theorem.
The equivalence will also hold if we start in an arbitrary vertex
_of the feasible region. There will then be a pre.-inversion in the
simplex method which is equivalent to the introduction of all unrestricted variables in the basis in our method. The directionfinding problems will always have a number of rows equal to the
number of Xj variables in the basis of the simplex method plus the
number of y,1 variables which are in the basis at zero level.
Theorem s 1 and 2 show that the simplex method itself and the
primal-dual method are special cases of the more general method
of feasible directions. The latter method uses the simplex change
of basis for finding .directions rather than the trial solutions themselves and is therefore capable of going inside the feasible region. This makes the extension to non-linear programming possible. We can state:
1. The primal-dual method is a large-step gradient method in
the dual feasible region. Therefore the technique of section 7. 2
can be applied if an initial feasible solution of the dual problem is
not available.
2. The method of feasible directions with normalization N 3
and applied to non-linear programming problems can be considered as an extension of the primal-dual method to non-linear (convex) programming.
3. The method of feasible directions with normalization N 4
can be considered as an extension of the simplex method to nonlinear (convex) programming.
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4. Also in the case of linear programming the method of feasible directions with normalization N 4 is more general than the
simplex method since it can be started in any feasible point, so
that prior knowledge of the solution can be used.
5. The organizational difference between the simplex method
and P 1 with N 4 is that the simplex method considers all constraints whereas in the method of feasible directions only those
constraints are considered in the direction:,-finding problems which
are active at that moment of the calculation. This makes for more
work between steps in our method but reduces the size of the direction-finding problems.
6. Computationally it seems cheapest in the method of feasible
directions to apply the revised product-form algorithm to the dual
of the direction-finding problem (in the case of N 2 or N 3 we
shall then apply the primal RPF A; in the case of N 4 the dual
RPFA whereas in the case of N 1 we must apply the special technique of section 8. 2; with normalization N 4 the explicit inverse
algorithm, applied to the primal problem, will be the chief competitor).
7. A comparison between the various methods for the linear
programming problem can hardly be made without computational
experience but we shall have:
a. In the methods of feasible directions the number of steps will
usually decrease in the order N 4 - N 3 - N 2 - N 1 but the amount
of work per step will increase. Especially N 1 will be more expensive than N 2, 3 or 4 (see section 8. 6).
b. The methods of feasible directions can make very good use
of prior knowledge of the final solution and this will certainly lead
to a computational advantage.
c. The simplex method will require the simplest computer
code, even if the revised product-form algorithm is used as com putational version.
d, All methods will give the final dual variables together with
the primal solution, so that post-optimal studies can easily be
made.
e. The methods of feasible directions can easily deal with
bounded-variables problems as can the simplex method,
f. Parametric programming, post-optimal changes in the
right-hand member, the objective function or the matrix elements
can be accomplished as easily in the methods of feasible directions as in the simplex method, provided normalization N 2, 3 or
4 is used. This is a consequence of the fact that the final tableau
of the last direction-finding problem is equivalent to a part of the
last simplex tableau.
9. 5 ·Large-Scale Linear Programming Problems
In this section we shall briefly outline how a method of feasible
directions could be applied to the solution of a very large linear
programming problem. If the problem becomes large because of
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the fact that m is much greater than n, then the advantage of the
methods of feasible directions is immediately clear. For, it may
be expected that many of the rows will be inactive in that case, so
that the direction-finding problems do not grow so large. In the
more likely case of n >'> m a row-wise approach does not seem to
be advantageous. We can partition the set J, however, in two subsets J 1 and J 2 and form the matri:ces A1 and A 2 consisting of the
columns a,i with j E J 1 and j E J 2 , respectively. We then solvethe
restricted problem.
(9. 5. 1)

In other words we assume that xi = 0 if j E J 2 will hold in the final
solution of (9. 2.1). Instead we can also start with xi = xi 0 if j E J 2
and replace b in (9. 5. 1) by b,- A2 ~/.
The solution of the restricted problem will be denoted by xfj
and zji = x 2i 0 • Next we calculate the d values Qf the x 2i. This
can easily be done with the help of the final data of the last direction-finding problem. If ul is the dual variable corresponding to
the i-th constraint we simply have d'(x 2i) .== E ut aii - p 2i. We
now make a new partitioning J3, J 4 , e.g. in the following way:
if j_ E J 2 ,. x 2i = 0 an~ d'_(x 2i)
0, or if x 2i = ci and d'(x 2i)
0,
or if O < x 21i < ci, assign J to J3 ;
if j_ E ~ 2, x 2i = 0 and d'(Xzi) > O,_ or if x 2i = ci and d'(x 2i) < 0,
assign J to J4 ;
if j E J 1 and x 1i = 0 or = ci with d 1 (x 1i) i- 0, assign j to J 4 ; the
other j E J 1 will be long to J 3 .
In this way be obtain a new restricted problem
(9.5.2)

Since x~, x~ is a feasible solution of (9. 5. 2) we shall obtain
a solution x" of (9. 5. 2), satisfying pTx"
pTx 1 and with a nondegeneracy assumption pTx" > p Tx•. Each new restricted problem equals the primal problem under the additional assumption
that xi = 0 or = ci for some values of j.
Since the total value of the objective function will not decrease
we can, relying on the existence of anti-degeneracy precautions,
conclude that the same set of variables will never be at the same
bounds from which the finiteness of the procedure follows. If the
revised product-form algorithm is applied to the dual of the direction-finding problems, then we shall start each restricted
problem of type (9. 5. 2) with a pre-inversion leading to the same
variables in the basis as there were in the basis of the last direction-finding problem.
We shall apply this procedure to the following block-triangular
system:
r
Max l p/ xo +

2

h=l

phT xh IAhoXa + Ahhxh

bh;
(9. 5. 3)
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where, for each h
0, ph and xh are vectors with the same number nh of components, bh is a vector with mh components and Aho
and Ahh are mh by n 0, and mh by nh matrices, respectively. We
now propose the following procedure which, except in the initial
step, equals the procedure already described in this section.
1. Initial step:
a. Fix the values of the linking variables x 0i by using some
estimate for them: x 0i = x 0/ (the better the estimate, the smaller
the number of steps to be performed).
b. Solve r different small linear programming problems
Max !Ph T~ j Ahhxh ;5

- Ahoxo o

t

leading to the final solution (yh'\ xh~'), the final matrix Ahh* and
the final inverse of the basis [B 11h*(1.
c. Transform Aho: Aho~'= fBhh*J- 1 AhO·
We now have a new linear programming problem, still blocktriangular:
r

I

Max (( (ni:--o ~')T x 0 + ;'
A _,_ -71"
x. ,,, <
......, (n,--h'~)T x h* Ah0 ~' x 0 + "-'hh,,..
= b h~' ,
h=l
Xh'~?
? OJ .
- 0 ' x o-

(9. 5. 4)

2. Apply the method of feasible directions to (9. 5. 4) starting
with x 0 = x 0 and Xt/ = 0 and taking the initial partitioning j rc J 1
ifj belongs to an x 0 variable, j "' J 2 otherwise, i.e. find the best
solution x 0 assuming that x 1/' = 0 is correct.
3. Calculate dual variables and make a new partitioning J 3 , J 4
in the way described, etc.
The initial step is only proposed since it will lead to a final
tableau which is still block-triangular but is such that, if the initial estimate x 0 for x 0 is good, many variables xhi may be expected to be rightly in the basis at the end of step 1, so that the
direction-finding problems of steps 2 and 3 will contain relatively
few constraints.
The same partitioning idea can be applied to other special
structures.

°

°
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10. QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING
10. 1

Introduction

In this chapter we shall derive some finite quadratic programming procedures based on the idea of feasible directions and on
the idea of conjugated directions. In section 10. 2 the different
procedures will be described and proofs of finiteness will be
given; Section 10. 3 will be devoted to a discussion of the quadratic programming methods. Here we shall state that Beale is quadratic programming method is also a method of feasible directions.
10. 2

Description of the Procedures

Let the quadratic programming problem be given by
Max [pTx -

½xTcx I Ax ;;:;;b,

0;; x;;:;; cj,

(10. 2,.1)

where p, c and x are n-com ponent vectors, C is an n by n sym metric positive semi-definite matrix, A an m by n matrix, and b
an m-component vector.
If some of the linear constraints are equations instead of inequalities we can either eliminate some of the variables or we can
always require a? s = 0 instead of;;:;; 0 provided x E R holds. In the
former case the number of variables will be reduced but a special, simple structure of the matrices A and C may get lost. It
will thus depend on the problem which procedure is prefer ab le.
Let x E R. We always have:
(10. 2. 2)

g(x) = p - Cx.
Let s

E

S(x) and g(xl s > 0.

If

/1. 1 = max
and

f /I.

Ix + /1. s

E

R };

(10. 2. 3)
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i.e.
11. 11

g(xl s
-7cs
-

if sTcs >

o,

(10. 2. 4)

then
(10, 2. 5)
We further have:
(10.2.6)
g(xk+l) = g(:xk) - 11.kCsk;
fiF(xk) = Akg(:x/<)Tsk -

½ "',s.'2,

(10.2.7)
(sk)TCsk,

(10. 2. 8)

so that
(10. 2. 9)
We now propose the following extra requirements for the direction-finding problems:
1. AZ 3 (see section 7. 5).
2. a If 11.k = 11.k < Ak we shall add the requirement sTc sk = 0 to
the next direction-finding problem and retain all constraints
of this kind which were already present in the previous direction-finding problem.
b If 11.k = 11.k all extra requirements of the form sT C sk = 0 will
be omitted in the next direction-finding problem.
The relation sTc sk = 0 is a linear one (skis a known vector),
so that it will not lead to difficulties in the direction-finding problem. It is equivalent to the relation fg(xk+ 1 ) - g(xk~Ts = O. It expresses the requirement that the new vector s· shall be conjugated
to sk with respect to the matrix C.
Suppose 11. = 'At,' < i\~ holds for h ;;;; r. Hence we always add a
constraint of the form s T.c sh = 0 to the direction-finding problem.
By section 2. ~' theorem 7, the vectors sk will be linearly independent for h ;;;; r, so that we shall get gTsopt = 0 in some direction-finding problem after a finite number of steps. Let this be
k-1

at the k-th step. We have xk = xr +

2

h=r

11.hsh and
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for h
r, ,/
r and h -1- .f, where sh E S(xh). Let xh+l = xh +Ahsh
and suppose that xk, k > r, is such that g(:xk f s
0 for all s E S(x~,
satisfying sTc sh = 0 for h = r, r + 1, ... , k - 1. Then g(:xkf s
0
for all s E S(xk).
Proof: Suppose for some s E S(xk), g(xk) Ts > 0. Define the vector
t by

Hence(s,t?ct = 0for-l= r,r+l, ... ,k-1 and g(xk)Ts = g(xk?t >0
(see the proof of theorem 8, section 2. 3), so that t is conjugated
to s-l for ,f = r, r + 1, .•• , k-1, and g(xk)Tt > 0. Moreover,
if
i E I(xk), we have i E. r(xh) for all h, r
h
k - 1 ( otherwise Ah =
A~ would hold for some h, r
h
k - 1). It follows that, for all
i E I(xk),, we have a? sh = 0, r
h
k -· 1 (if < 0 we should have
left the i-th hyperplane and could not have returned in it, hence
i E I(xk) could not hold). The same holds for J(xk): if j E r(xk) +
J+(xk), then s/ = 0 holds for r
h
k - 1. Hence t E S(xk), so
that t would be a usable feasible direction conjugated to all vectors s1, r
h
k - 1, contrary to the assumption that such a vector does not exist. This proves the theorem.
Before proving the finiteness we shall first summarize one
step in the procedure:
1. Suppose xk 0 R has already been determined and the final
data of the last direction-finding problem are available. Suppose
further that a set Z of indices i and j as well as an index r
k - 1
has already been determined (Z may be empty).
2. If Ak-l = Ak-l < Ak-l, add the constraint (sk-l)TC s = 0 to
the direction-finding problem, so that this becomes:
Max )g(xr? s

J

a? s

0, i

E

Z; a? s

Sj

o,

j

E

Z;

si

0, j

E

8i

0, i

E

I(xk) - Z;

o,

E

r(xk) - Z;

j

J+(xk) - Z;(si);r Cs= 0,

.l=r, ..... ,k-l;Nl, 2, 3, 4or5j. (10.2.10)
If Ak-l = /1.k~l,

add i to Z if a? xk-l< bi, 3iT xk = bi and a? xv = bi

for some v < k-1; add j to Z if x/- 1 > 0, x/ = 0 and x/ = 0 for
some v < k-1, or if x/- 1 < ci, x/ = ci and xi\/ = 9 for some
v < k-1; take r = k and calculate g(xk). The direction-finding problem becomes:
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Max

fg(xkf s

Ia/ s
Si
Si

E

O, j

E

Z;·

E

J+(xk) - Z; N 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5j.

~o,

j

Z; a/s

~o,

= 0, i

Si

i

E

I(xk) - Z;

0, j

E

r (x_k)

- Z;

(10.2.11)

3. Solve the direction-finding problem, so that the solution sk
is obtained;
4. If g(z.k)Tsk > 0, calculate C sk, /1.k and /1.k by means of
(10.2.3) and (10.2.4). Determine /1.k =min(~, /1.k'). If/1.k = DO,
stop (infinite solution).
If g(xk? sk = 0 and Z = 0 (empty set), stop: the problem has been
solved; if g(:lf? sk = 0 and Z i 0, replace Z by O and solve the direction-finding problem again.
5. Calculate xk+l by means of (10. 2. 6) and F(xk+l) from (10. 2. B).
Theorem 2: The method of feasible directions with normalization
N 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5, AZ 3 and the conjugation principle will solve
the quadratic programming problem in a finite number of ste~s.
Proof: If /1.r = DO for some k, (10. 2. 4) implies that (sk)TC s = o,
hence C sk = 0 (theorem 2, section 2. 3), so that g(:0 + /1. sk) = g(xk)
for all /1. and F(xk + /1. sk) = F(xk) + /1. g(xk? sk, so that F(xk + /1. sk)
is unbounded as a function of /1.. It follows that, if /1.k = oo, hence
/l. 1k = DO for some k, F(x) will be unbounded on R, so that the theorem holds. (Note that no condition C 3 is necessary here). Suppose therefore that /1.k < DO for all k. AZ 3 and the conjugation principle will lea_d _to g(xk)Tsopt = 0 in some direction-finding problem after a f1mte number of steps. We shall then, by theorem 1,
have obtained the maximum of F(x) under the additional condition
that equality will hold for a certain set of constraining hyperplanes. If, by replacing the equality sign in some constraints
a/ s = 0 or Sj = 0 by the inequality sign, a restart is possible, we
shall be able to increase F(x) further, so that we shall never return in the same set of constraining hyperplanes. A second stop
will be obtained after a number of steps that is again finite, etc.
Finiteness then follows from the fact that the number of sets of
constraining hyperplanes to be obtained from the set of all constraining hyperplanes is finite.
Since normalization N 5 differs from the other ones in some
respects, we shall also summarize procedure P 2, based on N 5
(procedure P 1 will then be concerned with normalizationN 1, N 2,
N 3, or N 4):
1. Suppose xk E R has already been determined and the final
data of the fast linear programming sub-problem are available.
Suppose further that a set Z of indices i and j as well as an index
r
k - 1 have already been determined.
2. If /1.k-l = /1. 'k- 1 < /1.k-l, add the constraint (sk-l)TC(x-xk) = 0
to the tableau,. The new linear programming sub-problem becomes:
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Max fg(xr)Txl a/x = bi if i
0

Xi

E

Z; a?x~bi if i rt Z;

Cj if j f/: Z;

Xi =

x/ if j

E

Z;

(ff)Tc x = (iljTc xk, -f= r, •.• ,k-lj.
If Ak-l = Ak-l, add i to Z if a? xk-l < bi, a? xk =

(10.2.12)

and a?xV = bi

1

for some v < k-1; add j to Z if x/- > 0, x/ = 0 and xiv = 0 for
some v < k - 1, or if xi k-1 < ci, xi k = ci and xiv = ci for some V<
< k-1; take r = k and calculate g(xk). The linear programming
sub-problem becomes:

I

Max fg(x.k)Tx a? x = bi if i

E

0 <
= xi <
= ci if J.

Z; a? x ~b if i
de
'r

z.•

xi -- xi k 1'f J.-

rt Z;
E

zl.

(10. 2.13)

3. Solve the linear programming sub-problem, so that the solution (xk) 1 is obtained and form sk = (xk) 1 - xk ( (x.k) 1 maybe infinite in which case ·sk is an extreme ray to be derived from the
final tableau).
/ (;\.k = 1 if (xk) 1
4. If g(xk) Tsk > 0, calculate C sk, ;\.k and ;\. 1
finite,;\.~ follows from (10.2.4).).Determine \=min (Ak, Ak
).
If ;\.k = oo, stop (infinite solution). If g(xk)Tsk = 0 and Z = O(empty
set), stop: the problem has been solved; if g(xk? sk = 0 and Z -IO,
replace Z by O and restart, if possible.
5. Calculate xk+l by means of (10. 2. 6) and F(xk+ 1 ) from (10. 2. 8).
Both procedures, P 1 and P 2, start with x 0 E R and Z = 0 (see
section 7. 2 if such an x 0 is not available). By introducing an arbitrary ;\._ 1 = ;\.~ 1 we can use the same scheme for the determination of s 0, i.e. the first direction-finding problem does not contain conjugation-principle constraints. If ;\.k-l = ;\. 1 < AL 1 , a
recalculation of the gradient vector is not necessary since for any
s satisfying (sk)TC s = 0, we shall have g(xk)Ts = g(xk- 1 )T s.
Therefore we can use g(xr) instead of g(xk) as objective vector in
(10. 2.10) and (10. 2. 12). As soon as Ak-l = Ak- 1 we need g(xk)
itself as objective vector and since, if ;\.k-Z = ;\.k-Z < AL 2 , g(xk- 1)
will not be available it will not be possible to use (10. 2. 7) for it.
There is another possibility, however. Suppose we have the final
data of the (k-1)-st direction-finding problem of type (10. 2.10) or
(10. 2.12), especially the inverse of the dual basis (which follows
immediately from the 1)-vectors if the primal or dual revised
product-form algorithm is applied to the dual problem of (10.2.10)
or (10. 2.12)). Let this dual basis be denoted by B. If sTc sh = 0
holds in this direction-finding problem (sh being a known vector,
s the vector looked for), the dual variable of this constraint will
be unrestricted, so that it is in the dual basis, say at place jh.

t
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k-2

2 ·Ah C

h=r

sh we shall have B- 1g(xk- 1)

k-2

- h=r
L

Ah eih'

i.e.

the

transformed g(xk- 1), by subtracting Ah from ff 1 g(xr) at place jh for
h = r, ... , k - 2. Moreover we have
B-lg(xk) = fflg(xk-1) - Ak-1 fflC sk-1_
.
Since C sk- 1 has already been calculated we only have to multiply
it by the ri-vectors.
1 O. 3

Discussion of the Quadratic Programming Methods

Normalizations N 1 - N 5 lead to different methods for solving
the quadratic programming problem. Apart from these 5 different
methods, there are already available a number of well-known
quadratic programming methods, e.g. those of Beale [ 3], [ 4],
Frank and Wolfe [ 20], Markowitz [ 30], and Wolfe [ 39].
Theorem 1: Beale's quadratic programming method is also a
method of feasible directions using the same conjugation principle. It is equivalent to our method with normalization N 4 but
without AZ 3.
The proof will be omitted. It is not difficult but would entail a
detailed explanation of Beale's method.It should be remarked that
organizationally and computationally Beale's method is quite different, The matrix C is gradually transformed in it, whereas in
our method we always refer to the original matrix C.
In our normalizations N 1 - N 4, the direction-finding problems are relatively small but between two problems of this kind
the determination of the step length requires an additional operation C s. The direction-finding problems themselves require in
general less work for their solution in the order N 1 - N 4 but the
number of steps will mostly increase in that order. It may be expected that the decrease of this number when using normalization
N 1 will not balance the extra work per step except perhaps in
special cases. Procedure P 2 (normalization N 5) will usually
lead to a further decrease of the number of steps but at the cost
of larger direction-finding problems. If the quadratic function is
nearly linear, e.g. if there are only a few quadratic terms, it may
be expected that this procedure is fastest. The number of con-:straints of the linear programming sub-problems will gradually
grow if more constraints have to be added of the form (skjTc s = 0
but it will never exceed and usually be considerably less than
m + n. The number of non-basis variables will always be n.
When using P 1 with normalization N 2, 3 or 4 the number of
constraints will usually be less than n. It equals the number of
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active hyperplanes plus the number of conjugation-principle constraints. If many of the constraints xi = 0 or Xj = ci are active,
this number will be considerably less than n (except in highly degenerate cases). In all our methods it will always be necessary to
do the matrix-times-vector multiplication C s in each iteration.
This is not necessary in the other methods but these methods will
have to work with muoh larger linear programming sub-problems.
For instance, in Frank and Wolfe's method as well as in Wolfe's
method we shall have m + n constraints whereas the number of
non-basic variables wi]J be m + 2n. In Beale's method the number
of constraints will also be m + n but the number of non-basic variables will be n. In all these methods the matrix-times-vector
multiplication can be avoided but is done implicity by means of a
gradual transformation of the matrix C. Therefore it can be expected that these methods are superior if the matrix C is full but
that the organization of our methods of feasible directions is to be
preferred if the objective function contains only a few quadratic
terms, a situation which may be expected in most practical problems.
Wolfe's method will require the simplest computer code; only
a few changes have to be made in an existing simplex linear programming code. Beale's, and Frank and Wolfe's methods do not
have this organizational simplicity but this will be compensated
in Beale's method by smaller linear programming sub-problems.
The methods of feasible directions will require a still more complicated code but on the other hand smaller sub-problems whereas the possibility of starting at any feasible point may lead to a
considerable computational advantage.
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11. CONVEX PROGRAMMING
11. 1 Introduction
In this chapter the general convex programming problem will
be considered. It will be shown in section 11. 2 how the convergence of the procedures described in section 7. 5 can be improved. Section 11. 3 will be devoted to the computational aspects
of the procedures. In section 11. 4 the procedures will be discussed and some attention will be paid to two other methods for
maximizing a concave non-linear function subject to linear con-·
straints, namely Frank and Wolfe's method and Rosen's gradientprojection method. They will be. shown to be equivalent to methods
of feasible directions.

11. 2 Convex Programming Procedures
In section 7. 5 we have giver;i. a number of convex programming
procedures. The procedures were different in the way the normalization of the feasible directions was chosen and in the way
zigzagging was prevented. In section 7. 6 we have seen that all
these procedures will lead to a sequence of trial solutions xk with
monotonously increasing values for the objective function F(x)
which moreover will converge to the maximum of F{x) on the convex set R. It may be expected, however, that, if the objective
function is highly non-linear, the convergence of the procedures
will sometimes be rather slow. In the case of a quadratic objective function it appeared to be possible to obtain a finite method
by using the principle of conjugated directions and by using another
anti-zigzagging precaution (AZ 3). If the objective function is an
arbitrary concave function, it may be expected that application of
the same principles will improve the convergence.
In the quadratic case we added the relation (sk) TC s = 0 to the
direction-finding problem if Ak = Ak < Ak had to be chosen and
dropped these extra constraints at a new choice 11,f = A',,f for some
--f > k. The re lat ion ( sk) TC s = 0 is equivalent to 1g(xk+ 1) - g(xk) J Ts = 0
and this constraint can equally well be added in the case of a more
general non-linear objective function. It may be expected that
such an addition will prevent a great number of relatively small
steps far from the optimum caused by rapid changes of the gradient vector.
Another way of efficiently preventingthis zigzagging if normalization N 1, 2, 3 or 4 is applied is by an anti-zigzagging precaution and AZ 3 seems to be the most efficient procedure in this respect. But it can not easily be applied in the case of non-linear
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constraints while moreover it does not seem to guarantee convergence to a maximum in all possible cases. Therefore we propose to use a combination of AZ 2 and AZ 3.
The two convex programming procedures finally proposed for
the problem of maximizing a concave function in a convex region
are the following:
Procedure P 3:
1. Find some x 0 E R (see section 7. 2 if such a point is not
available), take Eo > 0 arbitrarily and let s' > 0 be chosen so small
that it is reasonable to stop if the increase in value for the objective function is less than E 1 • Take further Z = 0 (empty set) and
£" > 0.
2. Suppose points x 0, x1, •.. , xk (xh e R, F(xh) > F(xh- 1) ), a
number Ek, and a set Z c h(xk) + r(xk) + J+(xk)ofindices i and
j have already ,been determined. We now perform the following
operations to find xk+1:
a. Calculate gk = g(xk).
b. If Ak-1 = 11./,_~1 < 11./,__1 (11.1 = /1.
by definition), add the constraint (gk - gk-1 )Ts = 0 to the direction-finding problem, -so
that this becomes:

:1

Max! oj (s, 0) e S'(xk, Ek); nhT s = 0 if he Z;
(gZ+l - gl)Ts = 0 for l = r, ••. , k-1;
-(gkjTs + 0 ~O; N 1, 2, 3 or

4J,

(11. 2. 1)

where S 1 (xk, Ek) is defined by (7. 5. 7); nh = 5 , el or -ei, and r is
such that 11. ,_ 1 = 11. ~-l but 11.h = II.ti' < 11.h for r
h
k-1
If 11.k-l = 11.k-l' add h to Zif nhTxk-l < bh! n/xk = bh and nhTxv =bh
for some v < k-1 (if nh = -ej, then bh = 0, if nh = ei, then~= ci).
The direction-finding problem becomes:
Max!0/(s,0)

E

S 1 (xk, £k); nhTs = 0 ifh

-(gk)Ts + o~O; N 1, 2, 3 or

E

Z;

4J.

(11.2.2)

c. Solve the direction-finding problem, so that the bounded solution sk, ok is obtained (bounding must be performed afterwards,
if necessary).
d. If 0.k < s" and Z 1-0, replace Z byO and solve (11. 2.1) or
(11. 2. 2) again;
if C\ < E", Z =0 and there are relations of the type (gl+l - gl) Ts = O
in the direction-finding problem, drop these relations and solve
the direction-finding problem again;
if ok < E''', Z = 0 and there are no relations of the type
(g 1+1 - g 1 fs = 0, or if ok>E", perform step 2 e.
e. If (\<Ek, replace S 1 (xk, E.k) in (11. 2. 1) or (11. 2. 2) by
S'(xk, ;k), write Ek for ;k and solve (11. 2.1) or (11. 2. 2)
if possible, but

again,
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if ak= 0 and S 1 (:xk,

Ek)= S'(xk), stop since xkwill be amaximum
solution;
if ak 6 £k, take fk+l = fk and perform step 2 f.
f. Determine "k by means "of (7.4.1) and (7.4.4). If "k = 00 ,
stop (infinite solution).
g. Calculate xk+l = xk + Aksk, LW(xk) and F(xk+l).
h. If L'IF(xk) < £ 1 , Z = 0 and the direction-finding problem does
not contain any relations (g 1+1 - g 1)Ts = 0, stop;
if L'IF(xk) < £ 1 , Z -=/ 0 or the direction-finding problem contains
relations of the type (g 1+1 - gl)Ts = 0, replace Z by O, omit the
relations (g 1+1 - g 1? s = 0 in the next direction-finding problem
(i.e. act as if "k = "k holds) and repeat steps 2 a-h;
if L'IF(xk) 6 £ 1 , repeat steps 2 a-h.
Procedure P 4:
1. Find some x 0 E R (section 7. 2), choose £ 1 > 0 so small that
it is reasonable to stop if the increase in value for the objective
function is less than E1 •
2. Suppose x 0, x1, ••. , xk {xh E R, F(xh) > F(xh- 1)) have already
been determined. We now perform the following operations to find
xk+l:
a. Calculate gk = g(xk).
b. If "k-l = "k-l < "k-l (,.__ 1 :: "'. 1 by definition), solve the
linear programming sub-problem:
Max f x 0 I qi (xk)Tx +

€\ x 0 ;£; qi(xk)T xk + bi

at x ;£; q, i

E

(gl+l_ gzlx

= (gl+l

h;

0 ;£;

;£; ci, j

- gZ?xk, l

- fi (xk), i
'E

E

Ic;

J;

= r, ... ,k-1;

-g(xk)Tx + x 0 ;£; -g(xk?xkJ,

(11. 2. 3)

where r is such that "r-l = "i-l but "h = ,._1-,• < "ti for r ;£; h;::;; k-1.
If "k-l = "k-l , solve the linear programming sub-problem:

I

Max fx 0 qi (xk)T x + Bix 0

qi (xk)T xk + bi - fi (xk), i

;E

Ic;

a?x;£;bi, i Eh; O;£;xi ~Cj. j E J;
(11.2.4)
c. If the linear programming sub-problem has an infinite solution, derive sk from the extreme ray which leads to infinity and
perform step 2 d;
if the linear programming sub-problem has a finite solution (xk)'.
(x/) 1 and (x/) 1 = 0:
stop if there were no relations of the type (gl+l - gl)T(x - xk) = O
(xk will be a maximum solution), but
omit all relations of this type if there were any in the linear programming sub-problem and solve the linear programming·subproblem again;
· if (xl)' > 0, take sk = (:xk) 1 - xk.
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d. Determine "-k by means of (7. 4. 1) and (7. 4. 4). If "-k
oo,
stop (infinite solution).
e. Calculate xk+l = xk + "-k8k, fl.F(:0) and F(x1<+ 1 ).
f. If L'.F(xk) < £ 1 and the sub-problem did not contain relations
of the type (g1+1 - gl)Ts = 0, stop;
if W(xkj < E 1 and the sub-problem contains relations of this type,
repeat steps 2 a-f assuming "-k = "-k (so that the next sub-problem is of the type (11. 2. 4);
if fl.F(xk)
c:', repeat steps 2 a-f.
Theorem 1: If F(x) and R satisfy conditions C 3 and C 1 respectively, and if £ 1 :c 0, then procedure P 3 will generate a sequence of
points xk ER with lim F(xk) = m = max !F(x) Ix ER J.
Proof: Condition C 3 will ensure that, if "-k = oo for some k,
F(xk + Askt will be unbounded as a function of A. If the sequence
of points x is infinite and either unbounded or 0k
b for o > 0 and
13ome infinite sub-sequence, then lim F(xk) = oo, so that the theorem
holds. Hence, if m <oo, CTk will tend to zero, so that Ok< £ 11 will
hold for all k > some number k(c:"). Consequently, if k > k(s")
there will be no difference between procedures P 3 and P 1, so
that the proof is equivalent to the proof of theorem 1, section 7. 6.
Theorem 2: If F(x) and R satisfy conditions C 3 and C 1 respectively and if £ 1 = 0, then procedure P 4 will generate a sequence of
points xk E R with lim F(xk) = m = max 1F(x) I x E RJ.
Proof: Suppose, for h
r, that "-h-l = A11'_ 1 < "-h-l and that
quantities lit can be found such that

2

uh (gr+l - gr)Tsh

=0

2

h~r

or ur (gr+l - gr)Tsr

uhsh =

=

0.

o.

It follows that

Since

h~r

(gr)T sr > 0 and (gr+l)T sr = .0 we have that ur = 0. In the same
way Ur+l = 0, ur+ 2 = · 0 etc. Hence the vectors sk are linearly independent, so that "-h-l = "-h-l < "-h-l cannot hold indefinitely.
Therefore, the conjugation-principle constraints will be dropped
at regular times since we obtain either (xl) 1 = 0 or "-k = "-k for
some k. If we only consider this sub-sequence, then we can follow
the proof of theorem 2, section 7. 6.
Theorem 3: If F(x) satisfying condition C 3 is bounded on R and
if c:' > 0, then the procedures P 3 and P 4 lead to a finite number
of steps (i.e. after a finite number of steps fl.F(xk) < £ is obtained, while the direction-finding problem does not contain extra
requirements due to AZ 3 - only in P 3 - or the conjugation principle).
Proof: If F(x) is bounded, tiF(xk)
E. 1 cannot hold indefinitively.
If fl.F(xk) < £ 1 and the direction-finding problem contains extra
requirements due to AZ 3 or the conjugation principle, then the
next direction-finding problem will not contain such requirements.
It follows that after a finite number of steps we shall be sure that
fl. F(xk) < E' while the direction-finding problem does not contain
extra requirements due to AZ 3 or the conjugation principle.
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Hence the calculation stops after a finite number of steps. This
proves the theorem.
The question arises how the near-optimality of the final solution x1< can be checked. This can be done by linearizing the problem in the point xk, so that we obtain the linear programming
problem:

I

Max! g(xkf x qi (xk) Tx

qi (xk) Txk + bi - fi (xk), i

E

Ic;
(11. 2. 5)

Let the optimal solution of this problem be denoted by x 1 • By
virtue of theorem 8, section 2. 6 we know that
(11.2.6)
Hence, if a point x E R is considered to be near-optimal if
m - F(x);:;;; £ for some predetermined£> 0, then xk will be nearoptimal if g(xk)Tx' - g(xkfxk ;:;;;£ holds. This condition is sufficient but not necessary. In fact, it is easy to construct examples
in which (11. 2. 5) has an infinite solution for each k although it
may be doubted whether this will ever happen in a practical problem (s = oo for some j must hold in that case). The following
theorem holds, however:
Theorem 4: If the sequence xk converges to a point x with F(x) = m
and if s k is a sequence of vectors of unit length directed for each
k from xk to the solution (xk)' of (11. 2. 5) (or, if (xk)' is infinite,
directed along the extreme ray of (11. 2. 5) which indicates the infinite solution), then g(x~Tsk will tend to zero.
Proof: Since x is optimal we know that non-negative numbers ui,
vi- and

vt

can be found such thatg(x) = Iui~(x) + Iuiai -

+ I v / ei, ui = o if i "'Ic(x) + I L(x), vi - =

o if xi

>

o,

I: vf

and vJ + =

Xi< ci. We can ·write for each k: g(xk) = I uiq/xk) + fuiai -

ei +

o if

I:vf ei +

+ I vi+ ei + h(xk). From the continuity of g(xk) and qi (xk) it follows that the vectors h(xk) are such that lim h(xk) = 0,
k -¼;xi

h(xk)Tsk tends to zero. For each small positive number
can be found so that, for all k 2; k(E) we have nhT sk

£

Hence O < g(xk?sk ~i:p::ui + Ivi- + Iv/l+ h(xk?sk.

so that
E.

a k( E.}

for h '= H(x).
This proves

the theorem.
Hence, if g(xk)Tsk
E.1 holds for the final solution xk of the
convex programming procedure, where sk is defined as in theorem 4 and £ 1 is some predetermined number, then we do be,tter
to continue the calculation after replacing £: 1 by, say~ . If
g(xfFsk< E.,, there are two possibilities:
_
1. We k...>1ow beforehand that, if }. and the vector s of unit length
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are such that x = xk +
case we can take

21

~s,

= :

1

then 11. 1 is an upper limit for 11.. In that

and are sure of the near-optimality if

g(xk)Tsk<:£ 1 .Ifci <Mforallj, for instance, wecantake'Ai2=cTc.
2. We cannot find 11. 1 beforehand (this can hardly be expected to
occur in any practical problem). Instead of (11. 2. 5) we could now
solve the problem:

I

Max fg(xk) Tx qi (xk) Tx ;;;;; qi(xk)Txk + bi - f/xk), i

a{ x ;;;;bi, i
q. (xl)T x
i

- g(xl)Tx

F

h; 0;;;;; x

E

Id

c;

q. (x 1? xl for l = 1, 2, .•• , k-1 and
i

i

E

1c (xl);

-g(x 1?x 1 for l = 1, 2, .•. , k-1],

(11. 2. 7)

i.e. we retain all tangent planes to the hypersurfaces fi (x) = bi in
the points xl and all tangent planes to the hypersurfaces F(x) =
= F(xl). Clearly x satisfies all constraints in (11. 2. 7). If (11. 2. 7)
has an optimum solution (xk)", then:
if g(xk) T(xk)" - g(xk? xk < I, we can stop the calculation;
if g(xk) T(~)" - g(xk) Txk £ 6 we shall continue the calculation.
Problem (11. 2. 7) is a .linear programming problem with a
great number of rows but with n non-basic variables. The dual
revised product-form algorithm can therefore easily be applied to
it.
11. 3

Computational Aspects

Several remarks can be made with respect tothe computational
aspects of the two procedures described in the previous section.
1. If there are equations among the linear constraints of the
convex programming problem, then we can either eliminate some
of the variables beforehand or we can start with a point x 0 E R and
require ~Ts = 0 instead of~ 0 in all direction-finding problems.
In the former case the number of variables will be reduced but on
the other hand a special, simple structure of the functions F(x),
fi (x) and a[ x may be destroyed or there may be more non-zero
coefficients in these functions. Equations among the non-linear
constraints can hardly be handled since in that case the feasible
region R will no longer be convex (except in exceptional cases,
where it will be convex but without satisfying regularity condition
C 1).
2. When all constraints are linear, the introduction of the extra
variable o is not necessary,Instead of awe then maximize g(xkjTs.
The procedures become computationally much simpler since there
are no recalculations of vectors q/x), so that the transition from
one direction-finding problem to the next one is easier, and since
the determination of 'Ak is much quicker.
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_ 3. If Ak-1

= Ak-1

<Ak-1, i.e. if the relation [g(xk) - g(xk-l)JTs

=

= 0 is added to the direction-finding problem,, it is not necessary

to change the relation -g(xk- 1l s +CT~ 0 into -g(xk)Ts + CT~ O, so
that the gradient vector need not be recalculated.
4. If in P 3 bi - Ek fi~xk) < bi holds for some i, so that the
extra requirement qi (xk) s .+ Bi CT
0 should be added, and if the
previous direction - finding problem contained the constraint
qi (x 7)Ts + Bi CT
0 for some l
k-1 and the same i, then we need
not cal cu late the norm al Cl; (xi<) but can maintain the requirement
qi (x 1? s + Bi CT
0. A recalculation is only necessary if fi (:xk) = bi
holds. This will reduce the number of rows to be recalculated and
makes an application of AZ 1 less time-consuming.
5. Convergence of the procedures can be speeded up by an appropriate choice of the quantities Bi- These quantities can be
changed during the calculation. Computational experience with a
certain type of problems will undoubtedly show how they can most
efficiently be changed.
6. The final data of a direction-finding problem can always be
used as initial data for the next problem. If the revised productform algorithm is applied to the dual of the direction-finding
problem, either in its primal form (with N 2 or N 3) or in its dual
form (with N 4 or N 5), then it is not difficult to use the final set
of T)-vectors of the previous problem as an initial set for the next
problem. But, the greater the number of changes that have to be
made in the direction-finding problem, the more advantageous it
becomes to start the next problem with a pre-inversion. See further section 6. 3 where the various possible changes are described
in the last two paragraphs.
7. When applying procedure P 4 convergence may be speeded
up by taking the following linear programming sub-problems:
Max fx 0 \qi(xk)Tx + 8ix 0

a? x ~bi, i

E

- g(xk? x + Xo
q/xl)Tx

qi(:xk)Txk + bi - f (xk), i

h; 0

x

E

le;

c;

-g(xkl xk;

q/x 1? xl for l = 1, 2, ••. , k-1 and i

E

Ic(xl);
(11. 3. 1)

The constraint set, defined by (11. 3.1), contains the set f x ER I
F (x)
F(xk) l, so that the extra constraints cannot do any harm.
Anti-zigzagging requirements ofthe typejg(x 1+~-g(xl)jT(x -xk) = O
can also easily be added here. If a problem of type (11. 3.1) has
been -solved, it is not difficult to obtain the solution of ( 11. 2. 7).
We only have to replace all the ~<)i by O and can easily find the corresponding changes in the final data of (11.3.1). This makes the
near-optimality check less expensive.
We finally remark that it is not necessary to take all constraints fi(x) ~bi into account when making a sub-problem in P 4.
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We could restrict ourselves to those for which bi Ebeing some small positive number.

E

~fi(xk)

bi,

11. 4 Discussion of the Procedures
Depending on the normalization we have proposed five different
methods for solving the convex programming problem. In this
section we shall try to make a brief comparison. We must then
distinguish between the case of only linear constraints and the
general case of an arbitrary constraint set. In the latter case the
determination of the step lengths 'A k will be a considerably more
expensive operation since 11. k cannot be obtained as easily as in
the case of only linear constraints. It will therefore be advantageous to have a method which will generally lead to fewer steps
even if the amount of work per step will be more. ·Therefore procedure P 3 with normalization N 1 may be preferred in some
cases, especially in those non-linear programming problems in
which the number of constraints is relatively small and in which
these constraints are highly non-linear and are composed of many
non-zero terms. But in most problems we can expect that the
extra amount of work per step does not balance the reduction in
the number of steps, owing to the rather bad restart possibilities
of this normalization .. If there are many constraints which contain a few terms, if the non-linear constraints are mainly composed of linear terms and if the objective function does not contain many non-linear terms, hence if the greater part of the problem is linear then procedure P 4, hence normalization N 5, may
be the best. This procedure can moreover be modified as explained in section 11. 3, point 7. If the constraints and the objective function are non-linear to a larger extent, then procedure P 3
with normalization N 2, N 3 or N 4 may have to be preferred. In
this order the number of steps will usually increase but the amount
of work per step will decrease.
If all constraints are linear but the objective function is nonlinear, then we can compare our methods with some existing ones,
for instance those developed by Frank and Wolfe [ 20], Rosen [ 34]
and Dennis ( 1 7] , chapter 7.
We shall have:
Theorem 1: Procedure P 2, applied to a problem with only linear
constraints, is equivalent to Frank and Wolfe 1 s non-linear programming method.
Proof: In Frank and Wolfe's method two sequences of feasible
points are distinguished: a sequence zk and a sequence xk. The
starting point is a vertex x 0 = zO E R. At the k-th step the linear
programming sub-problem Max! g(x_k)Tx Ix ER l is solved by applying the simplex method to it, so that the optimum solution xk+l
is obtained (or an extreme ray leading to infinity}. Then
Ffzk + /1.(xk+l - zk) l is maximized under the condition that zk+l =
1 if xk+l
is
= zk + 1'.k(xk+l - zl<J E R, i.e. under the condition 11.
finite. It is clear that this_ procedure is exactly equivalent to our
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procedure P 2, where the points zk and xk are called xk and (xk) 1 ,
respectively.
Our procedure P 2 will solve the linear programming subproblems by taking the point zk of Wolfe's method as starting
point for the next problem and by then applying a method of feasible
directions to the sub-problems (e.g. the one with normalization
N 4, which is a direct extension of the simplex method). It can
also be applied to problems with non-linear constraints; its convergence can considerably be improved by the conjugation principle, so that we obtain procedure P 4, and possibly by the extensions of section 11. 3, point 7; it will moreover be finite in the
case of a quadratic objective function as we have seen in chapter
10. Therefore it may be considered as an extension of Frank and
Wolfe 1 s method.
Rosen's gradient-projection method can also be considered as
a method of feasible directions. In this method the projection s 1
of the gradient vector g onto the cone
[s 1 a/ s = 0, i E I(x); Sj = 0, j E r(x) + J+(x)1 is obtained. If
gTs' > 0, s' is taken as usable feasible direction. If gTs' = 0,
then one of the equations, chosen by considering the dual variables, is replaced by the weaker inequality which will then in the
non-degenerate case lead to a feasible vector s 1 with gTs 1 > O.
Step lengths are determined in the same way as in our procedures.
Convergence of F(xk) to m can b~ proved if the sets I(x), r (x) and
J+(x) which determine the cones are replaced by I(x, £ ), J-(x, E )
and J+(x, E), where E > 0 is gradually reduced as in our procedures. The computational work needed to find the vector s 1 is of
the same nature as in our P 1 with normalization N 1. Hence,
the discussions in section 8. 6 about normalization N 1 also apply
to the gradient-projection procedure. The only additional remark
is that the vectors s' of the gradient-projection method are not
the feasible directions making the smallest possible angle with the
gradient vector, so that it can be expected that the number of
steps in the gradient projection method is higher than in P 1 with
N 1. This will especially be true if, owing to the requirements
a? s = 0 or si = 0 instead of a? s ;;; 0 or Sj
0 (~ 0), we are forced
to stay in a hyperplane and to make many small steps in it,
whereas this hyperplane does not contain the optimum point.
Dennis' method is completely equivalent to our P 1 with N 1.
However, Dennis does not mention an extension-to problems involving non-linear constraints and does not give an efficient com putational scheme for solving the quadratic direction-finding
problems of type (8. 2. 1).
Still another method which uses a principle comparable to our
p 1 with normalization N 1 is Frisch's multiplex method { 21].
This method has pr'rnarilybeen developed for the linear 'programming problem. The problem of projecting the gradient vector onto
the cone of feasible vectors is not fully discussed in it.
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SAMENVATTING
METHODEN VAN TOELAATBARE RICHTINGEN, EEN STUDIE IN
LINEAIRE EN NIET-LINEAIRE PROGRAMMERING
Het probleem dat in het laatste deel van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk 7-11) bestudeerd wordt betreft het maximaliseren van een
concave, differentieerbare functie in een gesloten convex gebied.
Voor dit zogenaamde convexe programme'ringsprobleem worden
een aantal oplossingsprocedures gegeven die Methoden van Toelaatbare Richtingen genoemd worden. Het zijn iteratieve procedures die de volgende eigenschappen bezitten:
1. Gestart wordt met een punt binnen het convexe gebied. Aangegeven wordt hoe een dergelijk punt verkregen kan worden in dien het niet onmiddellijk beschikbaar is.
2. In iedere iteratie wordt een nieuw punt binnen het convexe gebied bepaald met een hogere waarde voor de te maximaliseren
functie. Een iteratie bestaat uit twee gedeelten:
a. de bepaling van een bruikbare toelaatbare richting, d. i. een
richting waarin men vanuit het reeds verkregen punt een stap
kan maken zodanig dat het convexe gebied niet verlaten wordt
en de waarde van de functie stijgt;
b. de bepaling van de lengte van de stap die in de gevonden richting gemaakt zal worden.
3. De verkregen rij van punten is zodanig dat de corresponderende
functiewaarden convergeren naarhet maximum binnen het convexe gebied (zo dit bestaat).
De methoden van toelaatbare richtingen zijn speciaal ontwikkeld om de oplossi.ng van grote convexe programmeringsproblemen met behulp van elektronische rekenmachines mogelijk te maken. Veel aandacht is derhalve besteed aan de numerieke aspecten. De verschillende methoden verschillen onderling in de wijze
waarop de bruikbare toelaatbare richtingen gevonden worden.
Deze richtingsproblemen blijken in btjna alle methoden lineaire
programmeringsproblemen te zijn. Daarom is in deel twee,
hoofdstuk 3 - 6, van het proefschrift een u:i,tgebreide studie gemaakt van de welbekende simplex methode. Van deze methode bestonden reeds drie numerieke versies waaraan een vierde wordt
toegevoegd. De vier versies worden vergeleken aan de hand van
een aantal veronderstellingen aangaande het gedrag van in de
praktijk voorkomende grote lineaire programmeringsproblemen.
Duidelijk blijkt dat de nieuwe algoritme tot de kleinste rekentijden
leidt. Deze algoritme is derhalve gekozen ter oplossing van de
richtingsproblemen in de methoden van toelaatbare richtingen. In
hoofdstuk 6 wordt in het bijzonder bestudeerd tot welke soort problem en dit leidt.

Van alle methoden van toelaatbare richtingen wordt de convergentie bewezen. Zij blijken eindig te zijn in het geval van een lineaire of kwadratische functie welke gemaximaliseerd moet worden onder een aantal lineaire bijvoorwaarden. In het eerste geval
hebben we te maken met een lineair programmeringsprobleem.
In hoofdstuk 9 dat hieraan gewijd is wordt aangetoond dat de sim plex methode en de z. g. "primal-dual" methode equivalent zijn
met methoden van toelaatbare richtingen, Tevens wordt in dit
hoofdstuk aangegevenhoe een methode van toelaatbare richtingen
van dienst kan zijn bij het oplossen van zeer grote lineaire programm eringsproblemen.
In het geval van een kwadratische functie en lineaire bijvoorwaarden blijkt de methode van Beale beschouwd te kunnen worden
als een methode van toelaatbare richtingen; in geval van een algemene concave, differentieerbare functie en lineaire bijvoorwaarden blijkt dit met de methode van Frank and Wolfe het geval te
zijn.
De beide genoemde delen van het proefschrift worden voorafgegaan door een algerneen inleidend hoofdstuk en een hoofdstuk
waarin de mathematischetheorie der convexe programmering behandeld wordt.
Resumerend kan gesteld worden dat de belangrijkste onder werpen welke in dit proefschrift ter sprake kornen, zijn:
1. de ontwikkeling van een nieuwe numerieke versie van de simplex methode welke voor grote problemen tot veel kleinere
rekentijden zal leiden;
2. de ontwikkeling van de methoden van toelaatbare richtingen
voor het convexe programrneriBgsprobleern, welke methoden
eindig zijn bij een lineaire of kwadratische waardefunctie en
lineaire beperkingen;
3. het vaststellen van een equivalentie tussen sommige bestaande
oplossingsmethoden en de methoden van toelaatbare richtingen.

STELLINGEN

1. De door D. van Dantzig ontwikkelde methode van de collectieve
kenmerken kan ook gebruikt worden voor de berekening van
waarschijnlijkheidsmatrices van "runs" in continue Markof
processen.
D. van Dantzig et G. Zoutendijk, ltt!:rations markoviennes dans les ensemblesabstraits,
J. de MatMmatique pure et appliqut!:e, 38 (1959) 183-200.

2. De door Schlesinger ingevoerde produktintegralen kunnen tevens worden gedefinieerd voor van Dantzigs gegeneraliseerde
matrices. Zij kunnen toegepast worden in de theorie der stochastische processen.
L. Schlesinger, Neue Grundlagenfnr einen !nfinitesimalkalkul der Matrizen,
Math. Zeitschrift 33 (1931) 33-61.

3. Laat P(t) de matrix der overgangswaarschijnlijkheden zijn voor
een stationair, separabel Markof proces.

f

DO

Als L(I;) =

e-l;t p(t)dt en M

0

lim P(t)-E
0
t

(E is een een-

heidsmatrix), dan geldt:
(1)

L(I;) = (l;E - MJ- 1 voor

(2)

L(n)(I;)

(3)

L(I;+ f)) = E

·11; I > II M II,

= (-lfn '. [L(/;)J n +

J"~l;L(I'~) voor

1

jYJ

en

I<

!l;j.

4. Laat een netwerk gegeven ZlJn met n knooppunten waarbij Si
het geleidingsvermogen aangeeft van de tak die de knooppunten
Pi en Pi verbindt. Laat [ ciJ de som zijn van de geleidingsvermogens van alle takken die Pi met enig ander knooppunt verbinden. Beschouw de substitutiew.eerstand rg van dit netwerk
indien P 0 op potentiaal 1 en P 1 , P 2 , . . • . . • • , Pm, (m < n), op
potentiaal O gehouden worden. Definieer een stochastische
wandeling op dit netwerk met kansen pii = 0 als Pi en Pi niet
c··
verbonden en pii = [
als Pi en Pi wel verbonden zijn. Beschouw de kans Pg dat een in P 0 startend springend punt in
[ P 1 , ..• , Pm] komt zonder in Po ·te zijn teruggeweest. NashWilliams heeft aangetoond dat voor eindige netwerken
1
r g . Pg "" [Co] . Deze re latie ge ldt tevens voor oneindige, recurrente netwerken.
C. St.I.A.Nash-Williams, Random Walk and Electric Currents in Networks,
Proc. Cambr. Phil. Soc., 55 (1959) 181-194.

5. ·De substitutieweerstand van een niet-recurrent netwerk kan
alleen berekend worden indien wordt aange·geven hoe het oneindige netwerk als limiet van een eindig netwerk is ontstaan.
6. De relatie van stelling 4 maakt het mogelijk veel "stochastische-wandeling"problemen door elektrische analoga op te
lossen.
7. Als, voor i E I, de functies fi(x) en F(x) convex en differentieerbaar zijn en als R = fx lfi(x) +Yi= bi, i EI; x ~O, y
OJ
begrensd is en voldoet aan de eis dat 3x,y Yi,i xi > 0, Yi > 0,
dan ge ldt voor alle a> 0 dat m (a)< oo, waarbij m ( a) "
= Min [F(x) - a E log xi - aE log Yi
J

l

!Yi= bi - fi(x)l, en voor

de oplossingx(a), y(a)dat lim x(a:1:;:x', lim y(a)=y', lim m(o:.),.
o:.J.o
aio
a,J,o
= m' = F(x') = max fF(x) Ix ER].
8. A ls, voor a > 0, de problem en Max

I Ax

p:: pixi

+ a Llog xi+ aLlog Yi

+ y = bl en Min [ Lbi ui - a Z: log ui - a E log vi

I AT u

I

- v = pj

eindige oplossing xi(a), Yi(a), respectievelijkui(o:), vi (a) hebben,
dan geldt:

a

Cf.

(1)

xi (a) = vi (a), Yi (a) = ui(a);

(2) lim xi{a) = xJ , lim Yi (o:) = y;, lim ui (a) = uI,

ato

ato

a~o

lim vi (a) = v], de optima le oplossingen van de duale lineaire

a,j,o

programmeringsproblemen MaxfpTxlAx+y = b;x~O; y~ Ol

I

en Min [ bT u AT u - v = p; u
(3)

O; v

OJ;

I biui(o:.) = I Pi xj(a) + (m + n) a.

Uit (1), (2) en (3) volgen door limietovergang de bekende dualiteitsrelaties van de lineaire programmering.
9. De door G. B. Dantzig voorgestelde procedure om lineaire ongelijkheden toe te voegen ter oplossing -van een discreet programmeringsprobleem leidt in het algemeen niet tot een convergente methode.
G. B. Dantzig, Note on Solving Linear Programs in Integers, Naval Res. Log. Quart.
6 (1959) 75-76.

10. Bij het maken van efficrnnte lineaire programmeringsroutines
voor zeer grote problemen is het gewenst te beschikken over
een elektronische rekenmachine die:
a. een grote woordlengte heeft;
b. een zeer groot snel geheugen bezit;
c. magnetische banden bezit, welke in beide richtingen gelezen
kunnen worden;
d. zoveel inleeskanalen bezit dat de snelheid der banden geen
beperkende factor is ..

11. Het bindend voorschrijven van een algemene symbolische machinetaal werkt verstarrend op de ontwikkeling van nieuwe
elektronische rekenmachines en moet derhalve ontraden worderi.
12. Nagegaan moet worden in hoeverre het zin heeft in Nederland
een aparte vereniging en een apart tijdschrift op te richten
voor "Operational Research".
13. De verschoolsing van de universiteit heeft het gevaar dat
creatieve intelligentie minder mogelijkheid heeft tot ontplooiing te komen en moet daarom niet aangemoedigd worden.
14. Bij het vaststellen der inkomstenbelasting moet niet alleen
gelet Worden op het totale belastbare inkomen doch tevens op
de totale tijd dat voor dit inkomen gewerkt is.

